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KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS: A TUTORIAL

1. INTRODUCTIO N

This report surveys recent and current work in interactive knowl edge-based

systems (KBS), defining and explaining KBS concepts and technology . ~-Otir 
‘pur-

pose is Lo give those who may be interested in the application of such systems

a means of assessing their present potential use . ~We~ ex p1ore~. both the capa-
bilities and the limitations of KBS technology ~s they are observable and

predictable in existing systems, and w~~provide~references and a bibliography
tha t will permi t those who want to further explore th~ topic on their own ..

Section 2 describes a hypothetical KBS application and defines KBS techniques
— as they are understood and implemented in existing systems. Section 3 contains

a case stud y of MYCIN , which is , we believe , the best representative of KBS

technology. In Section 4, we describe in detail and at length the techni4ues

that are used to build KB systems, and in Section 5, we examine the applica-
bility of existing and emerging KBS techniques and discuss what we believe are

boundary conditions and l imitations. Finally, we offer our conclus ions and

reconTnendations on how to best apply KBS technology and we suggest some direc-

tions for future KBS research. The annotated bibliography should provide

readers with adequate references to the body of KBS literature . Two appendices

are i nclude d , as well: one is our adaptation of a taxonomy of knowledge and

cognitive skills [BLOOF156], and the other is a compilation of the current KBS

research and development projects that sets forth the institution , the prin-
c ip al invest ig ator , and a short description of each project. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

It is necessary to distinguish , at the outset , between knowl edge-based systems
and other computer-based systems that contain or incorporate knowledge . Almost
all computer programs and systems contain knowledge of at least two kinds :
knowledge about things and knowl edge about what to do with things—-t hat is , how
:~ manipulate or transform them. But we define a knowledge-based system as one

-owledge is collected in one or more compartments (called knowledge
sources , ~~ ~s of the kind that facilitates problem solving (reasoning ) in a
sin gle , well-defined problem domain. Problems are solved by applying the kind
of reasoning that is used by a practitioner in the domain in which the KBS is
applied. Unlike generalized problem-solving systems, knowl edge-based systems
must accumulate large amounts of knowledge in specific domains and rely on
oomain -specific problem-solving techniques that can be developed to a high l evel
of ex per tise [DAVIS77] .

n considering systems for inclusion in (or exciusion from) the category of
“knowledge -based” systems, we have imposed some conditions that exclude systems
that others have identified as being knowledge based. We have specificall y
excluded systems that are research prototypes that were not and are not inten-
ded to be put to productive use. Many of the systems that we consider to be
outside the KBS domain , as we have defined it , do , however , embody technology
that is incorporated in the KB systems we do include ; in a sense, then , they
are included , if only indirectly. None of the speech-understanding systems
developed under the sponsorship of the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency are included , for example , yet much of the technology they embody is
incorporated in systems we do include , such as MOLGEN [STEFIK77]. This is a
conservative approach , and if it errs , it errs in the proper direction , if only
because it does not raise unwarranted expectations. We have made no attempt to

define knowledge in other than operational (or utilitarian) terms . Readers
who are interested in pursuing the philosophical aspects of the definitions of

knowledge should consult Appendix A , which is a modification and suninarization
of [BLOOtI56]. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ..~~~~—- -—- .. __
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~.1 A HYPOTHETICAL KBS

The ~oi~ ow~ng is a brief descriptio l and example of a simple , hypothet i cal KBS
a pp l i ca tion that i l l u s trates most of the capab i l i t ies of KB systems. The a pp li-
cation is one that should be familiar to most readers and would be feasible to

bu i l d , although no such system presently exists.

The hypothetical system is an automotive service consultant whose primary pur-

pose i s to help ensu re the best service a t the least cost for au tomo bi les
brought to a service agency or garage. The system is to be used both by the

se rv i ce represen tat i ve , who i s the p r imar y in ter face between the cus tome rs a nd
the esta b l i shmen t, and by the mechanics who work on the cars. Though it func-

:ions as a simple data management system in routine circumstances , i ts va lue
lies in its ability to diagnose subtle problems from symptoms and problems

presented by the customer (to the service representative) or by the mechanic

when he discovers a non-routine problem in performing service and repair. Its

benefit is tha t it ensures a uniformly high level of service to customers and

requires of mechanics only that they have good mechanical skills , bu t not
necessarily good diagnostic skills , and of service representatives that they be

able to listen carefully to customers ’ com p la i nts . Both cus tomers and the
ser vi ce agency benefi t, because unnecessary repairs are eliminated and it is

high ly l i ke l y tha t what has been done corrects the problem the f i rst t i me .
Al though the reasoning skills required by such a KB system are relatively

sim p le , the amount of knowledge required (exclusive of the normal data base)

is arge because of the number and variety of automotive subsystems involved

and the high degree ‘f tneir interdependence.

The data base of the systen. oul d ccntain a description of each car serviced at

the agency . The description would contain the configuration of the vehicle ’ s

eng i ne , runn i ng gear , and optiona l and special equipment , as wel l  as the year
of manufac tu re , model , color , service history , and other per ti nent data .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~ _____ 
._~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____ ~~~ - -
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The system woul d contain two basic kinds of knowl edge : (1) generic knowledge

about the major elements of the vehicle (such as its cooling, ignition , and
fuel systems) and (2) knowl edge about the model and its specific options .

Diagnos tic knowledge would be necessary to relate symptoms to causes and to

relate specific knowledge to generic knowl edge . For instance , poor engine per-
formance coul d result from mechanical problems (valves , rings) or from related

systems (cooling, i g n i t i on , or carburetion).

The intent of the system is to recommend (1) the least expensive tests (where a

specific remedy is not obvious) that will produce the greatest amount of spe-

cific information about the cause of the problem , and (2) the least expens ive

repairs for the problem . The system could also recomend the best post-repair

testing to verify that the problem has been removeci . The system would explain

its recommendations or conclusions if asked .

The followin g is a hypothetical scenario of such a system in operation . The

users are the service representative and the mechanic(s) performing the test

an d re pa i r work . The user lan gua ge i s a sty l i zed En gl i s h  designed to convey a
max i mum amoun t of i nformat i on between the user and the sys tem w i th a min imum
amount of effort.

F System: Tuesday, May 3, 1977 , 08 :32 :44
Service rep: Next customer

System: Enter owner ’ s name or vehicle ID num ber

Serv ice rep: 1 743 HBAQ 8197

System: Owner is S.B. Franklin , car is 1974 Ford Gran Torino 4-dr sedan

wi th 351-2V engine , A/C , P15, P/B an d CA smog con trols . Last service —

Apr i l  4 , 1977 at 28 ,412 ml R&R water pump and l ower radiator hose , what
is present mileage?

Service rep: 29285 

-~~~~~~~~ .-- - -~~ -- - - - -~~~~ -- ,--~~~~~~~~ 
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System: Please inform owner that the following regular maintenance

services are due:
1 . Change oil and fi l ter — last changed on Jan 13 , 1 977 at 24 ,842 mi.
tlay we be of other service?

Serv ice rep: Battery not keeping charge , barely able to start car this a .m .

System: Any other symptoms or problems?

Service rep: No

System: Check belt tension on alternator — most likely cause.

Service rep: Why?

System: Last service required removal of fan and bel ts , very likely that

tension was not properly set on reinstallation .

Service rep : More (meaning more things to be checked or tested )

System: Check flu id level i n ba ttery — nex t mos t l i kel y cause —
overcha rged battery . If leve l is low , chec k al ternator out put and
vol tage regulatc -r.

Serv ice rep: Replace battery?

System: No , battery is 6 mos old and should take recharge.

Service rep: Thank you . (Signal to system that session is ended for now)

System : Car assigned num ber 287 in control system. First test to be

performed by 1 . K . Uzzi in  Bay 17 .

After the car is moved to the mechanic ’ s work area and the prescribed

tes ts are performed , the followi ng i nterchan ge ta kes place between t Ie
mechan i c an d the sys tem:
Mechanic: JKL 17 , 287 (in dicating mechanic , bay, and car being serviced)

System: 1974 ~n 
Torino, test results please.

Mec han i c : Be lt u s i on OK , bat tery level  OK , charge low , alternatur , VR
output OK. Problem not found.

System: Test for above-nor dl current flow with ignition off. (Mechanic

attaches aimieter and takes reading.

Mechan ic: Reading above norma l
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System: Check for faulty switch in hood light , t runk l i g h t , and

courtesy lights .

Mechan ic finds faulty switch in trunk light such that light never turns

off.

Mechanic: Faulty trunk light swi tch R&R. Current reading normal .

What specifi c knowledge must such a system incorporate in order to diagnose and

suggest remedies? First , the knowl edge must come from experts who have

acquire d and demonstrated diagnostic skills that are better than random selec-

tion. For the system to have suggested checking the belt tension of the alter-

nator , it would have to know that the earlier removal of the belt could be

related to the present problem , that the severity of the problem would depend

on how poorly the tension was adjusted , and that one month and about 900 miles

before appearance of symptoms (battery failure ) is not unreasonable. Since it

is a highly probable cause and the easiest to test, i t  ranks as the f i rst sug-
gestion. By requesting more information , the serv ice representative can tell

the owner wha t else may be require d an d wha t w i l l  not l i k e l y  be requ i red , such
as a new battery .

The successful KB systems of today function in essentially this manner but in

tne more esoteric fields of medicine, chemi stry , biochemistry , and the like .

Func tionally, they do not do more , thou gh they solve more difficult problems ,

in the sense that the reasoning chains may be longer. The knowledge , however ,

is of a similar variety , and the interactive discourse has the same flavor of

natura i nes~ and civility . 
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2 .2 GE N ERAL CONCEPTS

A knowledge-based system is one that supports practitioners in a specific

knowle dge doma i n by i ncor pora t i ng the knowle dge acqu ired from ex perts i n tha t
dcmain and applying it , i n com bi na ti on w it h cer ta in  reason i ng sk i l l s , to the

solut ion of problems posed by the practitioners . In other words , a KBS func-
tions as an intelligent assistant--a substitute for the expert human consultant

who may be needed but unavailable. A KBS may produce solutions or explanations

that are more thorough than those produced by a huma n expert , and may produce
them more ra p idl y ; however , one shoul d not assume tha t the KBS is in heren tl y

V bet ter than the huma n . The human has i ma gi na tion and the ca pac ity for i nno-
vation , which even the most expert KBS does not.

There are two kinds of knowledge-based systems : those called diagnostic (or

problem-solving) and those called pedagogic. The diagnostic systems are

des i gne d to hel p the i r users solve problems i n spec i f i c  areas ; the pedagog ic
systems are designed to convey information about specific topics. The two have

muc h i n con~iion , both structurally and technologically. (The problem-solving

KBS c~ay, of course , teach its users [SHORTLIFFE76] , but that is not its

prina ry function.) The distinction is in the users , who are either prac-

titioners or students . A pedagogical system is likely to have less expert

knowledge about an area but considerable knowl edge about how an understanding

of the content of that area is best taught; a diagnostic system may contain a

lar ’ae collection of knowledge acquired from experts in an area (and may edu-

cate users by repeatedl y exposing them to this knowl edge and to the reasoning

that goes with it) , at is not designed primarily to assist a human ’ s learn i ng
*p rocess .

*The user of a diagnostic or proHem-solvi ng KBS must be an experienced , know-
ledgeable practitioner in the field for which the KBS is designed , since only
someone knowledgea ble in the area of application can quide the diagnosis and
understand the relevance or limitations of the results. MYCIN , for exam p le ,
is intended for the doctor , not for the patient (assuming that the patient is
not a doctor).
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A KBS is composed of three components or modules : (1) an interface , (2)  a
cogn i t i v e  eng i ne , and (3) a knowledge base (see Figure 2.1). (These labels are

not use d un i formly i n the KBS l i tera tu re , but they do refer to componen ts that
perform similar functions. ) The knowled ge base--the passive element in the

system--con tains the knowledge sources and fact files. The existence of a

knowle dge source is a necessary condition. The knowledge source contains the

“expertise ”-—for example , the knowl edge of the cause-and-effect relationships

or me thods an d proce dures speci fic to the knowledge doma i n . The fac t fi l es ,
i f presen t, conta in other relevant fact~ and data.

The cognitive engine drives the system . It performs the system ’ s problem-

solving (inference-making or reasoning) operations. It applies the knowl edge

in the knowledge sources and uses the fact files in the knowl edge base to

answer questions or solve the problem posed by the user.

Tne interface provides interactive communication between the user and the sys-

tern. It allows for the acquisition of data in a variety of forms--a real-time

signal , a fi le of observa tions , data provided by the user , etc., and for the
addition or modification of knowled ge in the knowledge base.

4 KSS acts as a special -purpose “intelligent agent” on behal f  or a t the behest
o~ its user; it is not a general -purpose problem solver. It provides sup-

portive knowledge in a well-defined , clea rly bounded problem domain. As the

user ’s agen t, it mus t be i nvoke d by the user , an d the user must know when , why ,
an d how to invoke it. No present-day KBS is intended for use by a casual ,

inex pert user . This is a qualitative discrimination that we make , and it is an

im portant one.

Parenthetica l ly, there are a few systems that are refer red to by the ir devel-
opers as be i ng knowle dge base d bu t are not i nvoke d by a user , and do not carry
on an y di alog wit h a user , but respond to the occurrence of data input from an

extern al source. Thus though a user is the individual rec i pient of the system

— — V .  ~~~~~~VV ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
V
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results , he is a passive rather than an active participant in the problem -

solv ing process . We have not included these systems in this report , but we do
not thereby exclude them from consideration as knowl edge-based systems.

The Cognitive Eng ine (CE) provides the central control of the KBS. The CE’ s

principal function is to carry out the plausible reasoning and inference—making

that are the heart of the system ’s problem-solving ability . How the CE does

th is affects both the power and the performance of the system , but i s no t the
sole determ i nan t. A KBS ’s ability to solve a particular problem depends on

(1) how many paths there are to a solution , (2) the ability of the Cognitive

Engine to reduce the number of paths to a minimum , (3) the knowledge in the

Knowled ge Base , an d (4) what information is available within the problem state-

ment. Therefore , although the Cognitive Engine is in command and acts as the

driving element , the path to a solut ion , an d the cr i ter ia  for when to acce pt a
solu tion or abort a particular path or the enti re effort are highly dependent on

the content of the KB and the problem data. The strategies for how to attack a

problem and the heuristics of how best to carry on the process are part of the

knowle dge con ta i ne d in  the CE , and , wh i le these i nclu de cri teria for selec t ing

from among alternative paths at any point , th e CE does not conta i n s u f f i c i en t
know~edge to determine a priori when an acceptable solution has been found or

when the effort should be aborted. These considerations are part of the

knowledge in the KB concerning the goal for the problem and the related know~ 
V

ledge about what constitutes a reasonable effort. In this respect, a KBS
diff ers f rom mos t systems i n tha t th er e is no guarantee  tha t a solu tion ex i sts
or , if one exists , tha t it will be found. In conventiona l systems , the fa i lure
to find a solution or generate an answer implies an error in the data , the V

p rob lem formula ti on , or the system i tself.

To qualif y as a KBS , a sys tem s houl d possess the poten t ial f r ex p la i ning i ts
actions and reasoning processes with respect to an interacti on with the user

or to a solution it produces. This is another function of the Cognitive Engine.

(This means not that every KBS can actually explain its behavior to its users ,

—- ~~~k - _— V
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.~~ : tnat the functions necessary to do so can be added without changing the

.~etho d or operation of the KBS.) Explanations are given in terms of the con~
- of the Knowle dge Base , the prob lem da ta , and prior interactions with the

~er an d are rela ted onl y to past ac ti v i t y; the system canno t ex p l a i n  how i t
nlg ht dea l with a hypothetical case or how it will continue in so’ving a

present p roblem .

The ex p lana tion w i l l  not in d icate why an d how the CE took the ac ti ons it took ;
it will indicate only the results of those actions in terms of the Knowledge

Base, problem data , and user responses. Even so, the explanation may at times

be r i ch enou gh for the user to i nfer  wha t search and in ference mechan i sms the
CE used. V

The CE must also provide the mechanis ms that facilitate the acquisition of new

knowledge , the mod i f ica t i on of ex i s t i n g knowle dge , an d the ex pun gi n g of erron-
eous or useless knowl edge--all of which are done in cooperation with an expert.

A KBS does not generally permit its users to make permanent additions or

chan ges to the Knowledge Base.

In summary , the CE is the controllin g, active element of the KBS that directs

the problem—solving activities , expla i ns the system ’ s behavior to its users upon

request , and manages the Knowl edge Base.

2.2.1 The Knowledge Base

T he Knowle dg e Base I ~B) of a KBS must , l ike the Cognitive Engine , be a well-

or gan ize d , readily i~.e ~ifi ab le element of the system. Ideally, it shoul d con-

tam afl of the knowledge a 2 essary for the KBS to perform as an expert agent.

In most present-day KBS systems , some of the knowl edge res id es in the Co gn i t i ve
Engine (usually for reasons of efficiency ), but the tren d is  away from th i s
division of the knowledge . The KB wil l contain such knowledge as stipulations

of the existence or non—existences of certain things , simple equivalence

relationships , relationships between the concrete and the abstract , knowledge V

- — 
- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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of conven tions abou t the domain , methods of the domain , etc . -- in other words ,

rr.e oreadth of knowledge acquired by one who has become expert in solving prob-

l ems in the domain for which the KBS is designed .

As we have noted earlier , the knowled ge in the KB of a pedagogic KBS differs

from that in the KB of a diagnostic KBS in two ways : (1) the -knowle dge of the

subject be i ng taught need not be as grea t, and (2) the knowl edge about how to

teach is quite rich. Since the intent of a pedagogic KBS is the education of

its user , it w i l l  no t solve p ro b l ems tha t woul d be usefu l  or i nteres ti ng to
workers in the domain. It is the KB , therefore , that determines the overall
power of a KBS and its usefulness to its users. Thi3 is not true of the know-

ledge incorporated in the CE, because the user has little cognizance of that

knowle dge. The CE must be an adequate problem-solving mechanism , but it is the

knowle dge i n the KB t hat determ i nes the brea d th , depth , and overall doma in of
applicability of the KBS . Regardless of its knowl edge and power , the CE cannot V

find solutions to problems for which the KB does not contain adequate knowl edge~
on the other hand , a CE wit h onl y wea k i nference methods may find solutions ,

albeit inefficiently, i f the KB is r i ch enou g h .

2 .2 .2 Separat i on of KBS Elements

The separation of the elements of a KBS is a necessary condition for including

a system in tha t category , since it permits the changing of the domain of

applicability by extending, expanding, or su bstituting another KB independently

of the CE. There are severa l examples of this. EFIYCIN* (for Empty FIYCIN) is

the CE of M YC I N , to which several different KBs have been experimentall y

attached for solving different classes of problems . Kellogg ’ s Deduct i ve
Processor (DP) [KELLOGG77] is an independent CE to which may be attached

various KBs related to specific data-management systems and data bases to pro-

vide facilities for extracting imp l icit information from the explic it facts

con tained in the data bases. Despite these examples , howeve r , t here ex i sts no

*Pr ivate coniTlunication.

- .~~~~~~~~
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;eneral theory of CEs , and , therefo re , no genera l theory of knowledge -based

sys tems comp lete enou gh to perm i t the fac i l ity of subst it uti ng a KB f~om a
d i fferent domain as a means of creating a new KBS for that domain. That is,

wh ile trie CE and KB are separate , they are not completel y i ndependen t of one

another.

None of the systems we have studied can modify the content of its CE or KB as

a res u l t of hav ing  solve d a pro b lem . In other words , they do not learn or
adapt from ex per ience or exam p les , even thou gh such a ca pab i l i ty woul d be
desirable. A present-day KBS can acquire additional knowl edge for permanent

incor pora ti on orl y from ex per t informan ts , but even this only at the initiative

of its users or info rmants.

KBS technology arose out of art ificial-intelligence (Al) research and is just

beginning to attain a separate identity of its own , wh ich may account for some

of the confusion about what is and what is not a KBS. KBS technology is

rap idly evolving into an eng ineer ing—like discipline. A KBS must meet specific

str-~ctura l and organizational specifications. From one point of view , it must

incorpora te man:, of the concepts embodied in “software eng ineering” -- 
V

specifically, the concept that functions be readily identifiable and incor-

porated in modules that can retain their unique identity within the integrated

whole. Thus , whe,i we say that a KBS must have a CE or a KB , we mean tha t the

functions they provide or the needs they satisfy can be uniquely associated

witn the modules that imp l ement them , an d tha t the modules  assoc iate d wit h one

~u nction or need are distinct from those associated with another . This is

necessa ry i n the ca s~ of a KBS for a number of important reasons. First , the

state of the technologies r -~eded for constructing KBS is not so thoroughly

understooi that all of the correct desi gn decis ions can be r,iade prior to

implementation and testing . Independence of the various components and

modules (as much as can at least realistically be echieved ) makes channe and

modification easier at least up to the point where fundamental design decisions

require change (such as the technique selected for representing knowl edge) .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _—_ V —~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Of equal consideration is the fact that most KB systems are and will be

evolv ing systems . They will grow and change over time , as does most software ,

but in somewhat un ique ways . A KBS will be expected by its users to acquire
additional knowledge over time as experts gain deeper understanding in the

domain and as the need and utility to its users grow and change. This kind

F of evolution cannot be accomplished in a system that is tightly bound together

as a monolithic softwa re structure . This implies tha t it is not possible to
determine by external observation of a system ’s behavior alone whether or not

it qualif ies as a KBS as we define the area . One must also examine the internal

structure for the existence of specific and separabl e functions or components .

In sumary, then , to qualify as a KBS, a system must:

(1) be externally invoked by an expert or student in the domain of
app licab ility ;

(2) ha ve an identifiable CE that reasons plausibly using the KB and
whose solution path is controlled by the content of the KB and

p ro b lem data ;

(3) have the potential for explaining its behavior;

(4) have an i dentifiable KB that contains expert domain-s pecific

knowled ge (this is the most critical aspect of a KBS); and

- - (5) be organized and structured so that its KB can be expanded and

exten ded and the system ’ s performance improved.
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2.3 THE COGNITI VE ENGINE

The Cognitive Engine (CE) combines and organizes the contents of the KB in
V 

inference or search structures in order to perform plausible or common-sense

reasoning about the domain as it applies to the problem posed by the user. The

intent of the CE is to focus the effort as narrow ly as possible on the problem
(or subproble m ) at hand. In order for the CE to solve problems using search

V techniques (or “heur i stic ” search techni ques , as they are mos t frequen tly
referred to), it is necessary that there exist a generator for the hypotheses
from wh ich the solution can be constructed (e.g., DENDRAL , [BUCHANAN73]).

Solu ti ons i n doma i ns for wh i ch no such generator is possible must be found by

applying inferential or deductive processes over the knowledge of the KSs

(e.g., MYCIN, [SHORTLIFFE76]).

The knowledge contained in the CE may be genera l or meta-knowledge about how to
reason (infer or search) as wel l as domain-specific problem-solving knowledge.

The ul timate decision about what kind and what level of knowledge to incorporate

in the CE depends on the intent of the system and the complexity of the domain ,

as well as on considerations about performance , efficiency , growth , and so on.

The depth to which the system will pursue a solution is determined primarily by

the con ten t of the KB; i t is no t a un i l a t e r a l dec i s i on i ncor porated in the CE .
This raises two issues: (1) whether the system will always find an answer or

solution if one exists (this is called completeness [NILSSON71] and (2) whether

the system will find the “best” answer or solut ion from the set of legitima te

ones (this is calle ’ admissibility [NILSSON71]). The combination of knowledge

in the CE and in the Kb determines whether or not a particular KBS sa t i s f ies
the completeness and admiss ib i l i ty  criteria. This will be discusse d in more

detail in Section 4.

~~~~~~~~ -i—-- -- _ _ _
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Through some existing KBSs can explain their lines of reasoning to the users and

others cannot , it is a necessary condition , as we have said , that  a KBS be
capable of accommodating this requirement. The addition of an explanation com-

ponent must not requi re that the KBS be redesigned and reimplemented. An

explanation is based on the interaction of the CE with the content of the KB.

The explanat ion need not (and probably cannot) include the knowledge that is

embedded in the CE , since it is usually not preserved in the solu t o n  method
and is deeply buried in the system , but may include information ac qui red from

V 
interaction wi th the user. Despite the fact that the CE’ s behavior is not

incorporated in the explanation , that explanation should be understood by the

user because of the know ledge about the domain that the system and the user have
in common . (This is another reason why the user should be a worker or student in

the domain. ) Most KBSs provide the facility for exploring the explanation to

various levels of detail.
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2 .4 THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

As we have sa id , the Know ledge Base (KB ) is a passive element of the KBS. Though
pass ive , the KB determi nes the performance and utility of the KBS , because the

V CE depen ds on the knowle dge in  the KB. In th i s sect i on , we describe the char-
acteristics of the KB that are common to all of the KB systems we have studied .

V They do not necessarily represent the necessary and/or sufficient conditions

for a KB .

The KB of a KBS may contai r both Knowledge Sources (KSs) and fact f i les . At
least one KS is mandatory ; whether fact files are necessary depends on the

domain. The fact files that are contained in a KB are equiva l ent to a data

base i n tha t they con ta i n a t t r ibu te  values  and the equiva len t type of i nforma-
tion that may be required for the complete solution or result. A collection

of fact files wi thout a Knowledge Source , as we have defined i t, is not a KB.
T herefore , a sjstem in which all of the expert domain knowledge is embedded in

the CE would not, by our definition , qualify as a KBS . A Management Informa-

tion System constructed from a conventional data-management system and a col-

lec tion of sophisticated application programs that provides its users with

decision-making aids , tren d anal yses , etc., is not a KBS.

A KS contains wha t we have been calling knowledge. Whether a KBS has a single

or multiple KSs results from system design decisions that are both philosophi-

ca l and practical. Multiple KSs are usually necessary when there are multiple

“ le vels ” of knowledge , such as problem-specific knowledge and knowledge (often

calle d Meta-know ledc~ ) ribout how the CE can best use the problem-specific

knowledge. Since thc two kinds of knowledge are used for different purposes ,

it is reasonable to keep U in different KSs. It is also often true that

more than one kind of problem-specific knowledge is acquired from different

experts and that there is no eff ic ient single met hod for representing all of
the knowledge. Since different representations are neede d , se para ti on i nto
se parate KSs i s lo gi cal .

_  —- - -—-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~- - -- -~~~~~~~~~
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A KB often conta ins an indication of the certainty , verac ity , or cred ibi l i t y  of
its representation of knowledge . MYCIN [SHORTLIFFE76] attaches Certainty Factors

(CFs) to each item of knowledge it contains , and its CE has a means of combining
these CFs to arrive at a certainty value for a conclusion. We have observed no

fact files in existing KBSs that contain the equivalent of CFs or other measures

of their veracity , but we see no reason why the concept cannot be readily
applied to them . It is thi s property of being able to cope with less than cer-

tain knowledge that i mbues a KBS with its power and ability to reason

plausi bly.

We canno t stress too stron gl y tha t the expert , domain-specific knowledge in the

KSs mus t no t onl y re presen t the body of theory abou t the doma i n , i t must a lso
con ta i n knowle dge of how to a pp ly the theory to a gi ven prob lem or class of
pro b lems . t h is is  the k in d of knowle dge that a person learns from workin g in
the domain and attaining the appellation “expert. ” For a variety of reasons--

efficiency of representation among them--knowledge of how to apply the theory is

often incorporated in the CE rather than in a KS.

The knowled ge of the KSs in the systems we ha ve examined is of the following

types (although the knowledge in no system included all types):

(1) Methods for specifying cause-effect relat ionships , implications , or

i nferences , us i n g pro duc t ion ru les , predicate -calculus expressions ,

or other logical representations , depend ing on the richness of the

re la t ionsh ip to be re presente d.

(2) Plans of action for how one would achieve an end result in the world

ex ternal to the model that the system represents. For instance , such

a procedure may describe how to transform one chemical compound into

ano ther for a chemical—s ynthesis system , or how to purify an inter-

medi ate compound. Or it may stipulate the usua l io~ical steps in

V 
solving a problem of a particular class or type . It is the equivalent
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of the instructions that come with a do-it-yourself kit or

unassem b led toy or device , in that the user ’ s intent , sk ill , an d some
— fundamen tal understand i ng of content are assume d.

(3) Jeclaratives that i dentify objects within the modeled domain and dis-

tin guish them from objects that are not within the domain. These

declara t i ves may descr ibe p rop~rties of objects , relat i ons hip s among
objects , defin i tions of terms or cons truc ts , schemata that identify

the le gal relat i onsh ip s or t ransfo rmations app li ca b le to the doma i n ,
or f i rs t-level  abst ract ions , such as class or set memberships for

the elemen ts of the domain .

(4) Meta-properties , wh i ch are a h igh er level  of a bstract i on a bou t the
domain an d the solu ti on space an d me tho ds . They are no t alwa ys
em bodi ed i n a KS but may be incor pora ted i n the CE , wh i ch makes them V

less readil y identifiable. They take the form of meta-rules--that is ,

rules  a bout us ing  the knowledge in 1 , 2, and 3 a bove . They p rov id e
means for determining -‘nd assuring the consistency , coherency, and
rel iability of intermediate results and steps as well as the final

solut ion and answers. They may also restrict the solution space in

var ious ways (such as pruning and ordering a “move ” tree ) tha t
marked ly improves the efficiency of the system .

(5) Advice (sometimes called heuristics) that is similar to meta—properties

in intent , but that does not carry the same strength of influence.

Adv i ce may be a h i n t to the CE as to wha t knowl edge i s bes t to use
nex t or hc ; t - escape from a possible blind alley or what is the most

li kel y tra sformation that will yield a useful result. This is the

“soft” knowle dge at ex per ts acquire  from experience in workin g in
the domain and is rarely contained in textbooks and papers. It often

consists largely of intuition and has l i tt le scienti f ic or theoretical

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~~ — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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su pport , but is highly valuabl e because it is frequently the knowl edge

that gives the system (and the expert) good performance.

There are a variety of techni ques that have been used to represent KSs with

these character istics. They will be described in detail in Section 4 below.
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2 .5 THE INTERFACE

The i nterface i s the commun i cat ion port between the system an d the exte rnal
worl d. As such , i t provides three functions: (1) interaction with the user

(i.e. , accepting input and returning results , explana ti ons , or other output ,
often in English or a stylized natural language of the domain), (2) addition of

knowl edge to the KB by a domain expert, and (3) acquisition by the KB of prob-

lem data (e.g., real- time signals , a f i l e  of observat ions , user-provided data).

The i nterface mus t lo g i c a l l y exis t , but i ts actual  real i za ti on may ma ke it

di fficul t to identi fy it as a se parate element because of the brea d th of func-
tion it embodies. Some of its functions may be contained in the CE or be pro-

vided by the computer-system environment within which the KBS functions , or
both. The three interfaces , when examined individually, have t he f o l l o w i n g
pro pert ies an d un derl y in g rat i onale , and perform the fol lowin g func ti ons:

(1) The User Interface shoul d accommodate the jargon or a lexicon

spec i f i c  to the doma i n of the KBS an d may perm it a “natural”

lan guage. It provides the necessary facilities for the user as a

poser of problems and a consumer of results (answers , solutions ,

termination , explana t i on , or whatever). It is not the port through

which expert knowledge is entered into the system , nor is it intended

to su pport casual , inex pert users . A KBS is analogous to an invest-

men t ins t i tu ti on in  which  an i n terac tive system p rov id es su pport for
i nves tmen t mana gers . The ex per t knowle dge for such a system i s pro-
vided by the “back-room ” analysts (who also may be users). The users

are brokers and portfolio managers ; such a system is not available to

to the cl i nts of the institution , an d would not be pa r t i c u l a r l y

useful to them if it were , for a variety of reasons: their lack of

fundamenta l knowled ge of local jargon , house rules , government

regula tions , trading procedures , etc . A system desi gne d for c l i en t s
woul d be a different one if it were even feasible , an d then one woul d

have to di fferen ti ate between t he sop h i sti ca ted or knowle dg eable
cl ients and the casual ones. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V-~~~~~V V V V .~~ V V -~~~.
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(2) The Knowledge-Acquisition (Expert) Interface is used by a domain

expert (who has ga i ned some feeling for, if not an understanding of,

the computer-science aspects of the system) as the provider of

knowl edge for the KSs . In some systems , the user is able to provi de
additional temporary knowledge or advice to the KSs through this

interface [KELLOGG77] . Still other systems may acquire their knowl-

edge through a quite different mechanism , such as that of Meta—

DENDRAL , which is a system that creates the KSs for DENDRA L from

observed results of spectrographic experiments . In this case , no
huma n agent is directly involved in providing the knowledge to the

KSs of DENDRA L , so the interface mus t accommodate input of machine-

generated knowl edge. Associated with the Knowledge-Acquisition Inter-

face is some means of verify ing the incoming knowledge , sometimes

limi ted to syntax checking, but of ten i nclud i n g tests for coherence
and consistency with prior knowledge both in the KS5 and the CE

[SHORTLIFFE76]. It is possible that the Knowledge-Acquisition 
V

Interface and the User Interface use some system components in com-

mon , such as the langua ge processor , bu t the y are consi dere d lo g i c a l l y
separate. It is not usual that the CE’ s knowled ge can be su pp l i e d ,

modified , or added to through the Knowledge Acquisition Interface.

(3) The Data Interface is more conventional than the other two. It is

similar to that of most other interactive computer systems , in that
it incorporates (1) facilities for user input of parameters and data

an d res ponses to the system ’ s queries ; (2) the mechanism for locating

an d access i n g da ta sets , f i les , or data bases ; and (3) a capability
for access ing real-time (or quasi- real-time) data streams . The Data

In terface of each KBS need provide for only those data sources that

are meaningful or necessary to its operation . Many of the functions

necessary to provide the Data Interface may be drawn directly from

the computer-system environment within which the KBS functions. 

V 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2.6 SUMMARY

A KBS can , in summary , be said to be a problem-solving or pedagogic agent for

i ts user(s). To qualify as a KBS , a system must have: (1) a Cognitive Engine

that reasons plausibly within the domain of application , can accommodate a

mechanism for explain ing the system ’s problem-solving behavior , and supports
the acquisition of new knowledge; (2) a Knowledge Base tha t contains the

Knowl edge Sources and Fact Files needed to solve problems ; and (3) interfaces

throu gh which  user quer i es , problem data , and expert knowledge can be com-
municated to the system.

I•~~_V~~• _VV _ - _ - 
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3. A KBS CAS E STUDY 
-

This section --an examination of an actual knowledge-based system , MYCIN --is

presente d wi th two pur poses i n mind . The f i r s t  i s to provi de a more de ta i le d -

view of KBS technology by examining a specific system as it relates to our

d e f i n i t i o n .  The second is to encompass other related aspects of KBS technology
that are covered in more general terms in the later sections. MYCIN , a med i-
cal consul ta tion system , was chosen for several reasons . Most improtantly ,

there ex i sts su f f i c i ent documentat ion a bou t the sys tem to perform such a
study--namely, a book and related papers [SHORTLIFFE76 , 75a , 75b , 73; DAV I S77 , 76].
FIY CIN , in our opinion , is also the best representative system of the present

state of KBS technolo gy . Last , but not least , i t  a ppears to have exerte d si g- -

n ificant influence on other computer scientists involved in KBS technology -

develo pment an d a pp l i ca t ions . It should be no ted tha t th i s stu dy of MYCIN is -

base d on the content of the avai lable literature ; we have not observed the sys-
tem in use or examined the program itself . Since this section onl y summarizes

the system for our specific purposes here , we encoura ge those in terested i n
more detail to read Shortl i ffe’s book [SHORTLIFFE76].

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -~~~~~-- ----- V- - - 
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3.1 ThE PROBLEM DOMAIN AND THE USERS

before examinin g MYCI N’ s elements , we mus t fi rs t un derstan d some th i ng a bout
toe problem domain and the intended user community . Simply stated , MYC I N is

Knowledge -based interactive computer system intended to provide advice to
phys icians on prescribing antimicrobial therapy for bacterial infections. The

present version is limited to providing advice about bacterial infections of

the blood (bacteremia); the intent is to gradually broaden the system into

otner infectious-disease topics. As one would imagine , the prob lem of ther-

~~ selec t ion and recommendation for an i nfec t ious d isease is dif ficult and
:::~pi ex. Even when res tr ic ted to bacterem i a , the prob lem of therapy selec tion
poses many problems . The f i r s t  is to determine whether or no t the i nfec tion i s
ser i ous enough to warran t treatmen t . I t i s to no one ’ s benefit , economical l y or
physically, to prescribe unnecessary drugs or other treatment , though it has been

observed to happen far  too frequen tly . If i t  is determ i ne d that treatment i s V

warran ted , there is no panacea for infectious diseases. Therefore , one shoul d 
V

know wha t organ i sm i s caus ing the infect ion , but that i tself is not a sim p le
problem. One must obtain a specimen of the infection for culturing , analysis ,

an d identification by a laboratory . This is a time consuming process. It

takes from 12 to 24 hours to determine whether there is an organism and make a

preliminary identification of its genera l characterist ics. Another 24 to 48
hours are requ i re d to obta i n spec i f ic  i dentif i cat ion , an d possibly  even more
time to determine which specific antimicrobial drug is most effective in

eitner counteracting the organism or arresting its growth. In many cases , the
infect ion is serious enough tha t treatment must be begun before all of the
analys is can be coin eted . Therefore, any recommended thera py must be based

on incomplete informdt i - - n.  To further complicate matters , the most ef fect ive
drug against the suspected ~r identifi ed organism may be totally inappropriate

for the specific patient because of age or medical condi tions and problems.

T hus , any system or consul t ing physician must be aware of all of these complex-

ities if proper- advice is to be rendered in each specific case. FIYCIN has

been desi gned to cope with just such complexities and interrela tionsh ips among
the many variables and to provide a physic ian with advice tha t is proper for

each individual patient.

-~ - 
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Though the problem is quite complex , the domain is well bounded . MYCIN need

not have knowl edge about medicine in genera l, or any of the many medical
specialities that have no bearing on infectious diseases . It does require

specific knowledge that relates to local experience with various infectious

organisms in terms of resistance of known strains to specific drugs , which

var ies from locale to l ocale. It does not need general knowl edge about the

theory of infect ious disease , bu t it must have knowledge of symptoms related

to specific infections. We will explore below in more detail the specific

kinds of kr owledge incorporated in MYCIN.

MYCIN is intended to be used by physicians. The dialogue that it carries on

with the user is in the jargon of medicine and specifically that of infectious

diseases , la boratory procedures , infec tious or ganisms , drugs , etc. Thus , a
user is expec ted to be a com petent medical practi tioner.  

- -V  -- -
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3.2 MYC IN ’S KNOWLEDGE BASE

I I YC I N ’ s knowle dge base (KB) contains severa l knowledge sources—-decision rules

(or production rules), clin ical parame ters , special functions , and procedures

for therapy selection . We will briefly describe the content and purpose of

each and in d icate  the method of representa t ion for each . De ta i le d descr ip t i ons
of these an d other representa ti onal techn iq ues are conta i ned i n Sec ti on 4 .

The primary knowledge source in MYCIN is the collection of decision , production ,

situation—action (SA) rules. Most of the other knowl edge in the system
V~

V
ates to the use or e~-iluation of the rules. Each rule consists of a

Premise , wh ich may be a condition or a conjunct on of conditions , an Ac tion

~ taken , and sometimes an Else clause. For the action to be taken , each

of tri c con diti ons i n the Premise must hol d . If the tru th of the Prem i se can-
not be ascertained or the Premise is false , the action in the Else clause is

taken if one exists; otherwise , the rule is i gnored. In addition , the strength

of eac h rule ’ s inference is specified by a certainity factor (CF) in the range

— l to +i . (CF’ s w ill be discussed below under the topic of the cognitive

en~i-i e .) Each rule in MYCIN falls into one and only one of the following

ca~ e~ories:

(1) rules that may be applied to any culture ,

~2
’, rules that may only be applied to current cultures ,

~~~V rules tha t may be applied to current organisms ,

(4) rules that may be appl i ed to any antimicrobial agent administered to

combat a ‘ .iec ific organism ,

(5) rules that may be applied to operative orocedures ,

(6) rules that are used to order the list of possible therapeutic

recommen da ti ons ,

(7) ru l es that may be applied to any organism ,

(8) rules that may be applied to the patient ,

_ _ _ _ _  — -V-- V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~
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(9) rules that may be applied to drugs given to combat prior organisms ,

(10) ru l es that may be applied only to prior cultures ,

(11) rules that may be applied only to organisms isolated in prior cultures ,
V 

(12) rules that store information regarding drugs of choice.

One can readily infer from these categories both the scope of MYCIN’ s know-
led ge embodied in rules and the intent of that knowledge. Each one of these

categories is in turn related to one (or at most two) of the ten “contexts ”

wi th which MYCIN must dea l in its reasoning processes. The ten contexts and

the crea tion of the system ’s context tree will be discussed below under the

cogn it ive eng i ne.

The system a lso con ta ins  a col lec ti on of cl i n i cal parame ters , rep resente d as

~attribute , object , value> triples . These clinical parameters specify the

coaracteristics of the various contexts that appea r in the context tree. The

parar ,ete-- :~. are of three fundamentally different kinds: single-valued , mul ti-

va lue d , and binary (a special case of sing le—valued with only two possible V

va l ues , yes or no). These clinical parameters fall into six categories: V

(1) attributes of cultures , (2) attr ibutes of administered drugs , (3)

attributes of operative procedures , (4) attributes of organisms , (5) attri-

butes of the patient , and (6) attributes of therapies being considered for

recommen dation. Each of the parameters has a certainty factor reflec ti ng the
system ’s - belief ’ that the value is correct and an associated set of proper-

ties that is used during consideration of the parameter for a given context.

These properties spec i fy such things as the range of expected values a prop-

er ty may have , the sen tence to transm it to the user when request i ng data from
him , the list of rules whose Premise references the pa rameter , the list of

rules whose Action or Else clause perm its a conclusion to be made regarding

the p~.rame ter , etc. Only those properties that are rele vant to each parame ter
are associated with i t. However , properly specifying how the parameter is to
be represented in English is mandatory for all.
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~~c -V tional information is contained in simple lists that simplify references
,..riables and optimize knowledge storage bj avoiding unnecessary duplication.

V 
— 

- - sts contain such things as the names of organisms known to the system

anc. one ~a.- -~ --. of normally sterile and non -ste rile sites from which organisms
V 

are isolatea .

In con junc tion w it h a set of four special  func ti ons , M YC I N uses knowle dge
tables to permit a single rule to accomplish a task that would otherwise

require several rules. The knowl edge tables contain a record of certain

cl i nica l  parameters an d the values they may take on un der var i ous c i rcums tan ces.
3re soch table contains the gramstain , morp ology, and aerobicity for every
bacter~al genus known to the system .

Tn~s constitutes the majority of MYCIN ’s knowle dge bas e, which perm i ts the
V 5ystem to comprehend the nature of an infection without complete information

aout the organism involved and provide the physician with proper advice

~eç~ardi ng trea tment under the c i rcumstances . This organization and structure ,

a lon g w it h the way the knowle dge is used , fac i l i tates t he system ’ s ability to

expla in its actions and advice.

V 

There is one knowledge source in F-IYCIN that is not represented by any of the

a bove , bu t i s i mp l emen ted as a set of func tions.  This  is the knowl edge
required for choos ing the apparent first-choice drug to be recommended .

Because of the manner in which this knowledge is incorporated in the system ,

its ability to exp~ n how the select i on was ma de i s ina dequa te . Ways for
representing this ~~r -  -i edye as decision rules are being studied at this time .

V ~~~~~~~~~ 
-
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3.3 NYCIN ’S COGN ITIVE ENGINE

The following description of ?IYC IN’ s cognitive engine is somewhat simplified ,
but it retains the essential flavor. NYCIN ’ s cognitive engine is domain

independent in the sense that none of the knowledge required to provide advice

about bacteremia is embedded in it. Thus , additional rules concerning infec-
tious disease may readily be added , or a new knowledge base could be substi-

tuted to provide therapeutic advice about a different domain of infections.
V It is possible tha t this CE could be appl ied to domains completely outside

V medic ine , and it is said that this has been done. But it does not fol l ow

that MYCIN ’s CE is universal enough to be usable in any knowl edge-based system.

The task that MYCIN performs , under the con trol of its CE , can be characterized
as a four—stage decision process:

(1) decide which organisms , if any , are causing signifi cant disease;

(2) determine the likely identity of the significant organisms ;

(3) decide which drugs are potentially useful ,

(4) select the best drug or drugs.

A consultation session between a physician and £IYCIN results from a simple two-
step procedure :

(1) Create the patient “context” as the top node in the context tree .

(2) Attempt to apply the “goal-rule ” to the newly created patient context.

The “goa l—rule ” is one of the rules from the category üf those that may be
appl ied to the patient (as described above), and states :

If there is an organism that requires therapy and
consideration has been given to the possib le existence of additional
organism s requiring therapy , even though they have not been recovered
from any current cultures , 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---—.--—----——
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then do the following:

Compile a list of possible therapies which , based upon
sensitivity data , may be effective against the organisms
requiring treatment and
det’ermine the best therapy reconinended from the complied list;

otherwise , indicate that the patient does not require therapy .

This rule obviously embodies the tasks of the four-stage decision process
given above.

The two components or programs that constitu te MYCIN ’s CE are called MONITOR
V 

and FINDOUT. MONITOR ’s function is to determine whether the conditions stated
in the Premise of a rule are true. To do so , it considers each condition of
the Premi se at hand , first determining whether it has all of the necessary
information to make the determi nation. If it requires information , it calls
FINDOUT to obtain what is needed . FINDOUT first determines whether the needed
information is laboratory data . If it is , it asks the physician for it. If
the physi~ian cannot provide it , FINDOUT retrieves the list of rules that may
aid in deducing the information and calls MONITOR to evaluate t’~e rules .
When the process completes , control is returned to MONITOR. If the information
needed is not laboratory data , FINDOIJT retrieves the list of rules that may aid
in deducing the needed Information and calls MONITOR to evaluate the rules . If
the deductive process of applying the rules (backwa rd from a goal to the data
or information ieeded ) cannot provide the needed information , the physician is
asked to prcvide It. In either case , control is returned to MONITOR. Given
the i n-formation that is provided by FINDOUT or that was already available,
MONITOR determines whether the entire Premise is true . If it is not , and

V there i s no El se clause , the rule is rejected . If the Premi se is true or the
El se clause i s i nvoked , the conclusion stated in the Action of the rule or in
the El se clause is added to the ongoing record of the consultation , and the
process completes . Note that there ic a recursive relationshi p between
MONITOR and FINDOUT , such that so long as any information is needed to

Li 
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evaluate a Premise , or rules are required to develop the needed information ,
the two com ponen ts are in a recursivel y depen dent an d osc i l l a ti n g relat i ons h i p
un til the very first rule invoked , the “goal-rule ” , is sa t i s f ied. In the

V 
process of evaluatin g the rules , a great deal of related and necessary infor-

ma tion and data are developed and retained in various tables and structures in

the workspace. They serve two purposes: (1) they prevent wasted effort that

would  be requ i red to redevelop informa ti on tha t has a l ready been obtained , and

to prevent the system from endlessly chasing its tail; and (2) they provide

the necessary h i story required for the explana t ions that may be reques ted by
the user.

In addition to having certainty factors (CFs) for the rules and the clinical

parameters i n the knowl edge base , the physi c ian , when asked for either labora-

tory data or other information that the system itself cannot deduce , may

at tach a CF to h i s  i npu t .  The de fa u l t , i f the physician does not provide a CE ,

is assumed to be +1. The certainty factors are the key to permitting MYCIN to

perform i nexac t reason i ng. The ra ti onale , ma themat ics , and application are

thoroughly treated in [SHORTLIFFE76] and we will provide only the barest sketch

here.

A certainty factor (CF) is ~ num ber between -l and +1 that reflects the degree

of belief in a hypothesis . PVositive CFs indicate that there is evidence that

the hypothesis is valid; the larger the CF . the greater the degree of belief.

A CF= l indicates that the hypothesis is known to be correct. A negative CF

indicates that the hypothesis is invalid; CF= -l means tha t the hypothesis has

been effectively disproven. A CF=O means either that there is no evidence

regarding the hypothesis or that the evidence is equall y balunced . The hy pothe-
ses in the system ~re state,,ents regarding values of clinica ’ pa rame ters for the
nodes in the context tree. To properly perform , MYCIN must dea l with competing

r~ypotheses reqarding th~ value of its clinical parameters . o do so , it stores
the list of compet inj values and their CFs for each node in the context tree.

Positive and negative CFs are uccu inu lated separ ately ~s measu res of belief (MB)
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ana measures of disbelief (MD ) and added to form a resultant CF for a clinical

~raneter. The CF of a conclusion is the product of the CF of the rule that
,—~r ~ated the conclusion and the tally of the CFs of the clinical parameters

~ were used i n substan ti at i ng t he conclus i on . When a secon d rule su pport s
triC ~~me conclusion , the CFs are combined by z x+y (l-x), where x is the CF of
sse ~irst supporting rule , y is the CF of the succeeding rule and z is the

resLitant CF for the conclusion. The CFs permit the system to report findings

to the pnysician with varying degrees of certainty such as , “There is strongly

suggestive evidence that...,” “There is suggestive evidence that... ,“ “There i s
weakly suggestive evidence that...,” etc .

The context tree has been mentioned severa l times above. A brief explanation

of it is in order here . The topmost node in the tree is always the patient.

Branches are added successively to the existing nodes as FINDOUT discovers a

need for them in attempting to obtain requested informat ion for MONITOR. Thus ,

giv~r only the patient , when MONITOR requests information from FINDOUT about

ory~. sisms in order to evaluate the first conditi on in the Premise of the

qoa
V
._ rule , FINDOUT d iscovers that it cannot get organism informati on without

flay ing information about cultures. Thus , context(s) concerning culture(s)

spawned from the patien t node , from wh i ch even tua l l y are spawned contex ts
for the or gan i sms id en ti f ied by the cu l tu r e s . For those or gan ism s  deemed
si gni f i cant , l i nks a ttach to con text nodes a bou t the releva nt dr u gs for trea t-
i n g these or gan i sms. Thus , the context tree is tailored for each patient as

the system progresses through its reasoning process.

M Y C I N ’ s cognitive er m e  is relativel y simpl y yet quite powerful in that it

performs both efficient ly and quite effectively in conjunction with the know-

ledge base in providing adv i e on bacteremia as judged by an independent panel
of physicians (amongf whom , it was noted , t~~re was some disagreement on what
the proper therapy should be i - ~ eacn of the cases discussed).

~
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3.4 rIYCIN ’S EXPLANATIONS

One of the primary design consideration taken in MYCIN was the requirement tha t

the system be a b le to ex p la i n i ts dec i s i ons i f phys i cians  were go i n g to acce pt
i t. Select i n g rules  as the re p resen ta ti on of the system ’ s knowle dg e grea tly
facilitated the implementation of this capability . The physician using the

system enters the explanation subsystem automatically when the consultation

phase is completed , or he may enter it upon demand during the consultation

session at any point at which the system requests input from him. In the latter

case , he can input “WHY” to request a detailed answer about the question just

asked of him or he can input “QA’ to enter the general question-answering expla-

nat ion su bsys tem to ex p lore the decis io ns and other as pects of the consul ta ti on
up to the point of divergence.

The explanation provides severa l options to the physician. Since the system

au tomatically (having rendered its advice) enters this mode at the end of the

consul ta ti on , the physician may simply input “STOP” , w hi c h termina tes the
system . He may input IHELP I , whic h provides him with the list of explanation

options , which include :

Input J~~t i u r i

EQ Explain a specific question asked of the physician

dur ing the consultation-- each has a sequence number ,

which must accompany the EQ request.

PR Requests a particular rule be printed and must be

followed by the rule number.

JQ Is a prefix for a question about in formation

aquired by toe ~Vy~ te r during the consultation.

The question is phrased in the limi -:ed Eng lish that

MYC I N can han d le .

-V C - ix A genera l question is assu m ed being asked about the

con tent of MYCIN’ s r4l e~.

V ~~~V - ~~~~~V . — -- -- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V V V V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ -VV~~~~~~~~~~~~ - V~ V V -VV -~~~~~~~~~~
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Thus , the physician can ask to have Question 48 explained by inputting “EQ48” .
To wh ich the system would respond : 48 QUESTION 48 WAS ASKED IN ORDER TO F I N D

OUT THE PATIENT’S DEGREE OF SICKNESS (ON A SCALE OF 4) IN AN EFFORT TO EXECUTE

RULEO68 . He may then optionally input “PR68” or “WHAT IS RULE O68” to see what
exactly was being sought and w hy.

One shortcoming of the explanation system is the requirement of prefixing

questions related to information acquired by the system by “IQ” to distinguish
them from the general questions about the rules . Both are dealt with by MYC IN’ s

simple language processor (chosen as a compromise between the need for efficient

computa tion to minimize response time and expressive power in posing questions).

It is unclear , particularly to the novice user , when the prefix is needed . The

designers are exploring ways of dispensing with the requirement.

On balance , the present explanation system (enhanc2ments are being planned )

str ikes a pro per ba lance  between the nee ds of the users an d the a b i l ity to
meet those needs without unduly complicating the system or overburdening the

ava ilable computing resources.

- - 
V~~~~~~~V; 
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3.5 MYCIN ’S INTERFACES

The present system incorporates two interfaces. One is for the using physician ,
through which he may answer questions posed by the sys tem an d ask questions of
it; the other is a knowledge-acquisition interface accessible only to experts

recogn ized as such by the system.

A l l  of the ques t ions aske d of the user have been care ful ly d-~signed not to

require the language- understanding component. Thus , instead of asking, “What

is the infectious disease diagnosis for the patient?” it asks, “Is there

evidence that  the pa ti ent has a mening it is?” To wh i ch onl y a s imp le “yes” or
“no ” (with the possible addition of a CF) is required .

The knowle dge-acquisition interface , on the other hand , permits the expert to

input a new rule in styl ized English , with prompting to obtain the rule in the
pro per sequence: Prem i se f i rs t , condition by condition , fol lowed by the Action ,

an d then an Else  c lause  if one i s re qu i re d . The system then t rans la tes  the
r u le i n to in ternal form , reordering the conditions of the Premise if necessary ,

according to a set of criteria developed to improve the rule -evaluation process.

It then retranslates the rule into English and requests that the expert decide

w hether the rewr itt en version was the one i n ten ded. If not , the ex pert may
mod i fy selected parts and is not required to restate the entire rule unless

there has been a gross misunderst anding.

The same mechanism is used when an expert wants to correct or mod ify an exist-

i ng ru le .  In a l l  cases , when a new or correc ted ru le  has been app roved by the
expert , the system checks to see whether the ru le  is cons i sten t wi th the ex i st-
ing rule set. These consistency checks are not as r omplete as they might be.

If the new or modified ru le subsumes or is subsumed by an exis ti ng ru l e , it

is not readily discoverable , and no tes t  is made for this coidit ion . If a
rule is discovered to be in confl ict wi th an ex is t ing rule , it is reject ed.
(The designers believe that it may be possible to accommodate these conflicts

by storing conflicting rules separately and ask ing the user- -if the Situation

- - —V—  ~~~~~~V~~ V V ~~~ V 
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ar- ises--which of the two rules was about to be invoked , that is , wh ich expert’s
cci nion is favored . Once a rule is accepted , a l l  of the tables an d pro pert i es
coat need to refer to it are updated , s i n c e , in c o n v e r t i n g  the ru le  to in ternal
form , the system determined which category it belonged in and which context it
re la te d to . 

V 
. -

The user and expert interfaces appear to have been well thought through and

provide a useful and civi l  interface to the appropr iate user within the
limitation imposed by the present state of the art. The designers rea l ize
t ha t more can be done as technolo gy develops and are activel y pursu i ng those
ends.

I

V V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~ V~~~ 
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3.6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR MYCIN

Before the actual design of the specifics of the system were undertaken ,

severa l cond iti ons were sa tis fi ed. I t was f i rst esta b l i she d tha t there was a
need for such a system (and an inference that , i f such a system came i nto being,
it would be accepted by the intended users). The need was verified by observa-

tion of the pre;ent state of medicine in its application of antimicrobials to

infectious diseases. It was being overdone--far too many drugs were being
prescribed too frequently. It was not being done well , too many broad-spectrum

drugs were prescribed when more specif ic less tox i c d ru gs were a v a i l a b le , and an
inappropriate drug was being prescribed far too frequently.

Nex t, it was established that the chosen domain was well bounded and that

there were motivated experts who would cooperate in the design process and

provide the expert knowledge required by such a system . Given this star ti ng
point , it was determ i ned tha t the system mus t possess the f o l l o w i n g s i x
character istics: V

(1) The system should ~e useful. There :n1 st Pc a need or the

assistance provided by tbe s~’~~.omi . The ath ice g iven should he

reliable; the system must be h~.iua n ecgineered for u -ab i l i ty  by
its intended user population.

(2) The system should be educational when appr~p~ iate. The system should

not overburden the user -I V J j t h  in fcrn ;atio t ’ he V
;dY not want , b u t  i t

should be instructive wuen responding to a user ’ s informational

requests. It shou ld provide sufficient information so that , over
time , the physician may need to consult the system only in excep-

tional cases.

( 3 I  The system should be able to explain its advice. It is observed that

~hysici an ~9cce ptance will , to a great degree , be dependent upon whether

:.~t he is satisfied , not onl y with fhe ~~~(V 1 f i C advice rendered ,

.~c ~y the syst em n ’ s justif i cat ion ~or tha t advice. The physcian will

not accept a dogmatic r e p l a P t ~nt ~or his ~wn decisions.

V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(4) The system should be able to understand questions. If the system is

to exp lain its advice , then it must do so in response to questions.

Hardly any physician will bother himself to learn a forma l or arcane

lan guage by which he could extract explanations. Therefore , a

natural—language facility , al beit limited , is mandatory.

(5) The system should be able to acquire new knowledge. Not only is it

hardly conceivable that one cauld incorporate all of the knowledge

the system would ever need at its inception , but in a continuously

changing world , new knowled ge and i nsi ghts are cons tantly develo pi ng. —

Thus , i f the system is to remain current with the state of knowledge

and grow i n rel i a bi lity and performance , it must be ab le to i ncor po-
rate new knowle dge. Fur ther , some errors are boun d to occur , and the

erroneous knowled ge mus t be chan ged or replace d .

(6) The system ’ s knowl edg e mus t be eas i ly accesse d an d mod i fie d . This

requirement not only sets criteria for providing the user with the

content of the system ’s knowl edge, it sets criteria on how the knowl - V

edge is to be represented , in terms of how the representat ion

matches the knowl edge that the expert uses and how he conceives it.

Thus , there shoul d be a good match between the amount of knowl edge

that can be represented in one unit and the way that it is expressed .

From those design consideration were developed a more detailed set of speci- V 
-

fi cati ons an d re quirements  that  even tua l ly  le d to cons t ruc t ion  of the p resen t

vers ion of the system. In hindsight , some of the decisions and tradeoffs

were less than optiin l , but that  is u s u a l l y t he case in most new ven tures.  The
project that developed IIYCIN continues and is reviewing the original considera-

tions and design decisions , ~‘ith the goal of refining the system to come as close

to the ideal desi gn as possible.
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3.7 SUMMARY

It is reasonable to conclude that MYCIN was well conceived and met the majority

of its initial requirements. It has yet to be used by the ultimate users for

whom it was designed , the doctors in the hos pi tal wards . That w i l l  eventual l y
prov ide validation or rejection of the various assumptions put forth related

to spec ific functional capabil i t ies and the impac t of such a system on the
practice of medicine.

~~ two most obvious shortcomings (improvements are presently being sought for

both) are embedding the therapy-selection process in functions that severely 
V

inhibit explanation of their resu lts and the requiremen t tha t the user label
certain questions Vwith an identif y in g pref ix .  In th i s  sense , MYCIN is not an
idea l system , but in all other respects it is one of the best existing examples

of a well- done knowledge-based system .

I. V~~~~~~V ~~~~~V~~~~V V~~~~~~~V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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4 . TECHNIQUES USED TO CONSTRUCT KBS

This  sec tion may be sk ippe d by the rea der who does no t w i sh to rea d a deta i led
accoun t of the techno l ogies used to construct a KBS. However , Section 3, 4

Case Study , is hig hly  recommen ded rea d in g in  or der to ob t a in  the f l avor  of a
KBS by examining one particular system , its capabilities , usage , an d en g ineer-
ing , in depth .

The pur pose of th i s sec ti on is to i ntro duce the rea der to the techni ques an d

methodologies , used to construct problem solving knowledge-based systems. (KBS).

Because of thE ma ny and striking similarities between these systems and Com-

puter Assisted Instruction (CAl ) KBS in particular and Artificial Intelligence

(Al) systems in general , techni ques used in the latter two groups are also

covered herein; these techniques are components of the “par ts k i t” from wh i ch
the nex t generation of KBS wi l l- be constructed. In additio i to Al , seve ral
other computer science areas have developed techniques that are used in the

cons truction of KBS . A partial list of the major contributions are sunii’iarized

in Table 4.1. The list of contributors and techniques is necessarily long ,

because the complexity and divers i ty of tasks performed by a KBS require the

utilization of many different methodologies .

The follow ing subsections discuss KBS technologies grouped according to func-

tion. Section 4.1 describes the methods used to represent the knowledge con-

tained in the Knowledge Sources (KS). Section 4.2 describes the methods used

to model and represent the work—space—-the dynami c state of a system during

its problem—solving activity . Section 4.3 describes techniques that are used

to construct Cognitive Engines (CE). Section 4.4 describes the techniques

~~ed to build the interface between the KBS and the user.

son~e overla p in the material covered in sections 4.1-4.4 because the

a part icular  technique in one area strongly af fects and limits the

~~~~~~~ cno~ces in tne other areas. This effect is shown in Figure 4.1. On

:re ~eft are shown limiting in f luences from the doma i n i n wh i c h the KBS i s to

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
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TABLE 4 .1 ORIGINS OF KBS TECHNIQUES

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (Al ) 
V

hueristic search
i nference and deduct i on
pat tern ma tchin g
knowledge representation and acquisit ion
system organization

LANGUAGE PROCESSING

parsing and unders tanding
quest i on and res ponse genera ti on
knowledge representation and acquisition

THEORY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

formal theory of computationa l power
con trol s tructures
data s tructures
system organization
pa rsing

MODELING AND SIMULATION

rep resen ta tion of knowle dg e
control struc tures
ca lcu la ti on of a pp rox imat i ons

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

i nforma tion retr ieval
updating
File organi zation

SO~ f~’! ‘R c ENGINEERING

systen organization
documentati on
i terative system development

APPLICATION AREA S

domain -specific algori thms
huma n eng ineer i ng

~ 
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Note: Read a -_
~~~~
. j3 as “Choice of a Restricts Options in Choice of / 3”

Figure 4.1 Restrictions on Choices of KBS Methodolog i es
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V perform--namely, the expert ’ s available knowledge model , the expert ’ s
reasoning principles and methods , and the users ’ expectations for the system .
These three domain-specific i tems constrain the selection of the techniques

and the methods to be used in the KBS for representing the KB , the  CE , and the
explanation -generation mechanism. The diagram represents our perception of
the re lative importance of choice in a KBS . The most important influences are
domain considerations followed by choice of a KB representation. Everything
else is of less importance. The orderi ng of importance is reflected in the
KBS literature and sets that literature apart from the corresponding litera-
ture for Art ificial Intelligence. In the latter field , the most important

considerations are CE methodology and workspace representations , followed by
KB representations. Domain considerations are of relatively minor importance .

V 

h woul d be extremely valuable to provide here a comparison of techniques and

metho ds . However , such a comparison is difficult to provide for a number of

reasons. The most important is that there does not exist a reasonable taxo-

nomy (nor have we been able to i nvent one) on which to base it. Another

difficulty arises because of the contraints discussed above--namely, choices
are limited by domain-specific considerations as well as t echn i ca l  incompat i-
bilities . In a sense , a techniqal option is good or bad as it is natural to

the domain. Thus , relative merit is as much a domain as a computer-science
based measure . Where possible , the followi ng sections attempt to make com-
parisons based upon abstract features of the various techniques. However , the

ultima te comparisons can be made only in the context of a particular domain

and problem.

IL - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V V . _~~~~~~~ V~~~~~~~~
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4.1 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The knowledge base i n a KBS consis ts of one or more knowle dge sources an d may,
i n add i t i on , contain fact files . Fact files are collections of hard data such

as values and attributes , e.q., the contents of an engineering handbook or its

equivalent. A knowl edge source contains an expert ’ s knowl edcie about the appl i-

cation area-—knowledge such as definitions , cause-an d—effect correlations ,

descriptions of plans and procedures , abstractions , problem-solving strategies ,

and meta rules governin g the use of the contents of other knowledge sources

(and fact files ) in the system and plausible reasoning in the domain. The

purpose of this section is to characterize and describe knowledge sources and

the techniques and methodologies used to represent them in a computer. In

section 4.1.3 , an attempt is made to compare the various techniques .

The following references should be of interest to anyone desiring a deeper

introduction to the qenera l topic of knowledne and its representation.

(Citations are provided throughout the rest of section 4.1 for the techniques

now in wide use.) We would be remiss if the only literature we mentioned was

from the computer-science community ; therefore , we take this opportunity to

list a few writings outside the field that are of major histc -rical importance.

[BcO0M56] attempts to describe and provide a taxonomy of intellectual functions .

It is summarized in Appendix A.

The Greek ph i loso ph er , Pla to , put forward his theory of forms to establish an

epistemology of defi nitiona l knowledge that generally resembles a basis for

semantic networks. See, in particular , “The Phaedrus ’ , “Parmenides ’ , “The

Republic ” , and “Theaetetus ” .

Ano ther ancient Greek philosopher , Ar istotle , developed and organized the con-

cept s of a p re di ca te c a l c u l u s  an d it s p roper methods of a pp l i cat i on in  d is-
courses about philosophy , ethics , an d law. The particular works of interest

are “Posterior Analytics ” and “Meta physics ’ , Book 4.

-=-V.- V 
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[FREUD 60 and 55] describe a theory of cognitive economy and propose it as an

ex p lana ti on of man y i nte l lec tua l  funct i ons .

In [BARTLETT 32], a theory is put forth of necessary ingredients in any expla- V

nation of human recall an d reasoning processes. This work has been cited by

many as the psychological basis for frames .

Some genera l overview and opinions about knowledge representation from the corn-

puter science literature are to be found in [BOBROW 75b and 75c], [BROWN 75b],

~ HARNIAK 75], [COLLINS 76], [HAWKINSON 75], [MOOREJ 73], [SIROVICH 72], and

~~
V _ IS S  61].

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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V 

4.1.1 Characteristics and Termi nology of Knowledge Sources

4.1.1.1 Knowl edge Representation Forms

A knowledge source may assume several different forms of representation through

a KBS. The domain expert i mparts new knowledge to the knowledge acquisition

mechanism in the externa l form. The acquisition mechanism transforms or com-

piles the external representation into the physical form and merges the new

knowledge into th~ appropriate KS. The physical form is a data structure such
as a matr ix , l i s t , or n - tup le, or a procedural representat ion, or some com bi na-
tion of these forms. When another component of the system (such as the CE)
accesses the KS, the logical form is used at the interface. The logical form
is generally functional and in terms of symbolic keys or indices ; that is , it
def ines  the set of questions that can be answered immediately by the KS. The
power availab le at the logical interface is determined by the external form of
the knowledge and the amount Q V

j co m p i l a t i o n  performed by the a c q u i s it i o n  mech-
anism . Finally, knowl edge is transformed back into the external form when the

system provides explanations to the user. Normally, the i n put form an d ex p la-
natioi form of the knowl edge are the same or similar except when the input form
is highly abbreviated or nontextual. Figure 4.2 summarizes the transformations
of knowl edge representations throughout a KBS.

4.1.1.2 Knowl edge Chunks

Both the externa l and logical knowl edge representation format are partially
characterized by the term chunk size. A knowl edge chunk is a primitive unit in
the representation--that is , in a KS that contains the definitions of several
i nterrelated terms , the definition of a single term is a “chunk” . Unless the
knowled ge-acquisition mechanism compiles incoming chunks by combining them , the

chunk size of the external and physica l representations wi l l  be approximately
the same . In the case of comb ination by the acquisition mechanism , the c h u n k

V 

size of the logical representation will be greater. 

~~ VV ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~~V : ~~ - V V
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Figure 4.2 Knowledge Representation Forms
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The concept of a knowl edge chunk is important in describing a KBS because it
determines the basic unit (or grain) of behavior. The knowledge chunk is the

unit by which the expert augments (or modifies ) the KS. The simplest action
that can be taken by the CE is to apply or use a single chunk. Therefore , the

most primitive explanation of system behavior is a presentation of the chunk
form wh ich the behavior resulted .

Chunk size is an inexact and , at best , a rela tive measure . For cer ta i n types
of knowledge , the chunk size could be defi ned as the informa tion-theoretic
entropy. (See [SHANNON 49].) However , for the kinds of know ledge required to
be in a KBS , computation of entropy is not a practical possibility . (From a

theoretical standpoint , it is not clear even what is meant by entropy for many

types of knowl edge found in a KBS, e.g.,  definitions and rules of plausib le
inference.) However , i n  sp i t e  of inexac tness, chunk s ize of knowledge is an

important consideration to KBS technology for three reasons:

1 . It determines the level at which the expert can instruct the system.

If the chunk size is either too large or too small , the expert is
force d i nto an unna tura l mo de of ex press i n g h i s knowle dge .

2. It in part determines the acceptability of the system ’s ex p lana ti on
mechan ism. Since the knowl edge chunks used to derive and support the

system ’s conclusions fo rm the essential  par t of ex p lana ti ons , accepta-
bility is enhanced when the chunks are the same size or level of

detail used by one worker in the application field describing results
to ano ther worker i n the same f i el d.

3. It determines the kinds and efficiency of reasoning techniques to be L
used in the KBS. Larger chunk sizes generally permit shorter lines of

reason ing. For that reason , they are more likely to lead to a correc t

conclus ion when inexact but plausible inference techniques are used.

These three influences of chunk size all suggest the advantages of a coarse-

gra i ned knowledge source. In fact, the most successful KBS and A! systems tend

to be characterized by large chunk sizes. The representation techniques used in
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most of the early A ! systems were predicate calcul i  and seman tic nets ; in
today ’ s systems , these representations are gradually being rep lace d by produc-
tion rules and frames . The continuance of the trend towards large chunks , a lon g

w i th the a bi l i t y of a KBS to use inexac t bu t p l a u s i b l e  reasonin g techn iq ues ,
wil l  result in systems that are capable of intelligent perfromance as measured
by even the strictest standards.

4.1.1 .3 Credibility Factors

All of the knowledge in a KS need not be true in an axiomatic sense; in fact ,

it is unclear tha t a KBS would be necessary or appropriate for use in a domain

in which axiomatic knowl edge is available. Much of the content of a KS may be

“rules of thumb” an d work i n g hy pot heses . This ra i ses the issue of how a system
is to use knowledge of this sort to product acceptable results. The CE , as the
reason ing componen t i n the sys tem, has the major responsibili ty in this area .

In many KB systems , the chunks in the KS are rated as to their credibility by

the experts who entered them into the system. This rating is then available to

the CE as a guide in the reasoning process.

Besides credibility factors for individual knowledge chunks in a KS, credibility

factors can occur in other contexts in a KBS--for example , the in put problem

parameters may not be known with certainty . (Another case occurs when knowledge

chunks are combined w ith each other and with the problem-spec ific parameters :
given the credibilit y factors of the parameter values and of the knowledge

chunks that have been used , what is the certainty of the conclusion? )

There are a t leas t t ur poss i ble meanin gs or inter p reta tions of cre dibi l ity
fac tors :

- 

1 . A probability : the fract ion of the time that the chunk is true.

2 . Strength of bel i ef: how cer ta i n is the expert that  the chunk  i s
always true?

- - -
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3. Relevance: what is the probability that use of this chunk wi l l
ultimately lead to a completed chain of reasoning that solves the
prob lem at hand?

4. Acceptability : is this a preferred method (a matter of taste) or

fact to workers in the field?

It is essential that the kind of credibility factor that is to be used be

stated and agreed upon by the expert who instructs the system and by the pro-

grammer who builds the CE, because the ma thematics for combining and eva l uating

each of the four kinds is different .

A good d iscuss i on of cre di b il i ty factors , includin g some mathematical deriva-

tions and justifications of the technique used in MYCIN can be found in

[SHORTLIFFE 76]. An approach , called “fuzzy log ic ” is described in [ZADEH 75,

74 , and 65] and [GOGUEII 68]. A theory of “confi rmation ” is describe d i n
[CARNAP 50], [HEMPEL 45], and [HARRE 70]. A theory of choice is described in
[TVERSKY 72] and [LUCE 65]. Also see [TORNEBOHM 66] for a description of

criteria that should be met by a choice function . V

4.1.1.4 Declarative versus Procedura l Representations

The re are three di f ferent bu t often confused dichotomies for representin g knowl-
edge in computer-based systems : (1) data versus program , (2) active versus

pass ive , and (3) declarative versus procedural . The first data versus program ,

is at best intuitive and depends upon the evaluator ’ s viewpoint ; for examp le ,
cons ider an interpreter-based program-lan guage system : a program written in

that language is da ta from the standpoint of the interpreter.

The second dichotomy , act i ve versus passive , is reall y not a knowl edge-

representation issue . Rather , it i s a question of control reg ime and wha t
system component (s)  is (are ) responsibl e for instantiation and activation. An
act ive component is always instantiated and may instantiate and control the

act ivation of other components. In other words, an act ive component is a
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logist ics manager for the avai lable set of program counters. A pass i ve
component is one that may operate only at the behest of a more act ive component.
Therefore , ac tive and passive are the endpoints on a (partially) ordered scale

of activity . The importance of the active-passive distinction to KB system

techno logy is that, i n  genera l , the CE is the only active component in the

sys tem , and each KS is strictly passive with respect to all non-KB components

in the system. This is true even when the chunks in a KS are programs , since
they are opera ted only by the CE. Even when a KS provides heuristic directions

to the CE about wha t to do nex t, the CE (through some sort of agenda mechanism)

st ill makes the fl ow-of-control decisions and is ultima tely responsibl e for

resolv ing potential conflicts from the advice. That this is the case follows

from the logical separation of the CE and KB.

The third dichotomy , dec la ra t ive  versus p roce dura l ,~~~ i s really the com puter
scientist’ s version of the epistemoloqist ’ s know what and know how distinction .

It may be argued successfully that (1) there is no strictly formal difference

in the power of the two--they are both “un iversal —-and that (2) both are

necessary. However , the real i ssue i s the a tt i t u de towa rds the mana gemen t of
complexity of the interrelationships among knowl edge chunks . A pro ponent of
procedural respresentation argues that a major part of intelligent behavior is

the ability to apply specialized rules to exploit situation-dependent relation-

ships among knowl edge chunks. Hence , he bel ieves tha t man y of the ad hoc i n ter-
re la ti ons hip s s houl d be ma de expl i c it an d that proce dures are the best wa y to
do this. On the other hand , an advocate of declarative representations believes

that parsimony is t~~ -iost desirable goal for knowledge representation , and that

this is best accomp 
V
~~ ned using reasonably modular and independent knowledge

chunks that are combined b .i general-purpose reasoning mechanism to produce

the desired results through inference and deduction.

*The remainder of section closely fo l lows ~W INOGRA D 75j .

I
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An example may hel p to clari fy some of the issues involved . A declarative

representation of the stateme nt , “Al l Chicago l awyers are clever ” coul d be

V - (x) [CHICAG OAN (x) & LAWYER (x) =*- CLEVER(x)]

A genera l reasoning mechanism coul d use this single fact for many purposes .

For instance , to answer the question , “Is Dan clever?” , i t woul d check to see
whether Dan is from Chicago and is a lawyer. The same fact could also be used V

to infer that Richard is not from Chicago , given the information that he is a

stu pid l awyer. The property of being able to use the same chunk for many 
V

purposes , as in  t h i s  example , is called reversibility . In a strictly proce-
dura l represen tat ion , the fact would need to be represented differently for

each of the many possible usages. Each would demand a specific form, such as
‘If you f i nd out that  someone i s a law yer , check to see whether he is from

Ch i cago , an d i f so , assert that he is clever ” . It is not possible to show a

simple example demonstrating a clear advantage of a procedural representation ,

because the value of a procedural representation lies in the complex cases in

which interaction of many pieces of knowledge are involved. (However , see
Section 4.1.2.2.)

intelligent systems can be constructed to operate in complex domains only if

tMey incorporate substantial bodies of both know-what and know-how knowledge .

Hence , both declara ti ve an d proce dural  knowl edg e mus t be p resen t. One way of
accom p l i sh i ng th i s i s ca l l e d procedural  attachmen t ; it is used in  the emer ging
theo ry of frame s , as well as in some production systems (see section 4.1.2.2).

The basic concept underlying procedura l attachment is that most knowledge should H
be expressed declaratively (as a data structu re) and should permit the optiona l

associa tion of programs with the knowledge chunks and/or the data i tems within

the chunks. The CE executes these programs whenever the knowledge associated

with them is referenced . The programs can perform local inference , detect
i ncons i stencies , and give the CE advice on what to do next. 

- --- - - -V  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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The major topic of this section has been viewpoints on dealing with complexity

in knowledge-based systems . Simon (see [SIMON69]) addresses many of the same

issues through what he calls “nearly decomposa b le  sys tems ’: “ . . .the shor t-run
behavior of each of the component subsystems is approximately independent of

the short-run behavior of the other components.. . . In the long run , the behavior

of any one of the com ponents depen ds in  only  an a gg re gate way on the behav ior
of the other com ponents. ” Wino grad (op. cit. ) goes on to comment at some

length on this rema rk:

One of the mos t power ful i deas of mo dern sc i ence is tha t many com p lex
systems can be viewe d as nearl y decom posa b le  systems , and tha t the
components can be studied separately without constant attention to

the interac t ions . If th i s were not true , the com p lex ity of real-
world systems would be far too great for meaningfu l understanding,

and it is possible (as Simon argues ) that it would be too great for

them to have resulted from a process of evolution.

In viewing systems this way, we must  kee p an eye on both sides of
the duality--we must worry about finding the right decomposition , in
order to reduce the appa rent complexity , but we must also remem ber
that “the interactions among subsystems are weak but not negligible ” .

In representational  terms , this forces us to have representations

wh ich f a c i l i t a t e  the “weak interac tions ” .

If we look at -~ r debate between opposing episternoloqies , we see two
metaphors at o, -osite poles of the modularity/interaction spectrum.

Modern symbolic mathe~~ti cs makes stron g use of modular ity at bo th a
glo bal and a local level. Globally, one of the mos t powerful id eas
of lo gi c is the clea r di sti nct i on between ax i oms an d rules  of infer-
ence. A mathematical object can be completely characterized by

g i v i n g  a set of axioms spec i f ic  to it , wi thout reference to proce-
dures for using those axioms . Dually, a proo f me tho d can be 

~~~~ V V V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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described and understood completely in the absence of any specif ic
set of ax ioms on which it is to opera te. Locally, axioms represent
the ult imate in decomposition of knowl edge . Each axiom is taken as

true , without regard to how it will interact with the others in the

system. In fact, great care is taken to ensure the logical indepen-

dence of the axioms . Thus a new axiom can be added with the guar-

antee that as long as it does not make the system inconsistent ,

anythin g wh i ch could be prove d before is sti l l  v a l i d. In some sense
all changes are additive--we can only “know d i f fe ren t” by know i ng
more .

Programming, on the other han d , is a meta ph or i n which i nte rac tion i s
primary . The programme r is in direct control of just what will be

used when , and the interna l functioning of any piece (subroutine) may

have si de effects which cause strong interactions wi th the function-

ing of other pieces. Globally there is no separation into “facts ”

and “process ”--they are interwoven in the sequence of operations.

Local ly , in teractions are strong. It is often futile to try to

understand the meanin g of a pa r t i c u l a r  su brout ine  w i thout  t ak in g into
accoun t jus t when i t w i l l  be c a l l e d , in wha t env i ronment , and how its

resul ts will be used. Knowledge in a program is not changed by add-

i ng new su b rou ti nes , but by a debugging process in which existing

structures are modified , and the resulting changes in interaction

mus t be explicitly accounted for.

If we look back to the advantages offered by the use of the two types

of represen ta ti on , we see tha t they are primar i ly ad van tages offere d

by different views toward modularity . The flexibility and economy of

dec l ara ti ve knowle dge come from the a b i l i ty to decompose knowl ed ge
into “wha t” and “how ” . The learna bi lity and understandability come

from the strong i ndependence of the individual axioms or facts . On

the other han d , procedures give an i mmediate way of formulating the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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i n terac ti ons between the sta tic knowl edge an d the reason i n g process ,

~d allow a much richer and more powerfu l interaction between the
rV k s ” into which knowledge is divided . In trying to achieve a

syrt~,esV s. -~e must ask not “how can we combine programs and facts?” ,

but “How can our f3rmalism take advantaqe of decomposability without

sacri ficing the possibilities for interaction?”

I f the dec la ra t ive  and p rocedura l fo rmal isms  rep resents en dpoin ts on
a s pec trum of modularity/i nterac ti on , we shoul d be able to see in

eac h of them trends away from the extreme . Indeed , much current wo rk
in computing and Al can be seen in this light.

This section closes with a quote from [~1INSKY75] about the declarative versus 
V

~cocedura l issue f rom another point of view.

I d raw no boun dary between a theory of human th i n k i n g an d a scheme
for mak i n g an i ntell i gent machine ;  no purpose wo~.i d be served by
separating these today since neither domain hac ~~ ories good enou gh V

to explain--or to produce--enou gh mental capacity . There is , how-

ever , a difference in professional attitudes . Workers from psychology

inherit stronger desires to minimize the variety of assumed mecha-

n isms . I believe this leads to attempts to extract more performance

from fewer “bas i c mechanisms ’ than is reasonable. Such theories

es pec i a l l y  neg lec t mechanisms of procedure control an d ex pl i c i t repre-
sentations of processes. On the other side , workers i n Ar ti f i ci a l
In telligence h -ye perhdps focussed too sharply on just such questions.

Nei ther have given endugh attention to the structure of knowledge ,

espec i a l l y proce dura l knowled ge .

I t i s un ders tan da b le  why psycholo gi sts are un comfo rta b le w ith com p le
proposals not based on well established mechanisms . But I believe

tha t parsimony is still inappropriate at this stage , valua ble as it -~~~f

A V~~~~~~~. V V
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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may be in later phases of every sc i ence . There is room in the
ana tomy and genetics of the brain for much more mechanism than

anyone today is prepared to propose , and we should coicentra te

for a while more on sufficiency and efficiency rather than on

necessity.

The above quotations represent two viewpoints on the major problem facing A !--

namely, the mana gement of com p lex i ty. Of course , th i s is also an issue for
research in knowle dge-based systems . However , the successes to da te w i th
knowle dge-based systems have been attained by carefully controlling this corn-

p lex i t.~ by selecting and working in domains that are sufficiently constra i ned

while still possessing an interesting and rich problem space. Without these

constra i nts , the KBS developer would have to face all of the issues that con-

front the psychological modeler and A ! researcher. With these constraints , he
has been ab le to con stru~~~~ act ical  sys tems wi th heretofore unach i evable
capabilities.

______ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ----- -— 
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4.1.2 Methods of Representing KS

Th is section describes six techniques used to implement a knowledge source and ,

hence , represent knowledge in a KBS. These six were selected for discu ssion

because they were the six most discussed in the literature . (Many other ,

lesser -known techniques have been successfully used to construct systems and
should not be ignored simply because they are not included here.) Two of the

techniques described below , fini te-state machines and programs , are normally

used to represent procedura l knowledge. Three of the techniques , pred i cate

calculus , production rules , and semantic networks, are normally used to repre-

sent declarative knowledge. The sixth technique , frames, is an effective

method of combining both procedura l and declarative knowledge in a single

representation.

F rom a theoreti cal v i ewpo i n t, a l l  of these techni ques have i den ti ca l re pre-
sentational power because , combined with an appropriate and simple CE , each

can represent a universal Turing machine; therefore , the decision to use one

rnetnod instead of another is based more upon pragmatic considerations , such
as natu ra l ness and efficiency for the intended application. Section 4.1.3

flaKes a comparison of these six techniques based upon some of their i nherent

properties.

4.1.2.1 Finite—State Machines

A finite-state machine (FSM) is a representation technique for procedural

knowledge. The FSM is a fini te collection of states. Each state specifies

a computation and decision rule to determi ne what state should next be

entered . Two s ta te ’~ ~re c -~ cial : the start state is the f irst state entered ,
und the calculation term Ir~~tes whenever the end state is entered . There are
two major uses of an FSM: the f i rst is to represent a graninar; the second is

-
~~~~ 

rep resen t p rotocols or plans of act ion. The use of an FSI1 to represent
;r -~nmars is described in Section 4.4 .1.1 . (Also , see [WOODS73].) Figure 4.3

~raphica 1ly shows an FSF~ representation of a plan of act ion for making and
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drinking a pot of coffee. The circles are the states, and each describes an
action to be taken. The decision rule for each state is represented by
labels on the set of arcs that leave the state. An arc label is a predicate
that must be true for control to pass along it. For example , the state
marked “fill pot” has two arcs leaving it. One arc is labeled “level < 6 cups. ”
This arc keeps the FSM in the pot-filling state unti l the water level reaches
the 6—cup line. When it is reached , the arc labeled “level ? 6 cups ” takes
the FSM to the state at which the spigot is turned off.

Four options are available that can affect the power ,* s i ze , and reversibility
of an FSM: (1) the set of allowable computations in  a state , (2) the set of
allowable predicates on the arcs, (3) parameterization , and (4) the control
mechanism. The kinds of choices available for (1) and (2) are categorized by
specification of a set of primitive actions or computations , specification of
the rules of combination of actions (e.g., functional composition , sequencing ,
etc.), and specification of the memory space that can be referenced by the
primitive actions. It is also possible to make an FSM with parameters . For
example , in the FSM of Figure 4.3, the number of cups of coffee to be brewed
could be passed as an argument , and the number, six , replaced by the parameter
name on the four arcs on which it appears.

There are two primi tive types of control structure** for FSM : determinis tic
and nondeterministic. In a determi nistic FSM , at most one arc is followed out
of the present state. This is accomplished by either requiring that at most
one arc predicate be true, or by having a rule that selects one arc out of the
set that qualifi es. In Fi gure 4.3, the state “drink another cup ” has arcs
leaving it labeled “pot empty ,” “satisfied ,” and “thirs ty.” It was assumed

*~~~ used herein , the term finite-state machine describes a representation
methodology , not a specific restriction on computation power. For example ,
if the states of the FSM are permitted access to a read-write tape of
indefinite length, full Turing power will result.

~~See [FISHER 70] for a more complete taxonomy of control structures . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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that there was a selection rule that gave priori ty to the “pot emp ty ” arc so
as to not burn the urn. If the FSM cannot leave the state it currently is in

(excepting the end state) because no arc predicate is satisfied , the operat ion
of the machine  i s said to be blocke d. Blocks can occur for two reasons : f i r s t ,
an error in FSM specification —-a legall y occurring situation is not handled ;
and second , the plan of action represented by the FSM is unsatisfiable given
the current con text. The user of the FSM assumes the block has arisen for the

second reason and uses the negative result as a cue to try another method or

p rocedure . Some times the reason for the block can be determ i ned by i ns pec tion
and user to gui de the new attempt.

In a nondeterm inistic FSM, i t is possible for severa l different arc s leaving

the same state to be satisfied simu l taneously. The assumptions are that each

pa th w i l l  be fol lowe d and that , i f  any path f i n a l l y  reaches the en d state ,
the FSM has term inated normally. Paths through the nondeterministic FSM may

be dropped when they block. Figure 4.4 shows both a deterministic and non-

deterministic FSM that recognizes symbol strings that start with zero or more
“AB” , fol lowe d by zero or more “ABAC ’ , and are termi nated by a D. (Such an

FSM is ca lled a recognizer or an acceptor.) The sta tes (c i rc les ) perform no
computation. The start States are labeied “S” , an d the en d states are labele d

“E” . The predicates on the arcs test the next character in the input sequence

for equality . The arc predicates are abbreviated by the name of t he next
necessary character. In the nondeterm inistic FSM , the sta te la bele d “X ” has
two arcs leav i ng it  that  are both labeled wi th “A. ” State “X ” is handling
two cases : (1) an “A” in one of the initial “AB” groups and the second “A” in

the first “ABAC ” grou p. In the exam p le , the deterministic FSM has one more
V 

state than the nondeterminist ic FSM. Classes of FSM are known such that the

number of states in a deterministic FSM must be at least an exponential func-

tion of the number of states in a nondeterministic FSM that performs the same

calculation. Therefore , there is in some cases an obvious Edvantage to using a

nondeterministic FSM even though the interpreter (CE) is more complex.
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There are certain categories of restrictions , upon al lowable computation s in
the states and upon the arc predicates , for which deterministic and nondeter—
mi n i s t i c  control  structures yield differences in computational power. For

the simple class of FSM exemplified by Figure 4.4, there is no difference.
However , for the class of FSM in wh ich the states can place and remove a

character on and from a pushdown stack , and i n which  the arc predicates can
test for equa l i ty  of the next in put character and /or for equal i ty of the top
character on the push down stack , a power difference exists. A task that shows 

V

the difference is the recognition of symbo l strings that are symmetric around

their midpoint. A goo d d iscuss i on of power d i f f e r e n t i a l s  in  var ious  classes
of FSM can be found in [MINSKY 67].

Since  FSMs so closel y resem b le flowchar t represen tat i ons of p roce dures wr itt en
V ;n a programmi ng language, i t is worthwhile to list some of their desirable

and un desirable characteristics in light of that comparison. The desirable

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are :

(1) The ability to easily imp l ement nondeterministic control .

(2) The ability to represent and model plans of action for which

‘ proce dura l ”  exec uti on ins id e a com puter i s meaning less .

(3) Reversibil i ty-—that is , an FSM may be exam i ned to answer such

ques tions as wha t nee ds to occur to a l low it to en d u p i n a
particular state.

(4) New plans of action may be constructed dynamically because an

FSM representation is easily manipulated .

(5) Many disciplines , both sc i en t i fic an d nonsc i en t i f i c , represent
part of their published expert knowledge in a form similar to

that of an FSM.
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The undesirable characteristics of FSMs are:

(1) The loss of efficiency compared to compiled procedu res .

(2) The enforcement of low— l evel uniformi ty in the representation ,

wh ich can make the FSM hard to understand (in a sense , FSMs are

better at representing strategies than tactics).

(3) The externa l format of an FSM representation can lose clarity

unless there is a graphic medium available for computer input

and display .

4.1 .2.2 Using Programs to Represent Knowledge

By def i n i t i o n , every computer system contains some knowledge represented by

programs , albe it trivial. The purpose of this section is to describe the

techniques used to represent non—trivial expert knowl edge in programs . To be

spec i f ic , a p rogram is code wri t ten  i n an effect ive forma l lan gua ge. By effec-
tive is meant that at each step of execution (equivalently, at each step of
the interpretation), the next  s tep can be una mbiguous ly determi ned by an

ag reed-up on set of rules . This means , of course, that the rules themselves
mus t constitute an effecti ve program , for which there must exist an agreed-

upon set of ru l es , and so on , ad i nfinitum. One should not , however , become

preoccupied by this “infinite regression ” in the definition of effectivity ;

tha t prob lem , like other problems wi th attempting to formalize intuitive con-

cepts , belongs to the logicians and philosophers. However , the i ssues
i nvolved cannot be taken lightly because a similar problem of definition is

encountered when one tries to ascri be meaning to the contents of a KS. One

wi dely held viewpoin L is that the contents of a KS have no meaning per se and

can come to have meaning on ly when it is understood how the knowledge is used

and/or what effects follow from its use. From this viewpoint , there is an

analogy between the C E in a KBS and the effective rules of application for a

program .

- -
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Programs are usually , but not always used to represent procedura l knowledge;

in some instances , the majority of chunks in  a declarat ive KS exhibi t a
regularity that can be exploited by generating those chunks algorithmically.

While it is true that such an a lgor i thm contains “how-to” knowledge--namely,

how to generate spec i fic know l edge chunks--the user of the KS has available
only the declarative knowledge that results.

F ig ure 4.5 depi cts a program representa t i on of knowle dge ne cessary to turn on
a water spigot. The example program has V~~

. argumen ts: a huma n agen t , who

wi l l  perform the task , and the desired teriiperature of the running water.
Muc h world knowledge is im bedd ed in this  p rogram . For exam p le ,

• Water taps are in sinks.

• You need to be close to the sink to contro l the wa cer taps.

• Col d water comes from the right tap, hot water from the left tap,

and temperatures in between by mixing the two.

• Water taps are turned on by twist ing clockwise and off by twisting
coun terclockwise .

• Befo re adjusting a mixture of water from the two taps to the desired
tempera ture , the hot water should run until it is at full tempera ture.

• Rela tive values of temperature such as cold , lukewarm , hot , etc.,
are used and compared .

Bes ides th i s worl d knowle dge , the program contains knowledge about itself--for

example:

• The prog ram will not recur indefinitely (when the cold water is turned

on to mix with the hot water).

• The prog ram will not get stuck in an infinite loop while trying to

adjust the temperature , because onl y an ap p rox imate equal i ty (~) is

necessar y to term i nate .

k ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ________
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• Program “locate —at ” wi ll effectively move the agent to the desired
location.

• Program “ twis t — tap ” expects the  agent  t~ be in proximity of the tap.

It is interesting to speculate about casting these types of knowledge into
declarative rather than procedural form . Of the program ’ s “self ’ knowledge ,

only the last example , a case of “What can other knowledge expect of me?” ,
woul d need to be explicit. The other kinds of self knowledge shown (control

struc ture and what other programs do) are got from a generalized reasoning

process normall y used wi th declarative knowledge , and hence need not be
explicated in the KS. On the other hai~ a l l  the world knowled ge l i s ted above ,
inc lud i ng necessary tempora l ord er i ng of the steps , woul d need to be present
in the system. Because that knowledge i~ almo st all ad hoc; it is not easy

to see how it could be inferred by or from general principles of reasoning . V

The advantage of the program representation is that all of this knowledge is

brought together in a natural manner. The disadvantages become apparent if

one tries to extend this example to a problem domain with multiple kinds of

water spigots . Much of the present knowledge applies to only a few cases

(e.g., there are two spigots in the sink--there could be one-handled spigots),

while some of the knowledge is more universal (e.g., let the water heat up
before adjusting the temperature). The problem is simply how to preserve the

knowl edge that applies to multiple cases—-this is the virtue of declarative

representations . -

Oiscussed below are two of the mä’ny options available when using programs to

represent knowledge: invocation methods and control regimes for state reten-

t ior . The four major methods of program invocation are: d rect , procedura l

::acnment , d emon , and pattern directed.

~~rect ~ , -..~-~~eion occurs when the user (using program) knows precisely which

orogram is to be used and includes a lexical reference to that program
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.gh a mechanism such as a subro u ti ne cal l . Proce dural attachment was
V 

~~~~~~~ i n  Section 4.1.1.4. The idea is that programs can be associated

~~~p o~:a fields in a KS or (dynami cally) with parts of the evolving workspace
-~e~ -~~~ n t a t~or. Then , any accessor of a data field tha t has an associated
program is required to invoke that program. The invoker of a program may be

unaware of both what prog ram is i nvoked and what functions the invoked pro-

gram is to perform . Usually, onl y the program that ma kes the at tachment has
triat Knowle dge.

Programs invoked by the third method are cal .ed demons. A demon is intro duced

L3 the run—time monitor by a statement such as

DEMON (P ,C)

,~n~cn means “if cond ition C (a predicate or situation description) is ever

- -coun tered during future execution of the system , call program P. ” A demon

~~~ an interrupt hand ler in an operating system because it sits on the
sicelines , rather like a sentinel that protects the system ; they perform no

action until (and unless) a specific situation is encountered . They allow

Kncwledge that pertains to highly specialized or unusual situations to be

left  out of the main stream , ma king programs more readable and easier to
organize. The un- time monitor has the task of watching for an enabling con-

dition for any of the introduced demons. This can be an expensive operation
and represents the chief drawback of demons . The alternative to this kind
of invocation schemi is to make explic it in-line tests for unusua l  sit uat i ons
w ith a resul tan t lac of c la r i ty .

The fourth method of program i nvocation is variously called pattern-directed

or goal—direc ted invocation. In a system using this method , each prog ram is
named by a patt2rn that describes the kind of tasks it performs. This pat-

tern is used in lieu of the prog ram ’ s name . Thus , the invoking program

~~~~~~~~ V~~~~ A 
V ~~~~ _ -— 
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specifies a goal that needs to be achieved , and the run-time monitor searches

for one or more programs whose patterns match the current goal. One of the

programs so found is selected and invoked . If that program succeeds in ful-

f i l l i n g  the goal , execution proceeds . If not , another p rog ram found by the
pa ttern—matching search can be tried . There are issues concerning in wha t

order to tc~v the programs and what  to do if  no program can achieve  the goal ;
these issues are discussed further below as control regimes. An example of a

pa ttern for the “ l ocate at ” goal (used in Figure 4.5) might be

(locate_at human object)

T n i s  sta~~a toat the program can plan the sequence of actions necessary to

~nove a i u ...r i nto proximity to an object. Another program in the same system

COui d hav e a pattern such as

(locate at object1 object2)

Tn i s p rogram p lans  the sequence of act ions necessar y to move object 1 into

;~oximi ty to object2. The secon d p rog ram performs a d i f fe ren t task from that
:ne f i rs t p rogram , because the entity that is moved may require an external

~~eit to effect transfer. An interesting case arises if a huma n is defined

t~ be a kind of object; namely , any goal that matches t”e f i rst pat tern woul d
also match the second pattern .

Si nce programs operating in a system tha t allow s pattern—directed goal invoca—

tion can themselves pose subgoals , thi s me thod of i nvoca ti on a l lows  a natura l
way of performi ng means—ends or problem-reduction analysis. Another na tural

use is for theorem proving where domain-specific heuristics are imbedded with

tne ax i omatic knowledge. The proof proceeds through decomposing the original

prub iem to a set of successively smalle r subproblems , the solu ti on of whic h

ir,plies tne validity of the orig inal theorem . The heuristics control the

-

~ 
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-: ‘ch by specifying the order in which subproblems are generated. The chief

advantage of the pattern-directed i nvocation technique is that , in practice ,

~rogram must have in it a tremendous amount of information about the

programs it may invoke. If it does not , glari ng ineff iciencies and bugs V

V :ne form of infinite generation of subproblems or no satisfaction of cer-
-~ ~~ -~a ls  will surely arise. Systems using pattern—directed invocation

:~-:-~ ni~ ues , trier~fore , become increas i ngly difficult to modi fy and ex tend over
:i e.  V

Bes- -2es the options ava i la b le i n i nvoca ti on techni ques , there are options in

:re control regimes that may be used for a system. Though there are many

facets of this topic , we are interested only in the problem of state retention
when the system faces severa l a l te rna ti ves as to wha t to do nex t. There a re
tr-ree basic choices for a contro l reg i me : sequential , parallel , an d non—

~~e:e~~~: is t ic .  In a sequential reg i me , the program itself explicitly makes

:~-e ~.~-c ce of what to do next and how to reestablish enough state in case

~~ ~irs t attempts are failures . One program invokes another and expects the

~:atcer to return , subroutine style, at the completion of its activity . In a
:~~a11 el regime , man y sub p rograms can opera te s imul taneousl y or , a t leas t, in

interleaved fashion. The prog rams themselves are responsible for

--~c 4.~lic i t  synchronization act iv i t ies to avoid the many problen s that can arise

~~~ various resources (such as variable bindings) are shared by the active

s~~ -f programs. A nondeterministic contro l reg ime is li ke a parallel con-
tro l reg i me exc ?pt that each program , when operating, is guaran teed to have

r,e arne environment it would have if it were the only program of the active

~~ tria t had ever o~ ~at ed. A nondeterministi c control regime is often called

i . torr ,~~f i c  backtracking. Th - idea is that one of the many possible alternative
i ., - r i - , is ~~llowed . During execution of a branch , changes made to the com—

stat1~ are remembered . In case a failure is encountered , the remem—
• . ‘rj ~s are undone , an d control returns to a decision point at

~a~e branch rema i ns . Then this branch is followed , and so on.
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The different invocation and state-retention options discussed above differ

in their generality . The more genera l the mechanism used , the more complicated

mus t be the run—time monitor. The penalty for complexity is loss of efficiency .

On the pos i t ive  si de , systems us ing  the more genera l mechanisms tend to be
better organ i zed and , hence , easier to modify and extend because a large amount
of bookkeeping is buried in the run-time monitor.

A good overv i ew of recen t devel opments di scusse d in  thi s sect ion can be foun d

in [BOBROW75d]. Ano ther paper that discussed many issues of genera l interest
is [I-IEWITT73]. In [BOBROW73], a genera l method of providing state retention

is descri bed--commonly called a “spaghetti stack. ” {FISHER7O] descri bes a
toxonomi c theory of control structures. A few interesting systems that use

programs to represent knowledge are described in [HEWITT72], [R. MOORE75],
{SUSSMAN75], and IWINOGRAD72].

4.1.2.3 Predicate Calculus Representation of Knowl edge*

The predicate calculus is a formal symbolic notation system (formal language)

for expressin g logical relationships and making assertions about a domain or

model. There are three parts to its definition: (1) syntax specification ——the

gramma r that def i nes le gal ex p ress ions in  the langua ge , (2) semantic
specifica ;ion——the rules that relate the symbols in the language to objects in

the domain , and (3) legal operations--rules of inference that create legal

expressions from other legal expressions . The syntactically legal expressions

in the predicate calculus are called Well-Formed Formulae (WFF). Through the

s emant i c s pec if ica ti on rules , a WFF makes an assertion about the domain. The

WFF5 are said to have the va l ue T or F, depending on whether the assertions

are true or false  of the doma i n . The legal opera tors are constra i ne d in  such

*rlany definitions and examp l es in this section are taken from [NILSsON7I] a
book tha t should  be read by anyone ser iousl y in tereste d in the to pi c .
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a way that the value (T or F) of a WFF output by a transformation can be

directly determined from the va l ues of the WFFs input to the transformation.

The synta x speci fi cation of the first—order predicate calculus has two parts:

the specification of an alphabet of symbols and the method by which l ega l

expressions are constructed from these symbols. The alphabet consists of the
f o l l o w i n g se t of sym bols :

1 . Punc tuation marks : , (

2. Logica l symbols: -~~ 
—

~~ v A (The symbols are read , res pectivel y
as not, implies , or , and and.)

3. Quantifier symbols: ‘i ] (The symbol v , is called the universal
quantifier and is read for all; the symbol 3 is called the

ex i s tential quantifier an d is read as there exists .)

4. n—a dic function letters : f1
n ( i  ~ 1 , n ? 0) (The f~

0 are cal le d

constant letters . For sim plicity , i t  is convent iona l  to use
l owercase letters near th~ beginning of the alphabet (i .e., a, b ,

c), or l owercase words (e.g., l i ne , dog) as abbreviations for the

~
0 • Similarly, the l owercase letters f , g, h and l owercase

funct ion names , such as cos , are used wi thout subscripts in p lace

of the other f.n )

-
~ . n-adic predi’ate letters : p~n (i ~ 1, n ? 0) (The Pj° are ca l l e d

propos ’tion letters . For simplicity , capital le tters near the

T idd le of the alphabet (i.e., P. Q, R) and capitalized predicate

V names ~~~~ GREATER-THAN , MALE)  are used , withou t subscripts , as
abbreviations of the  pj’~.)

6. Variables: x~ (Th e x 1 are frequently abbreviated by letters near

the end of the al phabet without subscripts , i.e ., x, y, z . )
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From these symbols , the definition of a WFF can be recursively expressed :

1. Terms

a. Each constant letter is a term .

b. Each var iab le  letter is a term .

c. If f.n is a func tion letter and t 1 t2. . .t~ (n~l) are terms then

fi n ( t l ,t2...tn) is a term .

d. No other expressions are terms .

2. Atomi c formulae ( Domain-specific Boolean—va lued expressicns)

a. The propositional letters are atomi c formulae.

h. If t1 t2. ..t n (n~ l) are terms and p.~ is a predica te  l e t te r, the

express ion ~~n(t 1, t2 . . .t n ) is an atomic formula.

c . No other expressio n is an a tomic formula.

3. WFFs

a . An atomic formula is a WFF.

b. If A and B are WFFs, then so are

i (—‘A ) (Read as not A)

i i (A=>B) (Read as A implies B)

iii (AvB) ( Read as A or B (or both))

iv (AA3) (Read as A and B)

I f  A is a WFF and x i s  a v a r i a b l e , then  the fol lowing

are WFFs:

I (Vx)A ( Read as for all x , A)

ii (3x )A (Read as , there exists x such that. A)

d. flo other expressions are WFF.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ _ 
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~
‘-e parentheses shown in 3b and 3c are usually omitted in cases where no

confusion will r.?sult. Some examples of WFFs , using abbreviated notation ,

are :

—P (a ,g (a ,b ,a)

P(a ,b) °’(3y) (3x ) (Q (a ,y)vS(x ,y,a) )

( LESS (a , b)A LESS (b ,c) )‘=~LESS (a ,c)

Some examples  of express ions  tha t  are not WFFs are :

--‘f (a)

h(P(a) )

Q(f(a),(P(b)~~Q(c)))

lne semantic specifi cation rules for the predicate calculus give a “meaning ”
to the WFFs by making a correspondence between symbols in the calculus and
objects in the domain. The domain , D, is a nonempty set* of objects . The
necessary correspondences are:

1. Associated wi th every constant symbol in  the WFF is some
part i cular  element of D .

2. Associated wi th every function letter in the WFF is an n-adic

function over (and into ) D.

3. Associated wi th every predicate letter in the WFF is some particular

n- place relation among the elements of D. (A relation may be con-

si dered as function whose only values are T and F.)

‘The specification of a domain and these associations constitute an interpreta—

tion or a model of the W FFs .

*Tne domain set may be finite or infinite and , i n fact , of any cardina lity .
This raises issues about our notation , f~~, ~~~ an d x 1, whfch restricts us
to countable symbols. The issues are not addressed herein.

- - ~~~~~~~ 
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~i ven a WFF and an interpretation , we can assign a value , T or F, to each atomi c
formula in the WEE . These va l ues can be used in turn to assign a va l ue , I or F,
to the entire WEE. The process by wh ich  a value is assigned to an atomic for-
mula is straightfo rward : If the terms of the predicate letter correspond to
elements o. D that satisfy the associated relation , the value of the atomic
formula is 1; otherwise , the value is F. For example , consider the ato~nic
fo rmu 1 a:

P(a , f(b , c))

and the interpretation

D is the set of integers

a is the integer 2

b is the i n teger 4

c i s the inte ger 6

~ is the (two-argument) addition function

P is the relation greater-than

‘Iitn this interpretation , the above atomic fo rmula asserts that “2 is grea ter
tnan the sum of 4 and 6” . In this case , the assert i on is false and P(a,f(b,c))

has the va lue F. If the interpretation is changed so that a is the integer 11 ,
t.~en the value is T.

The method of assigning a va lue to an atomic formula containing variables is
not so simple. For example , the atomic formula:

(~~ )P(f (x ,a), x)
wi th the interpretation

D is the set of integers

a is the integer 1
f is the (two-argument) addition function
P is the relation greater-than

- - - ~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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makes the assertion , “for all x in D (x any integer), x p lus  one is greater

V 
than x ” . Hence, the atomic formula has a value only under the “influence ” of
the quan ti f i e r . When more than one quantifier is used , then the operation of
each may depend upon those further to the left. Let the interpretation be

D is the set of integers

P is the relation greater-than

‘ .~~~~~, the WFF ,

(Vx)(3y)P(y,x)

ass&r:~ that ~or all x (integer) there exists a y (integer) which may depend

upon toe chosen c--suc h that y is greater than x. The value of this WEE is T.

however , the WFF

(3y) (Vx)P(y,x)

asserts that there exists a y (integer) such that y is greater than any

(integer) x . The value of this WFF is F.

The values of WFF5 composed using logical symbols are derived by a set of rules V

tha: are independent of. the interpretation . If X is any WFF , then (—X) has the
7 when X has the value F , and (—X) has the value F when X has the value I.

_ D e 4.2 shows how the values of WFFs composed by the other logica l connectives

:re determ i ned i rom the values of the WFFs X 1 and X2.

- yen these def in i t i - ns of the logical and quantifier symbols , it is easy to
snow that the symbols A , v , and 3 are redundant because they can be expressed
in terms of the symbols — , ~

> and

X1AX 2~—( x 1=>—x 2 )

X 1VX 2~ (...X 1 )~=~>X 2 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
VV
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TABLE 4.2. DEFINITION OF THE LOGICAL CONNECTIVES

xl x 2 X 1VX 2 X 1AX 2 X 1
—

~X~

I T T T I

F T T F T

I F I F F 
V

F E F F I

Several terms are used to describe properties of WFFs and the calculus itself:
A WFF that has the value T for all interpretations is called valid. It can be
shown , by consulting the truth table (Table 4.2)  that the WFF (P(a) = > P(a))  has
the value I regardless of the interpretation and is therefore val id. A calculus
is calle d decidable if there exists a general method of determining , for any
WFF in that calculus , whether it is valid. Otherwise , the calculus is said to

be undecidable. If the same interpretation makes each WFF in a set of WFFs
have the va lue T , then this interpretation is said to satisfy the set of WFFs.
If no interpretation exists such that each WFE simultaneously has the value T,

then the set of WFF5 is said to be unsatisfiable. A WFF W logically follows
from a set of WFEs , 5, if every interpretation satisfying S makes the value

of W T. To prove W given S means to show that W logically follows from S.

The calculus described above is called the first-order pred i cate calculate and

i s known to be un decida b le.  That is , there does not exis t  a procedure f or deter-
m ining whether any arbitrary WEE is valid. If the use of quantifiers and var’i -

ables is prohibited , the result is called the propositional calculus , a decid-
able subset of the first-order predicate calculus. A second-order predicate
calculus comes about by allowing quantification of propositiona l letters (~1

n

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _
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and , if desired , the f~
n over i) in addition to the quantifications allowed in

the first-order theory . This permits WFFs of the following sort:

(VP) (T(P)=>(Vx)(Vy)(Vz)((P(x ,y)AP(y,z))===~P (x ,z)))

This defines transitivity of a predicate . That is , if T(P), then P is transi-

tive. If this is to be approximated in the first-order theory, then for each
of the possib ly “iany transitive predicates , say P , there must be an individua l
ax iom of the form:

( V x ) ( V y ) ( V z ) ( ( P ( x ,y)A P(y , z))==>P(x,z) )

Obviously, the second-order form is more genera l and expressive than the first-
order form . It is easy to see how this process of generating higher-order

calcul i could be continued indefinite l y by allowing q u a n t i f ica t ion of the

hi gher-order predicate letters , such as T in the above example. (Such a cal-

cub s is called “omega ordered ” .) However , the higher-order calculi have not
been used in KB or Al systems to date because no one has a clear notion of how

to ~mp1ement procedures for using them.

The predicate calculus provides a natural way of expressing delcarative knowl -
edge. A KS is a collection of WFFs and the semantic rules that re la te  them to
t Oe domain  of a p p l i c a t i o n .  The i ncluded WF Fs all ha ve the v a l u e  I and are

called axioms. The semantic rules are usually strai ghtforward and implicit;
i.e., the abbreviated names used for the f~n and ~~ are chosen in  such a way

that the correspondence to the domain is intuitive. Recall , for instance , the
example WEE used in Section 4 .1.1.4:

(Vx ) (CH ICAGOAN(x) ’ - LAWYER(x) ~~~CLEVER ( x ))

which asserts that al l Chicago lawyers are clever. New knowledge is derived
and problems ar~ solved by automatic proof procedures. The results have the
status of theorems and may be used to derive further results .
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Another example (taken from [P. KLAHR77]) is shown in Figure 4.6. There are
four axioms : (1) Jack is the husband of Jill , (2) Jill lives in Boston , (3) if
x1 is the husband of x2, then x1 and x2 are married , and (4) a married couple
lives in the same place. (The illustration ignores the fact that the marriage
relation is symetric , i.e., M A RRIED(x 1,x2)==>MARRIED(x2,x1 )). The assertion

derived is “Jack lives in Boston.” The proof is shown schematically with the
reasoning chain depicted by the single arrows . Thus , the proof consists of the

above axioms as steps (1) through (4) followed by:

(5) Jack is married to Jill--because of (1) and (3).

(6) Jack lives in Boston--because of (2), (4), and (5).

When passing along the ar rows , an association is established between the vari-
ables and/or the terms on each side of the arrow. For example , along the arrow
labeled u1, x1 and x2 are respectively associated with Jack and Jill , and along
the arrow labeled u2, x1 and x2 are respectively associated with x3 and x4.
Each such association is called a unification. The set of all such unifica-
tions are summarized , under the heading “Variable chains ” , at the bottom of the
figure . There are three chains in the example: (Jack x1 x3), (Jill x2 x4),
and (Boston x5). The chains are formed as equivalence classes of terms and
variables so that each variable is in one and only one chain , no va r i ab l e  i n
one chain unifies with a variable in another chain , if the chain contains more
than one element then each element unifies with at least one other elemen t in

the chain , and the number of chains is maximal.

In order for a proof to be proper , there are three consistency criteria:
(1) at most one term can occur in an equivalence class--all variables in the
class then have this value; (2) if no terms occur in a class , then there must
exist an object in the domain such that all variables in the chain may legally
assume that value; and (3) either condition (1) or (2) must app ly simu l taneously
to every chain. (The definition of variable chains and other consistence cri-
teria are more complicated than stated herein if terms are present that are V

built up from f n n>O .)

--V -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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AXIOMS: (1) HUSBAND (Jack, JIll)

(2) LIVES.IN (Jill , Boston )
(3) ( V x Ø  (Vx 2) (HUSBAND (x 1,x2) =~MARRlED (x l ,x2))

(4) (Vx ~) ( x4) (Vx 5) ((MARRIED (x3,x4) A LIVES.IN (x4,x5))=~
LIVES.IN (x3,x5))

HUSBAND(Jack ,Ji ll) LIVES. lN(J ill ,Boston )

HUSBAtD(x i,x2)~~~MARRIED(x i,x2) 

/

MARRI ED(x3,x4) A LIVES.IN(x4,x5) ~~ LIVES.I N(x3,x5)

U4/

LIVES. IN (Jack ,Boston )

U1 U3 U4
Variable chains: Jack —.*x1 —+x3 —#Jack

U1 U2
JilI—Ø x2 —--~, .x4 -

U3

Jill

U3 U4
Boston —.0 x5 —0 Boston

Theorem : LIVES.IN(Jack ,Boston )

Figure 4.6. Proof that Jack Lives in Boston

1~ 
~~~~~~~ VV V _~~~~~ - -
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The example shows a method of determining a value (in this case T) of the
assertion , “Jack lives in Boston .” This raises the natural question of how to

deal with the problem , “Where does Jack live?” The method described in Nilsson

(op.cit.) for solving this kind of problem is based on the resolution technique
for generating proofs in the first-order predicate calculus. The method con-
sists of two parts : (1) use resolution to generate a proof for a relate d

problem--fo r our examp le , (3x)LIVES .AT (Jack ,x); and (2) use the generated proof

to find an appropriate answer to the problem--in this case , x=Boston .

The nex t examp le , known as the monkey and bananas prob lem , shows one method of
solv ing a planning problem--the method is called state—space and operators . In

the monkey and bananas prob lem , the monkey is initially at position a , there i s
a box at position b, and a bunch of bananas hangi ng above posi tion c . The
monkey canno t get the bananas unless he i s stand ing on the box at posit ion c .
A state in this problem consists of four facts : (1) the monkey ’ s pos i tion ,

(2) the box ’s position , (3) whether the monkey is on the box , and (4) whether

the monkey has the bananas. Five operators are available to transform one

state into another state: (1) the monkey can walk to any position , (2) he can

push the box aroun d the room , (3) he can climb onto the box , (4) he can climb

off of the box , and (5) he can grasp the bananas. Thus , the pro b lem can be
res ta ted as , find a sequence of operators that transform the above stated

initial state (monkey at a , box at b , etc .) into the desired goal state (the
iVIonKey nas grasped the bananas).

Figure 4.7 formalizes the monkey and bananas problem in predicate claculus.

Tne major predicate letter , P , is a relation that determines valid (legal )
sca tes. P(x 1,x2,x3,x4,x5) is the representation of the assertion that the

~-~ n~ey -is at position x1 , the box i s at pos i t ion  x 2, the monkey i s or the box
-i f  x3 is and off the box is x3 is F, an d the  monkey has the bananas if x4 is
7 an d does not if x4 is F. The last term of P , x5, is a con trivance that

TaKes it possible to find the sequence of operators that solve the problem .

~asica~ j, x5 is a representation of how we have come to be in this state .
r i s will be clarified below .

IL 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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Axioms: (1) P(a. b, f, f, ‘)

(2, (Vs 1) (Vx1 ) (Vx2) (Vx3) (Vv1)P(x 1, x2, f, v1, s1 ) =~~ P(x3, x2, f, v1, walk (x1, x3, ~~
(3) (Vs~) (Vx4) (Vx 5) (Vv2)P(x4, x4, f, v2, s2) 2 P(x5, x5, f, v2, pushbox (x4, x5, s2))

(4) (Vs~) (Vx6) (Vv3)P(x6, x6, f, v3, s3) ~~ P(x6, x6, t , v3, climbbox(s3))

(5) (Vs~) (Vx 7) (Vv 4)P(x7, x7, t , v~, s4) 
-

~ P(x7, x7, f, v4, jumpoff(s4)

(6) (Vs5)P(c, c, t , f, s5) ~~ P(c, c, t , t , grasp(s5)

Model: a is the original location of the monkey
b is the original location of the box
c is the location over which the bananas hang
t is “true ”
f is “fahe”
walk , pushbox , climbbox , jumpoff, and grasp are the sequence of operators achieved by

applying the operator to its arguments
i is the null sequence of operators
P(x 1, x 2, x 3, x4, x 5) is the relation - can the monkey be at location x 1, the box at

location x 2, the monkey on the box (as x3 is t or f), the monkey has the bananas
(as x4 is t or f ), afte r the application of the operator sequence x5?

Proof: (1) P(a , b, f , f , i) 
(2) 

~~L P(b . b, f , f , walk(a , b, I)
(3) I

P(c , c, f , f , pushbox(b , c, walk(a , b, I ) )
(4) I

c, t , f, cl imbbox (pushbox (b , c , walk (a , b, i) ) )

(6) I
P(c~.j , t , t , gr~sp (c limbbox (pushbox (b , c, walk (a , b , I) ) ) )

Figure 4.7. The Monkey and Bananas Problem

V ____ _________

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

VV 
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V 

The initial state is defined as axiom 1 in Figure 4.7 as P(a ,b ,f,f,i)—-that is ,

t~~ monkey is at a, the box i s at b , the monkey is not on the box , he does not
nave the bananas , and this state has been achieved by applying the null sequence

of operators , i. The five operators are defined by axioms 2-6.

Axiom 2 defines the walk operator as: The monkey can walk from where he is at

(x 1) to any place (x 3 ) as bong as he is not on the box . Note , thi s axiom
explic itly states that the box stays in the same place and possession of the

bananas does not change because of walking .

Axiom 3 defines the pushbox operator as: If the monkey and the box are at the

same place (x1 ) and he is not on the box , then he can push the box anywhere he

wishes (x5). Further , after pushing the box , the monkey and box will be at the
same loca ti on , and possession of the bananas does not change.

Ax iom 4 defines the climbbox operator as: If the monkey and the box are at the

same p lace (x 6) and he is not on the box , then he can climb onto che box.

Pos i tions and possess ion remain the same .

Axiom 5 deF i nes the jumpof f operator i n a s i mi lar manner .

Ax iom 6 defines the grasp operator as: If the monkey and the box are both at

position c (where the bananas are located), he is standing on the box , an d he
does not have the bananas , then he may gras p them . Further , positions do no

change and he is still on the box.

The problem is solved in a manner simi -~r to that used for the last problem .

First , a related theorem is proved ; namely:

~]s)(]x1 )( 3x 2)(3x 3) P(x~ ,x2,x 3,t,s)

From this proof , the values of s , x1 , x2, an d x3 are found , by mec han i cal means ,

to establish tne more interesti ng theorem ,

P(c ,c ,t,t ,grasp(climbbox(pushbox(b ,c ,walk (a,b ,i ) ) ) ) )

~lI_ _ VV V VVVVVVV VV _ VV VV ~~~VV ~~_ V VVVVVJ 1 ~~~_~~ VV_ — _V
~~~~ V V V . V V V ~~~~_V
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P’ s fifth argument then gives the monkey a verified plan to get the bananas :
walk from location a to b , push the box from b to c, climb on the box , and ,
finally, grasp the bananas.

The proof of the final theorem is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 4.7. The
arrows connecting the WFFs are labeled with the number of the axiom used to
draw the conclusion at the end of the arrow. It should be noted that (1) the
derived result i~ not unique--for instance , the monkey could walk all over the

room , jump on and off the box , and generally engage in monkeyshines , until he
gets hungry enough to get down to business; and (2) it is unlikel y that any

~~tomated problem solver would find just the operator applications shown in the
- 3ure without trying several false paths . For example , after walking to the
oox , walk , climboox , and pushbox are all allowable operations. Some sort of
trial-and-error or heuristic method would be necessary to determine what step

should be next tried . These coments apply also to the previous example.

This section has been relativel y lengthy because predicate calculi are the best

theoreticall y understood ~nd among the oldest used techniques for representing

knowl edge in a computer . We conclude by summarizing some of the characteris-
tics and merits of this formalism.

The predicate calculus is clearly a declarative form of knowl edge representation.

At such , it is modular and reversible. The chunk size (i.e., a WWF axiom ) is
variable. In practice , however , one would never expect to encounter an axiom
that comprised riore than a half dozen or so clauses because it is formulated by
a human expert. If it were any larger , its intelligibility (to a human) would
be greatly diminishe ‘ . On the other hand , representing procedural knowl edge in
the predicate calculus is at best difficult. (Consider encoding , as WFFs , the
knowledge embedded in the example shown in Figure 4.5; further consider the
difficulty of a human domain expert’s doing the encoding.)

Another disadvantage of the predicate calculus is that the entire set of axioms
must be consist~nt. That is , if a WFF , W , logically fol lows from the axioms ,
then the WFF M4 does not. If an axiom set is not consistent , it is easy to 
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demonstrate that every WEE has the value 1. The onus of maintaining consistency
in a KS containing WFFs is a major problem . For one thing , it makes it impos-
sible to include heuristic and possibly contradictory rules of thumb and other
sorts of expert knowledge , and thorough formalization may not be within the
state of the art of the appl i cation area .

One advantage of using the predicate calculus is that automatic procedures are
known such :hat if N follows from the axioms , then it can eventually be proved .
However , no theoretical upper bound exists on the amount of time it will take
to find a proof. One can attempt to evade this problem by trying to prove W
and W in parallel and quitting when either proof succeeds. However , since the
first (and higher) order pred i cate calculi are undeci uable , it may therefore be
the case that neither proof process terminates. Hence , one must impose some

sort of resource limitation on the effort expended to derive or prove something
from the axioms .

Another characteristic of predicate-calculus representations is demonstrated by

the example of Figure 4.6--namely, there are two broad categories of axioms .
First , there are specific facts such as “Jack is Jill ’ s husban d” or “Jill lives

in Boston .” Second , there are genera l assertions such as “married couples live

at the same place. ” In any actual app lication domain , the num ber of facts will

be overwhelming when compa red to the size of the axiomatic base for a branch of

mathematics or logic. The result is irapractical ly slow proof procedures or the

use of dif ’-erent methods , in the CE , to handle fac ts and general knowledge. For
a good discussion of this problem and a proposed approach to using predicate

calculus i n practical areas , see P. Klahr (op. cit .).

Many publications exist in the area of using the predicate calculus for a knowl-

edge representation and theorem-proving techniques for solving problems . The

best introduction to the area is Nilsson (op. cit.). A samp ’in g of other work

is to be found in [BLEDSOE73], [FIKES71], [GERLERNTER63], [GREEN68], [P. KLAHR77

and 75], fPOPLE73], [ROBINSON7O and 65], [SANDEWALL7O], and [YATES7O].

-

~ 

.
~~~~~~
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4.1.2.4 Production Rules

Production rules have been used as the prinicpa l method of representing
Knowledge in many (if not most) of the highly successful KB systems--for
example, MYICIN and DENDRAL . Therefore, their importance is iniriediate. This
section describes production rules using several examples and introduces termi-
nology and issues .

A production rule is a specification of a conditional action. It consists of
a l eft hand side (LHS), also cal l ed the condition or the antecedent , which
describes a situation , and a right hand side (RHS), also called the action or
consequence , which describes something that may legall y be done in a situati on
described by the RHS. For example , in “If you are outdoors and it is raining ,
then open an umbrella. ” The conditions are (1) being outdoors and (2) rain.
The action is to open an umbrella.

Production system is an ambiguous term . Its original mean ii , a KS com-
prised of production rules . In current usage , the mean i nç •

~~ term produc-
tion system refers to a three-component entity : (1) a collection of production

rules , (2) a workspace , and (3) a control mechanism. The production rules are
represented by some agreed-upon syntax, by means of which the LHS and RHS are
built up from a set of primitives and symbols that correspond to objects , func-
tions , and predicates in a domain. (See the previous section for a description
of Limilar correspondence rules when using predicate calculus formulae.) The
workspace~ also called the data base, contains the total description of the
system ’s current sta e or situation. The LHS of a rule describes , or is
matched against , the contents of the workspace . If a production is applied ,
i. e., its LHS matches and its RHS is executed , then the RHS actions modify the
workspace.

*In systems used to do psychological modeling (e.g., PSG [NEWELL73]), the
workspace is limited by a fixed maximum number of entries , usually 7 to 12 ,
called the short-term memory .

~ 

~~~~~~~~~ 
:T.:~~~r z : ~ t r T . :,c
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The control mechanism generally has the form shown in Figure 4.8. The firs t

part , represented by the FOR loop, builds the conflict set--the set of all

production rules whose LHS5 are satisfied . If the conflict set is empty , then
process i ng i s terminated , and the resul t is the contents of the workspace .

However , if the conflict set is not empty , then the conflict-resolution

strategy selects one member of the conflict set and the RHS of the selected

production rule is execu ted. The ent i re cycle i s t hen repeated unti l the ter-
mi na ti on condit i on is reache d .

l oop : conflict set~-empty ;
FOR p U’ set of produc tion rules

DO IF lef t hand side(p) matches work_s pace
TI-lEN add p to conflict _set;

IF null confl i c t_set THEN term i na te;
q~-resolution _of(conflict_set);

execute right_hand_side(q);
GO TO loop ;

Figure 4.8. Control Mechanism for Production Systems

Several conflict-resolution strategies have been u~ed or proposed . Among them

are :

ru e  order--There is a complete ordering of all production rules . The

rule in the conflict set that is highest in the ordering is chosen.

rule precedence--A precedence network (which may contain cycles) deter-

m ires an ordering .

genera l ity order--The most specific rule is chosen.

cata order- -Elemen ts of the workspace are ordered. The rule chosen is the

one whose LHS references the highest-ranking workspace element(s). 

L . c n  —
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regency order--Execute the rule in the conflict set that was most (least)

recently executed , or the rule in the conflict set whose LHS references

the most (least) recently referenced element(s).

non-deterministic--Execute every rule in the conflict set as if it were

the only member. Computation stops when any path terminates . This is

equivalent to backup in program schemes--see Section 4.1.2.1. H
The original use of a production system formalism to perform or simulate compu- j~

.
tational tasks can be traced to [Post 361. The example shown in Figure 4.9

closely approximates the original notation. There are three rules--named I , M ,

and F for convenience (the names are not part of the formalism). The rules are
applied to a ~,orkspace that is an ordered sequence of symbolic characters made
up from the two-character alphabet consisting of 1 and #.  The form of each

rule is

LHS~~~RHS

Both the LHS and RHS have the same form , namely , an alternat i ng sequence of
an d strings of characters (including empty strings ) from the alphabet. A

character string matches any identical string in the workspace , and a matches
any string (including the empty string) . The LHS is said to match if the

sequence of $ .~ and character strings match the entire workspace in their lexi-

cal order . When a production is applied , the entire workspace is replaced by

a string define c1 by the RHS. The RHS defines the character sequence that is

shown , with subst itu .ions for each $
~~ 

by the charac ters matche d by the LHS .
For example , rule I mat che s the work space

#l l l#l l ll#

with 111 •nd $2~
llll . T hus , the RHS , #$1#$2##, generates or defines the new

workspace as #ll l # llll # # . In the figure , the process of applying the rules is

shown until a final result is produced . Arrows connecting consecutive workspace
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PRODUCTION RULES

( I )  #$1 #$2==>#$1#$2##

(M) #1$l #$2#$3
===
~
#$1#$2#$2#$3#

(F) ##$l #$2~~~
#$2#

EXAMPLE USE

#ll l#l lll #

#lll #l l ll ##

#l l - #l ll l#llll#

4 M
#l # llll # ll l lllll #

# #llll # lllllllll lll#

4F
#lllllll ll lll#

Figure 4.9. Use of Production Rules to Multiply
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representations are labeled with the name of the applicable rule. The
confl ict-resolution strategy is to usc either rule M or rule F instead of

rule I whenever there i s a confl i ct . If the orig i nal i nput is a sequence of
n l ’ s and a sequence of m l ’s delimite d by #, i. e.,

#1 1 1 2.. .l #l l l 2
.

then the result is a sequence of nm l’ s bracketed by a pair of #1 s (e.g., unary
multipl i cation ).

The next example (see Figure 4.1,0) shows a production system that translates
arithmetic infix expressions , composed from var i able names A , B , an d C an d

opera tors + and ~~~, into the equivalent Polish prefix expression. A Polish pre-

fix expression is either’ a var iable name or a list whose first element is a

function or operator and whose subsequent elements are arguments . Thus ,

(+ exp~ exp2) is the Polish equivalent of the infix expression exp 1 +exp2. This
example is basec upon standard techniques for constructing compiler -compilers ;

see , for example , [SCHORRE64].

In the example , each production rule has the form

pat 1
...pat ÷ name[part i

...partm] : 1
The L~~S of the r u l e  i s the sequence pat l

...pat n , and the RHS is

name~part 1
.. .part m j . Each pat

~ 
is either one of the in put character set

(i.e., A , B , C , + , c• or a name appearing in some rule ’s RHS . The LHS i s
satisfied whenever eacr~ pat 1 exactl y matches an entity in the workspace and

the ent iti es i n the works pace are con ti guous and in the same order as the
appearance of the pat .~.. Note that it is not necessary to match the entire

workspace for the LHS to be satisfied. The RHS specifies that the matched por-

tion o~ the works pace i s to be rep l~iced by name . Associated with name is a

value , which is part 1
.. .part m . (The value is not used in determining subse-

quent LHS matches.) Each part 1 is either a character constant (from the input 

~~— - -_----- .—~~ -- .-.-- -~~~~- -— ~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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PRODUCTION RULES

(vi ) A+var[A]

(v2) B+var[B]

(v3) C-~var[CJ

(ti) var-~term [1]

(t2) term*term~*term[(*l 3)]

(al) term÷exp[lJ

(a2) exp+exp-~exp[(+ 1 3)1

EXAMPLE USE

A+B*C

vl—3

var [A]+var[B]*var [C]

tl 
- J

term [A] +term [B] *term [C]

t2

term [A]+ term[(* B C)]

4ei

exp[A]+exp[(* B C)]

~e2

exp[(* A (* B C))]

Figure 4.10. Use of Production Rules to Translate
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se t or , i n th i s case , one of the additional characters “ ( “  or “ ) “ ) ,  or an

integer . If part 1 is an integer , say k, then it spec i fies the value assoc i ated
v.’th Pät k. The con trol mechanism uses the f i rs t ru l e  tha t a pp l i es i n the g iven
order--vl through a2.

The bottom portion of the figure traces the chain of modifications to a work-

space whose init al content is A+B*C. When activity terminates , the workspace
is the single part , exp , and the value associated with this part is
(+ A (* B C)), the Pol ish-prefix equivalent of the initial infix expression.

Consecu tive workspace configurations are connected by labeled arrows ; the label

is the name of the production rule that caused the modification. (When several

modifications are made by the same (or similar) rules , e.g., vl , v2 and v 3,
then a l l  t r ans fo r~ s are shown simultaneousl y.) When the workspace con-

tents are

term [A] +term [B] *term [C]

rule t2 is applied . The table below identifies the components of the rule and

the matched parts and values for this rule application:

pat 1 term term [B]

pat2 * *

pat 3 te rm term [C]

name term

part 1

par t2 *

part 3 1 B

part4 3 C

part 5 
)

-

~

-
-

~

— - - - - - - -
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Thus , chis rule replaces term [BJ*termlC] with termf(* B C)]. Therefore , the
entire works pace becomes

term [A]*term[(* B C)]

The rest of the example can be analyzed in a similar manner.

The las t exam p le is a production sys tem that ass i s ts the service manager and
mechanics in an automobile repair ager.cy (see Section 2.1). The scenario for
usin g this system is the arrival of a customer at the agency . He reports the

symptoms and problems to the service representative , who then enters this infor-

mation into the system. The system has at its disposal a data base of past

prob lems , repairs , and services performed on the vehicle, and a KS of product-
ion rules that describe cause-and-effect relationships among the performance

characteristics and measura ble attributes of an automobile. Using the reported

information , the past-history data base , and the KS , a diagnostic and repair plan

is formulated and im plemented .

Figure 4.11 gives a few of the production rules that might be present in such

a sys tem. Each rule i s named; however , the rule names are used only for con-
ven ience. The format of the rules is

IF ihs 1 C1 lhs 2. ~Cn l  lhs~
THEN rhs 1 [p 1 ] K1 rhs 2[p2]...Km 1  rhsm[pm

];

where the C 1 and K1 are the connectives AND and OR. The LHS is everything

between the keywords IF and THEN , and the RHS i s everything follow i ng the THEN .

Eac h lhs
~ 

is an observable or measurable condition predicate , e.g., that the
tension of the fan belt is low or the engine is overheating . Each rhs~ [p.1 J is

a condition , rns
~
, that will follow with certainty or probability , p~ . Thus,
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Ri IF fan belt tension is low

THEN al ternator output will be low [.5] AND engine will overheat [.2];

R2 IF alternator output is low THEN battery charge will be low [.7];

R3 IF battery charge is low THEN car will be difficult to start [.5];

R4 If automatic choke malfunctions OR automatic choke needs adjustment

THEN car w ill be difficult to start [.8];

R5 IF battery is out of warranty THEN battery charge may be low [.9];

R6 IF coolant is lost OR coolant system pressure cannot be maintained

THEN engine will overheat [.7];

R7 IF there is a high resistance short AND fuse is not blown

THEN battery charge will be low [.8];

R8 IF voltage regulator output is high

THEN battery will boil off fluid [.3];

R9 IF battery fluid is low THEN battery charge will be low [.4];

Figure 4.11. Production Rules for Automotive System KS
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rule Ri says that , if  th~ tension of the fan belt is low , then there are two

possi b le conse quences :

(1) That about one-half of the time the output of the alternator wi ll

be low , and

(2) About one-fifth of the time the engine w ill overheat.

The other production rules , R2-R9 , are in ter pre ted i n a s i m i l a r  manner .

A fact file in the system is shown in Figure 4.12. The information included

for each observation or measure is the agent from whom to gather data and the

relat ive difficulty (or cost) of gathering the data . There are four possible

agents for data gathering : (1) the customer (Cust), (2) the histc . kal data

base ,, (3) ins pection by the service manager (SrvM), and (4) measuremer L by the

mechanic (Mech). The difficulty information will he combined wi th the confi-

dence factors in the production rules to formulate the most cost-effective and

timely plan for the needed diagnostics and repairs .

Assume that a customer arrives at the agency with the vague complaint that his

car is hard to start. The service manager enters this information , i n c l u di ng
app rop ri a te customer and ve h icle id entifica tion . The sys tem then grows a struc-
ture similar to that shown in Figure 4.13. The boxes are labeled with observ-

able or measurable symptoms and are connected by arrows labeled with the names

of the production rule they represent. To the far right of each of the unknown

values (e.g., the box la bels , such as battery-fluid level), the assoc i ated
agent and relative difficulty are listed. At this point , the system woul d
chec k the da ta base for informa ti on abou t the bat tery ’ ; warranty . If nothing

decisive ~as foun d , then the cus tomer woul d be aske d whether the car was run-
ning hot , an d the service manager would continue to make on-the-spot observa-

tions . Diagnostic procedures for causes not ruled out by the procedure to date

woulo then be place d on an ordered schedule for a mechanic. The ordering would

be based upon (1) cost effectiveness--a function of test difficulty , estimated
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OBSEP.VATIONS AGENT DIFFICULTY

A l ternator output level Mech 4

Bat tery char ge level Mech 3

Battery fluid level SrvR 2

Choke adjustment Mech 5

Choke func ti on Mech 5

Coolan t leve l SrvR 2

Coolant system pressure Mech 5

Difficulty to start Cust 1

Engine temperature Cust 1

Fan belt tension Mech 3

Fuse condition SrvR 2

Short in electric system Mech 8

Vol tage reqtflator level Mech 4

Warran ties Data Base 0

Figure 4.12. Data Gathering Procedure Fact File
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__________  

AGENTS

t~on 1 Mech (5)

I 1R4
Difficult 

~ 
Choke Out of M h (5)To Start 

J~~
. Mjust ment ec

R7 f~~~~~~~~~~~~7Blown SrV R (2)

8L

Mech (8)Resistance
R3 Battery Mech (3)

Charge Low

R5 Battery Out DB (0)of Warranty

R9 Battery R8 Srv R (2)

- 
Fluid Low

Voltage
p Regulator Mech (4)

Output High

R2 j Alterfla tOr~~
j 4 

~~~ 

Mech (4)

Low Fan Belt Mech (3)
Li~i!sb0n

1~~IF Rh

Figure 4 .13 .  Example Flow in Auto Diagnostic System
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probability of being necessary , and ability to elim inate other tests ; and

(2) availa bility of resources--specialty mechanics and test equipment.

The structure shown in Figure 4.13 was grown by an algorithm called back

chain ing . A condition--in this case, “diff icult to start ”--is taken as a given ,

and the goci l of the system is to find the cause(s). Note that the production

rules sta te causes , then effects. Thus , the rules are used as if the knowledge

possessed a kind of symmetry . The back-chaining al gorithm is

(1) Find al l rules that have the initial or derived condition as their

consequence--in this instance , rules R3 and R4 .

(2) Call the antecedents of these rules ’ derived conditions .

(3) Repeat steps (1) and (2), and terminate when no more can be done.

Figure 4.14 graphically shows the kind of structure grown for each kind of rule

format. In each example in the figure , ci is the initial or a derived condition .

Rule El is the simplest; al is added to the set of derived ‘-‘ nditions . Rule E2

s tates tha t if al i s the case , then both ci and c2 ought to follow . Thus , al
is a derived condit i on , and c2 may or may not be considered a derived condition ,

depend ing upon the part icular strate gy used by the sys tem . Rule E3 i s really
equivalent to two independent rules “IF al THEM ci” and “ IF al THEN c2.”
Therefore , al is added to the set of derived conditions , and the c2 part is

ignored . Rule E4 states that both al and a2 must occur to support the conclu-

s ion , cl . Therefore , both are derived conditions. If either al or a2 is found

to not hol :, then the search for support for the other can be discontinued.

Rule E5 is equivalent to the two separate rules “ IF al THEN ci” and “IF a2

THEN c2.” Thus , both ai and a2 are added to the set of derived conditions.

.~~~~~~~~~~~
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El IF al THEN ci

cil  j a i l
E2 IF al THEN ci AND c2

~~ cl j4 
_ _ _  

al

~~
c2

l4~ 
I

E3 IF al THEN ci OR c2

ci fiii 
~ 

al

E4 IFal AND a2 THEN ci 
_____

r f J a i ~~

[ c il* Si 
_ _ _

[ a2

E5 IFa 1 OR a2 THEN c1

___ 
t a i

l

ci 
_______

4 a 2
]

Figure 4.14. Back Chainin g
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In this example and discussion , we have omitted severa l problems that can arise.

For example , suppose that rule R8 (in Figure 4-li) had been written more accu-
rately as the two rules

R8 If voltage regulator output is high

THEN the battery will overcharge

R8~ IF battery i s overcharged
THEN battery will boil off fluid

W ith these new rules , a fragment of structure shown in Figure 4.13 would be

replaced by that shown in Figure 4.15. Now , the interesting conclusion i s tha t

a high battery charge implies a low battery charge. This is an apparent con-

tradiction , since both conditions cannot hold at the same time . This kind of

situation can often arise in unpredicted ways if the system contains many

rules--more than a few dozen . In this instance , the contradict ion is more

apparent than real--i.e., the char ge of the battery w i ll osc i l late between hig h
and low as the battery fluid is replaced and boils off, respectively. So, in a

sense , there is a miss i ng ru le  of the form that ad di ng f l u i d to a battery whose
charge and fluid levels are low will probably allow the battery to return to

normal cond itions. However , to handle this kind of situation in general , it is

necessary that the control mechanism or CE have some knowledge about how to

proceed when faced with apparent conflicts and contradictions . One virtue of

production systems is tha t ad hoc knowledge may be relatively easil y i ncor po-
rated in the system to handle this.

Another issue not yet raised is that the structure shown in the above figures

may actually be a graph rather than a simple tree. This may arise from several

causes. For example , assume that high engine temperature caused battery fluid

to boil off (call this Rule Rio). Then Figure 4.16 would show a fragment of

the resulting graph. Another cause of graph structure is loops within the
rules; the simplest cause is two conditions , either of which can cause the

other to occur. For example , high engine temperature causes coolant to boil
off, and low coolant level will cause the engine to overhe~t. A major problem 

,. -~~~~~~~~~— —_----—- - .~~~ _
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R7

Battery I R5
Charge
Low

R2 R9 

f 

Battery ~~R~~

j 

Battery

__F 

Voltage

Figure 4 .15 .  Fragment of Graph Structure

with the graph structure that occurs is development of appropriate mathematical

techniques to handle the generation of the confidence (or probability ) factors

used to guide the system.

The remain der of this section discusses some of the key features and character-

istics of the use of production rules to make a KS . Figure 4.17 sumarizes the

following discussion in showing some of the interactions among the characteris-

tics .* An arrow labeled with a “ +“ means that the source characteristic
enhances the destination characteristic; the oppos i te i s true for arrows la bele d

with “ — “ .

Rules as primitive actions. In a production system , the product ion ru le  i s the
knowledge chunk. The smallest grain of behav ior in which the system can engage

is the application of a single rule.

Indirect limited interaction channel. Rules are constrained to see and modify
only the workspace . They cannot “call” each other as subroutines. To achieve

*The discussion and figure are based , with some mod ifications , on [DAVIS75].
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R7

R5 R8

Battery L R9 Batte ry RiO J High Engi ] Ri [LOW Fan Belt
[Charg e Low r Fluid Low ~ Temperature i~ 

Tension

R2 Ri

Fi gure 4.16. Fragment of Graph Structure

the effect of a call , one rule must leave a unique message i n the works pace
tha t is recognized only by the invoked rule. This becomes more difficult to do

as the number of rules increases and is a method that quickly destroys the
major benefits of using production systems, such as independence of the knowl-
edge chunks .

Constrained format. The LHS and RHS of the rules are normally built from a
simple set of primitives through a straightforward syntax. Even though some
systems allow programer-supplied predicates and procedures to be invoked by
the rule ’s LHS and RHS , some restrictions are obeyed: (1) the operation of
the LHS will not modify the workspace , and (2) operation of the RHS will per-

form only conceptually simple actions . These restrictions , like those men-
tioned in the previous paragraph , are accepted so that the major advantages of
the production (such as ability to explain results) will not be compromised .

Machine readability . Because of the constrained format of production rules ,
machine readability is enhanced. Al so, compilation by the knowl edge acquisition
mechan ism (such as computing links between one rule ’ s consequence and another

rule ’s antecedent) is simplified . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~~~.~~~~ - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~-—
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Modularity —
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of Behavior
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Constra ined 1
Format
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Figure 4 .17 .  Facets of Production System s
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Modularity . Since direct interaction among rules is constrained , it is
possible to modify rules , delete rules , and add new rules as necessary because
other rules are not directly dependent upon the rules that are changed or
added .

Extensibility . Extensibility is a corollary of modularity . The ability to
augment the system to perform in an expanded domain is obviously enhanced by
the modularity and low interaction among the original rule set. On the other
hand , extensibility may be hampered because of format constraints if the
expanded domain necessitates the use of a more robust set of primitives.

Visibility of behavior flow. The issue here is not the external manifestations
of the system ’s performance ; rather , it is the ability to understand how the
system proceeds to a solution by a step-by-step analysis of its internal work-
ing. In tracing a production system with a large rule set , one may be sur-
prised at how often it goes off on nonproductive tangents before exhibiting
reasonable goal-directed activity . Several things account for this. One is
that app l i ca t i on  of a s in gle ru le  is the sys tem ’s ste p s i ze , and all rules get
an opportunity to examine intermediate results. Therefore , even when one rule
“knows ” the rule most likely to continue on a path to a solution , the limit on
direct rule-to-rule communication inhibits the system from focusing attention.
One method of increas i ng goal-directed behavior in a production system is the
use of higher-level , strategic and tactical rules to guide the conflict -
resolution strategy . For an interesting discussion of this approach , see
{ENGLEMORE77] and [DAVIS76].

Modifiability of behavior. This is a problem closely akin to extensibility .
However , the issue here is the ability to modify the rules so that the system
focuses attention better or more quickly. This is obviously aided by modular-
ity of the rule set and hindered by the problems tha t arise when explicit con-
troi and sequenci ng are desired in a production system.

L ~~~~~~~~. 
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Explanation of solution. A production system can (and usually does) explain
and validate its solutions to problems by displaying the rules it used to
derive the solutions. Because the rules are of a situation/conclusion form and
are a reasonable chunk size , the exp lanation method is appealing . However, if
the behavior is too erratic (see the paragraph above on visibility of behavior
flow), the system may provide an excellent explanation and defense of a seem-
ingly silly activity . Modularity of the rules also contributes to the accepta-
bility of the explanation because each rule is reasonably well self-contained .

Conflict-resolution strategy. Conflict-resolution strategy has an effect on

the ability to extend the system and/or mod i fy its behavior. For example , if
the rules are ordered , it may take a great deal of work to insert a new rule
or modify an old one , because the ordering enforces an implicit dependency
among the members of the rule set.

Cons istency checking . Some control mechanisms will not work properly if the
rule sec can generate inconsistent results. (See the example shown in Fig-

ure 4.15.) For such systems , it is desirable that the knowl edge-acquisition

mechan ism be able to determine whether such conflicts can arise. This endeavor

is aided by the simplicity of format and ease of machine processing , but can be
difficult (if not impossible) with some conflict-resolution strategies because

the strategy determines whether the conflict can ever arise and , is so, how it

wil l  be resolved .

Some works t ha t descr i be the ph i loso phy and theory of production systems are :

[CHOMSKY63], [DAVIS76 an d 75], [GALLER7O], [HEDRICK76 and 74], [J. FIcDERMOTT76a

and 76b1 , [MINSKY67] , [J. MOORE73], [NEWELL76a], [POST43 and 36], and [VERE77].

Some work on the use of production systems for psychological model ing are

[MORAN73a], [NEWELL72b], and [WATERMAN75 , 74 and 70].

Works us ing production system models in the field of medical applications are :

[DAVIS77 and 76], and [SHORTLIFFE76 , 75a , 75b , and 73]. Some works relating to

_ _ _  -~~~~~~- - - -  -~~- -- ~~ 
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~ en:istry , molecular structure , and genetics are [BUCHANAN76a , 76b , 72, and 69],
\~:EMORE77], [FEIGENBAUM71] , [LEDERBERG68], {MARTIN75], and [MICHIE73]. Some

~:ne~- works about usage of production rules are : [ANDERSON76a and 76b],

[BARNETT76 b], [COLLINS76], [EVANS64], [FLOYD61], [FORGY76], and rRYCHENER76
and 75].

4.1.2.5 Semantic Networks

A seman tic network is a method of representing declarative knowled ge abou t the
rela tions among entities . The major application has been to embody non-

syntactic knowledge (e.g., semantics and pragmatics) in natural-language -

understanding systems , but this has not been the only use . Because of the i r
inherent generality and naturalness , semantic networks have been used to repre-
sent highl y interrelated i nformation that cannot be properly processed by stand-
ard data (base) management techniques .

A semantic network is a KS. It is built up from knowledge chunks that are
ins tances of a relation. The format of a chunk is

rel(a i
.•.a

n)

where rel is a rela ti on name and the ordered tuple , (ai ...an ). i s in the rela-
ti on rel . For example ,

ISA(DOG ,MAMMAL)

means (DOG , MAMMAL ) Is a member of the relation ISA. ISA is conventionally

taken to be the relation , r ’e-specific-example-of. Thus , the above is the
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representation of the fact that a DOG is a specific kind of MAMMAL . For the
example ,

BETWEEN(2,l ,5)

the interpretation is the obvious one; namely, 2 is between 1 and 5.

Figure 4.18 shows a semantic network (or “net”). The top of the figure lists
the instances of relations using the relation names TEMP , LOC , COLOR , SIZE ,
ISA , and BETWEEN . (The latter two are defined as above.) TEMP(a,b) means a is

the temperature of b; LOC(a ,b) means a is located at b; COLOR(a ,b) means that

a is the color of b; and SIZE(a,b) means a is the size of b. The knowledge in

a semantic net is given meaning , as d2monstrated here , by def i ning the rela t ion
names and other symbols used in the instances of rela tions , in terms of exter-
nal entit ies . Fortunately , the correspondences of names to external enti ties
can be made highly mnemonic by carefu l choice of the names.

The graph in the middle of-Figure 4.18 shows exactly the same knowledge that is

in the set of instances at the top of the figure. The entity names are con-

nected by arrows labeled with appropriate relation names . For example , the
instance ,

ISA(DOG ,MAM!~TAL )

produces the graph fragment

DOG ISA > MAMMAL

Production of graph fragments for other than binary relations is more difficult

but still straightforward--see the example of BETWEEN in the figure .
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RELATIONS

TEMP (WARM .BLOODED , MAMMAL )
ISA (DOG, MAMMAL ) ISA (CAT , MAMMAL )
ISA (FIDO, DOG) ISA (BOWSER , DOG) ISA (PUFF. CAT)
LOC (MARY’S , FIDO) LOC (FIREHOUSE, BOWSER) LOC (BOB’S , PUFF)
COLOR (TAN , FIDO) COLOR (TAN, BOWSER) COLOR (BLACK , PUFF)
SIZE (401b , FIDO) SIZE (141b , BOWSER) SIZE (41b, PUFF)
BETWEEN (MARY’S , FIREHOUSE, BOB’S)

SEMANTIC NETWORK

MAMMAL

2~~ 
¶TEM>~~<~~~~

DOG WARM .BLOODED CAT

- 

I
S>,

./ \\ lISA

FIDO BOWS ER PUFF

LO

,~/
h1 

\
~L7~ZE1 

\%~
L
~~

C 
SIZ~~/~ 1C0~

>
~\MARY’S 401b TAN 14th FIREHOUSE 4th BLACK BOB’S

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TWE E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RULES OF INFERENCE

ISA(x ,y) A ISA(y,z) = ISA(x ,z)
SIZE(x ,y) ASIZE(u ,v) A X  < u =~SMALLER(y,v)
ISA(x ,y) A r(u ,y) =~.r(u ,x )

Figure 4.18. Example Semantic Network
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The external format of knowledge in a semantic network is usually very similar

to the one used herein with the addition of a capability to factor coni’non

parts--for example , something like :

ISA(-tDOG CAT3], MAMMA L ) or

SIZE{(4O lb , FIDO)(i4 lb . BOWSER)(4 lb . PUFF)}

However , the internal storage of the semantic network closely corresponds to

the graphical presentation--that is , a network structure built using pointers

and list structures. The explicit connections among the entities enhances

efficiency of programs that search through the semantic network.

The bottom of Figure 4.18 gives some examples of inference rules for the seman-

tic network. The format of the rules is well-formed formulae from the predi-

cate calculus . It is also possible to represent the inference rules as a

production system . This has the advantage of allowing procedural knowl edge

to be used to test for complex enabling conditior~s that might be d ifficul t to
express as WFFS . Varia bles, written as ~ma l l  let ters , are assumed to be uni-
versall y quantified . The first rule says that (for all x , y, and z) if x is a

y and y is a z, then x is also a z. An example of this is: FIDO is a DOG and

a DOG is a MAMMAL ; therefore , FIDO is a MAMMAL . The second rule says that if

y and v are two entities that ‘have ” STZE , and the size of y is less than the

s i ze of v , then y is SMALLER than v. Thus , the ins tance of the relation ,

SMALLER (PUFF ,BOWSER)

This inference rule defines instances of relations whose names do not appear

ex plicitly in the semantic network. Contrast this to the first rule above ,

wh ich states that ISA is transitive.

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _  
_
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The last example inference rule says that, if x is a y, and y has a property
conferre d by the b inary relat ion , r, then x has the same property conferred by
r, i.e., properties are inherited . Thus , FIDO is a MAMMAL (by the transitivity

of ISA--f irst rule), and a MAMMAL has the property , WARM-BLOODED (conferred by

• the relation TEMP), therefore, FIDO is WARM-BLOODED. Formally ,

ISA(900,DOG) A ISA(DO G,MAMMAL)~~> ISA(FIDO ,MAMMAL )

ISA(FIDO ,MAMMAL ) A TEMP(WARM-BL000ED ,MAMMAL)=>TEMP(FIDO ,

WAR 1~-BLOODED)

However , the indiscriminate use of the third rule can cause derivation of

incorrect results . For example ,

ISA(DOG ,MAMMAL) A ISA(CAT ,MAMMAL)==>ISA(DOG,CAT )

In order to avoid this kind of problem , it is necessary to have some (non-

syntactic) knowledge abou t the relations to dhich inference rules are applied .

One possible solution is to have a rule , such as the third example rule , for
each relation that is inheritable , (The variable , r, is replaced by the rela-

tion name in the rule.) Another solution is to embed the interface rules in

the CE along with the necessary ad hoc knowledge to avoid the probl ems . Both

app roaches cause p roblems , however , if the number of rela tions occurring in
the semantic network is large or if the relation set can be modified or

expanded .

A more general appraoch to the problem treats relation names and entity names

more uniformly. For example , temperature is defined as an inheritable property
by an instance like

INHERITABLE(TEMP ) 

-- - .~~~~~~~~-‘ .-~- -.- - -
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The third inference rule is then rewritten as

ISA(x ,y) A r(u ,y) A INHERITABLE(r)==>r(u,x)

With this approach , relations can be arguments to relations , and hence have the

same properties as other entities . This is similar to higher-order rules in the
predicate calculus (see section 4.1.2.3). There are several advantages to this.

For one thir g, instances such as

ISA (TAN ,COLOR)

are allowe d and provide a natural method of delineating legal values in a rela-

t ion and , therefore , of enhancin g error detection and consistency checking .

Another advantage is improved fl exibility and expandability . The major draw-

back is a loss in run-time efficiency .

D~her choice and tradeoff about a semantic network is the decision about

relat ions and which instances in the relations ought to be stored explic-

it ly ~ f lG • -, -- :ch should be computed via the inference rules . Explicit storage

cos ts space , and inference rules cost computation time . For all but very small

semant i c networks , some inference rules are necessary because the number of

irstances of relations can grow in a highly nonlinear way ; for the example in

F~~ure 4 .18, the number of ins tances of the relation , SMALLER , grows as a quad-
r~tic function of the number of DOGs and CATs .

A technique often used with semantic networks is to make a (somewhat arbitrary)

-z.stinctio n between general knowledge and specific knowledge and to store the

~.vG in a different manner. Specific knowl edge has the general characteristic
of being “low ” in the tree--as shown in the middle of the figure . This means

~i) there are few if any chains below it; (2) therefore, properties have simple
values; (3) most entities in the same general classification have all and only

~ 

A
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a Known set of properties ; and (4) there are a large number of entities in a

general class. For our example , the specific knowledge can be displayed
tr.Dularly as

ENTITY ISA SI~~ COLOR LOC

FIDO DOG 4Olb TAN MARY ’ s

BOWSER DOG l4lb TAN FIREHOUSE

PUFF CAT 41b BLACK BOB ’ s

The above conditions make it likely that (1) the specific knowledge can be

gathere d into a tabular form ( perhaps a different form for different class2s

of knowledge) by simple mechanical means , and (2) the specific knowledge (which

is usuall y most of the semantic net) can be kept in relatively inexpensive

secondary storage and even accessed through an efficien t, ex i sting data manage-
men t system. The general knowledge (everything el se) is kept in primary memory .

Fortunately, most processing by the inference rules occurs on other than the

“bottom ” of the network , so that efficiency is maintained .

Semantic networks are by far the best ava ilable technology for representing
definitional and relational knowl edge that is too complex for ordinary data
management techni ques . This is the case because (1) the structure allows for
the inclusion of ad hoc and patholo gical information , and (2) the utilization

of inference rules permits straightforward enhancement of the inherent repre-

sentational power and comp leteness.

~~~
- the other hand , there arr? some disadvantages to the use of semantic networks

-
. represent knowledge in a KBS . The principal one is that the chunk size is

~~‘ly small. This leads to two problems : (1) instances of relations do not

~‘ia themselves to use in explanations of chains of reasoning developed by the
in erence rules--chains can be quite lengthy and tedious , i.e., below the
triresnold of interest; and (2) processing a semantic net can consume large 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A
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amounts of computer time . Another disadvantage is that many kinds of knowl edge
cannot be expressed (as instances of relations) in a natural manner. Examples

are most procedural knowledge , relative and subordinate knowledge , and quanti-
fied knowlec1ge. (See {W000S75] for a thorough discussion of these and other
issues associated with the use of semantic networks.)

Some papers and articles about semantic networks and their utilization are :

[DUDA77], [GRIGNETTI7S] , [MYLOPAULOS75a and 75b], [NORMAN75], [QUILLIAN68] ,

[SCHANK75a], [SIMMONSI3], {TRIGOBOFF76], [WOODS71], and {YAKIMOVSKY76].

4.1 .2 .6 Frames

A research topic of great current interest in computer representation of knowl-

edge is frame theory . No one has succeeded in defining frames to all research-

ers ’ sa ti sfaction , but there is a commonality in motivation and in some of the
proposals to date. The common motivating issues are (1) accommodation of both
declarative and procedural knowledge in the same representational formalism ,

(2) accommodation of mundane , ad hoc , and idiosyncratic knowled ge along with

that which is more uniform and repetitive in nature , (3) accommodation of par-
tial and somewhat contradictory or inconsistent knowledge , and (4) ability to
plausibly ‘eason from a KS with features like the above. Two major issues not

yet dealt with in the emerg i ng theory are explanation of system behavior and

naLuralness of the knowl edge-acquisition interface. (These issues are related ,

and both stem from an unwieldy external format of a frame . See the example

below.)

~o . e  of the common Features in proposals about frames are : (1) A frame is a
- ow edge chunk that (2) has a collection of definitional and procedural knowl-

e abo~’ an object , action , or concept. (3) A frame is a complex data struc—

~
.) nas named slots corresponding to definitional characteristics and

~~ the a~~ ;t ,y to attach procedural knowl edge to the slots and/or the frame

~tself. Further , there can be associated with the slots : (6) restrictions on 
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the contents (like data-typing i nformation), (7) default values that can be
static or comput~’d in terms of the values in other slots , and (8) monitors --
procedures that test for and deal wi th unusual conditions . There can be asso-
ciated wi th the frame itself: (9) expectations--assumptions or predictions
based upon the existence of an entity described by the frame , (10) methods of
logging and correcting complaints that arise when expectations are not met , and
(11) specialized procedural knowledge for manipulation of the entity .

It is not possib’e to give a simple example that demonstrates all the above
features of a frame . Therefore , the example in Figure 4.19 makes no such
cla im--it is offered to show some of the intended flavor of a frame system .

The top of the figure gives definitional information about a dog. The first

line states that a dog is a “mammal” . The next line means that there is a slot ,

named “kind” (of dog), that may be filled with a value of (type) “breed” .

(“Breed ” in this example is itself a frame.) The color of a dog is limited to

one or a mixture of the stated colors by the SUBSET.OF operator. Default

values are in dicated by underlining , and the FROM operator is used to pick out

values from otht~r frames . Thus , the combined effect of the phrase FROM color
OF kind is to make the default value for the color of a dog the default for his

breed . Going on , the dog frame has a slot for the number of legs that is

restricted to be no more than four with a default of four , and a weight that

is a positive number with a default weig ht that is determined by the typical

size of members of the same breed . The state of a dog is either “adult ” , the
default , or “puppy ” if the age is known to be less than one year. The age of

a dog is restricted to a positive number and its default value can be calculated
procedurally by the -riv i al expression , “now-birthday ” . The “dog ” frame is
finished by declaring birthday to be a date and name to be a “string ” .

The bottom of the figure shows a frame for “boxer ” and declares that boxer is a
breed--but only a breed of dog . The color of a boxer is restricted to one of
the colors “tan ” , “brown ” , and “br indle ” , with a default of “tan ” . (Note, i t
is legal for this to conflict with the dog frame ; i.e., brindle is not mention ed 
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dog FRAME ISA mammal

kind breed

color SUBSET.OF {tan brown black white rust}

FROM color OF kind

l eggedness 0.. .4

weight >0, FROM size OF kind

state adult OR puppy if age <1

age >0, now-birthday

b irthday date

name string

END dog

boxer FRAME I~ ’~ b reed OF dog

color ONE.OF ttan brown brind le}

size 40.. .60

tail bobbed OR long

ears bobbed OR floppy

temperment playful

COMPLAINTS IF weight >100 THEN ASSUME (great dane)

END boxer

Figure 4.19. Example Frame Definitions
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- -e.) If this breed did not have a characteristic color restriction , then
slot would be omitted ; this would have the effect of not giving a default

assignment for color in the above dog frame.) The next slot says that the size
of a boxer is between 40 and 60 pounds. No default is specified . Thus , the

default value for weight of a boxer in the “dog ” frame is just this range
(rather than an exact value) when applied to a boxer. The tail and ears slots
are defined with default value “bobbed ” and the respective alternatives of
“long ” and “floppy ” . Temperament is shown to always be playful . The last line
shows an example of a complaint and ad hoc knowledge used to make a recommenda-
tion , namely, if you see a giant boxer , then assume that it mig ht be a Great
Dane instead.

Figure 4.20 shows an example use of frames in a recognition task. The top of
the figure shows some feature values (e.g., color is tan , ears are bobbed ) that
have been detected for an object , here identified as number 456. The CE has
matched the known feature values with the available frames and has manufactured
the working hypothesis shown at the bottom of the figure--namely, a boxer dog
that is assumed to have a bobbed tail and to be an adult. It is noted that
this particular boxer (object number 456) is mean and that this is exceptional.
Also , the size of the boxer was only approximately known , but the approximation
has been used in lieu of a more accurate value.

~t is hard to see from this example how the CE goes about this kind of recogni-

tion task. However , a possible scenario would follow these lines. A genera l
mat J .ing procedure ~“ould attempt to instantiate all frames in the sys tem until
a reasona b le f it was foun d; i n the exam p le , “boxer ” i s a reasonable ma tch .

Slots that are yet unfilled would be used to hypothesize other values not yet
detected . For the boxer fr~ ie , a bobbed tail would be predicted and put on an
agenda of things to look for. Assuming there was a frame for tails , i t  migh t
possibly contain heuristic knowledge about how to more carefully scan the raw
data to confirm or deny the existence of a particular kind of tail. Other 
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LOW-LEVEL INFORMATION

OBJECT 456

color = tan

ears = bobbed

leggedness = 4

size = 40-45

temperment = mean

TRIAL IDENTIFICATIQN

[OBJECT 456 ISA dog

kin d boxer WITH [color tan

size 40- 45

tail ASSUMED bobbed

ears bobbed

temperment EXCEPTIONAL mean]

color tan

leggedness 4

weight 40-45

state ASSUMED adult]

Figure 4.20. Inexact Match by a Frame System

• ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~
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activity that could emanate from the boxer frame is the activation of a

com p laint. Thus , if the weight of the boxer was too large , the comp laint

~iechan ism could (tentatively) change the identification of the instantiation

of the boxer frame into one for a Great Dane. There are two advantages to

:nis: (1) rather than returning to a very general pattern-matching activity ,
a cand idate that is highly likely to be right is selected next , and (2) the

~iot values for this frame can be transferred to the new frame with little

jcilditional work .

Besi des the prediction and correction activity resulting from the partial match

to a frame , a third process can be tried. Namely, if the match is good enough ,

then the frame can become more informative. For our example , the transforma-
tion is from a boxer to a boxer dog where more information is absorbed , e.g.,
l eggedness.

The above steps (prediction , correction , and inclusion of more information )

continue until all of the low-level information is consumed and the correction
activity reaches quiescence. The belie f is that this style of recognition will
be more goal directed--and hence more accurate and efficient--than general

tec hniques tha t depend upon regularity and uniformity of structure .

Some interestirg work using frame representations are [DBOBROW77a , 77b , and 75c],
[D~v 1S76], [DUNLAVEY75] , (GOLDSTEIN76], [KUIPERS75], [MALHOTRA75b], [MINSKY75J,

[RUBIN75b] , and {W INOGRA D75].

A - _  _ _ _
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4.1.3 Comparison of Knowledge Representation Techniques and Issues

This section attempts , in an informal way , to compare the six techniques

descri bed in Section 4.1 .2 for representing knowledge in a KS. It must be
stated that those six are not the only ones available. They were selected for
analysis because they are the most wi dely used and best documented , which
suggests that they are the techniques that have been most successful for a
variety of applications . On the other hand , there are many successful systems
and research acti vities that have used one-of-a—kind techniques and methods or
are attempting to discover new , general methods to enhance the above six. An
example of such a unique endeavor can be found in [KAHN 75], This work is
cited in particular because it addresses an important Issue for problem-
solving systems--namely, techniques for representing knowledge of time depen- —

dencies and temporal history . Other examples of specialized representation
techniques are available in the literature on speech understanding systems and
game-playing programs .

4.1.3.1 Comparison of Techniques

Figure 4.21 compa res the six described techniques by a variety of cr iteria.
A three-va lued scale is used : Good , Mediocre , and Bad. * For ea ch criterion,
the full scale range has beer. used even though it may be the case that no
technique deserves one of the extremal ratings . For example , none of the
technique.; has a form that Is really “natural to the expert. ” That i s, none
are technical English with mathematical expre ssions . However , give n only a
three-valued scale , it is desirable to use all of It in order to provide
reasonable discriminations. On the other hand , the relat ive ratings are merely
the opinion of the authors , and any more than a three-valued scale would Imp ly
unrealistic precision . (The meanings of most of the comparison cri teria can
be found in Section 4.1.2.4.)

*perhaps , to assuage the feelings of the proponents of each technique , the
scale values should be excel lent , great, and good. 

- 
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FSM PGM P.C ALC PROD S.NET FRAME

Represent declarative KS M B G 3 3 G

Represent procedural KS G 3 B M B G

Represent credibility factors M M B 3 M 3

Represent meta-kn owledge B 3 M 3 M M

Represent ac1 hoc know ledge M G B M M 3

Chunk size big big sml med sml big

Aid to explanatio n B B M 3 M B

Natural to expert M B M G M B

Modulari ty M B 3 3 3 M

Easy to extend system M B G 3 3 M

Easy to modify behavior M M B M B G

Reusa ble components M B G M M B

Run-time efficiency M 3 B M B M

Tolerate inconsistency M M B G B 3

Ava i la bl e theory 6 M G N G B

Figurf 4.21. Comparison of Knowledge Representation Techniques
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In some sense , it is di fficult to compare the techniques because , for most
applications , one of them wi l l  clearly be more natura l than the others . How-
ever , two general comparisons are worthy of some discussion : Predicate

calculus versus production systems , and semantic networks versus frames.

Predicate -calculus and production-system representations invite comparison

because of a striking similari ty in their surface appearances. (Consider well-
formed formulae wr i tten as implications and production rules written in an

IF-THEN formalism .) In fact , the predicate-calculus representation can be

modeled in a reasonably straightforward way as a production system. However ,

the converse is not true , because: (1) production rules may use domain-
specific procedures , (2) production rules have access to a data base i n wh i ch
to maintain state in a domain-specific manner , (3) production rules may

include confidence factors , (4) production systems can tolerate inconsistent

knowle dge , and (5) production rules can descri be state-changing operations

better. (See the example of the monkey and bananas problem in Section 4.1.2.3.

The axiom defining each operator must produce a total state description so

that at each stage , consistency can be maintained.)

Obviously, production systems offer a more natura l and more efficient tech-

nology for many applications. The value of the predicate calculus is that the

theory of use is highly developed , and , if the system can rely upon the con-

sistency of the knowledge , then algori thms are av a i la b le to solve any prob lem
that has a solution. Another comparison between predicate calculus and pro-

duction systems is chunk size . Because of the five dbove points , production

rules can express more knowledge (much of it implicit ) for a given (lexical)

size. Also , it appears that the chunk size is more appropriate to the experts

u S l f l 9  the system and providing knowledge at the acquisition interface.

T h e  compar’ son between semantic networks and frames is at bes t tenuous , s i nce
there is rio agreed-upon definition for frames. However , an attempt at compari-

son is wortnwhile , because some of the differences point out directions in

_ _ _ _ _ _  - 
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which research is going in the area of knowledge representation . The firs t

thing to note is that frames , as we have shown them in Section 4. 1.2.6 , appear

tc ‘cover semantic networks. This is evident when one makes a correspondence

between entity names and frame names and slot values , an d between relation

names and slot types . With these correspondences in mind , the rest of the
comparison is easier to make.

Firs t, compare the chunk size. In a semantic net , a sin gle relation is a chunk.

For frames , a ch~ ik is the total set of relations in which the entity is

envolve d. The second comparison is simply that the frame may have attached

~ ocedures to assist the genera l reasoning mechanism in various ad hoc ways ,
nd th e semantic networks do not . On the other s id e , the semantic network

- more amenable to use with “universal” reasoning principles , e.g. , the rules
inference . Also , unifo rmi ty in structure allows the more specific knowledge

i - semantic networks to be handled in les s costly ways (e.g., as an external
i~~ ~‘:e~; frame systems are not as likely to profit from uniformity . In
Su li ll:-; j  tner , ~

‘
t appears that frame systems are a better and more efficient

representat i~ n tecnnique when the doma i n has a lar ge amoun t of ad hoc or
part ial Knowledge and uses many idiosyncratic principles of reasoning. Seman-

tic n€twork s appear better when the domain has a high degree of regularity and

uniform i ty. It is our guess that the former characteristics better describe
tre domains in which non-toy problem -solving KBS ultimately will perform , and ,

nence , that frames will ultimately replace semantic networks and the other
representation techniques for most applications. But we do not expect this to

t~ke place before ~‘nother five or ten years .

4.1 .3.2 Knowledge Representation Issues

Th is section briefly enumerates some of the important problems and hence
research topics in knowledge representation .

Epistomology--A general definition of knowl edge and understanding, though not
completely necessary, would provide a common ground for competing theories.

L . A  - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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An important issue in this area is the development of a taxonomy of kno~~edge

that would permi t various representation and reasoning techniques to be more
adequately compared.

Higher-level knowledge--Included in this are contro knowl edge (what to do
next), meta-knowledge (knowledge about knowledge), and self-knowl edge (under-
standing limitations and capabilities). The issues are how to represent

hiiher— leve l knowledge , where to put it (i .e., in the CE or the KB), and how
to use it effectively.

Confidence factors--The problems are where to get them , where to use them, how
to combine them , and how to interpret them--hence , how they should effect the
reasoning process.

Explanations--How is a Lystem to incorporate supporting knowledge chunks into
explanations and into defenses of its proposed solutions? The problem arises

because the existing representation techniques are not flexible in format or

chunk size. Hence , the user (and the knowl edge-providing expert) mus t some-
times conform to the system, rather than the (desirable) reve~’se. The problem
is often made worse when the input knowledge is compiled into a physical form
from which the original chunks cannot be recovered. Also , it is unknown how
higher-level knowl edge and confidence factors should be included in

explanations.

Extendability--There are several issues here : Who--the domain expert or the
system--is responsible for maintaining consistency of the KB? I’~ it is the

system , how can such checks be automated? How can partia l knowledge be

handled? What knowledge compilation techniques are available that do not
preclude incremental modification and additions? How can the knowledge-
acquis ition bottleneck be wi dened by allowing more natura l modes of expression?
This and the last issue , explanations , raise the question of how the system
interface and knowl edge—representation methodologies -should be related .

~

— -- - --

~ 
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KS cooperation--In many KB systems, the KB consists of many fact files and
knowl edge sources. The issue is how these fact files and knowledge sources
should cooperate , particularly if they are represented by different techniques.
Related topics are: How do different knowl edge sources r6fer to the same
entity? How are discrepancies resolved when different knowledge sources provide
conflicting advice or conclusions? How does the acquisiti on mechanism know
where to put new chunks? How does the CE know which knowledge source to use
for which problem? How are “infinite l oops” avoided when two or more knowledge
sources start passing the buck?

This list of issues about knowledge representation is in no way complete ; it
omi ts open problems concerning a particular representati on methodology (which
are, however, briefly covered in the sections about the individua l methods),
and we hope it gives some flavor of the kinds of research areas that are cur-
rently being pursued.

-- - .- -.~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~
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4.2 WORKSPACE REPRESENTATION

The topic discussed in this section is methods for representing the workspace.
The workspace is the encapsulation of the system ’s current state in a problem-
solving activity . It includes : (1) globa l variables --computed values , goals ,
and input problem parameters ; (2) an agenda--a list of activities that can be
done next; and (3) a history-—what has been done (and why ) to bring the system
to its current state.

The sim plest example of a workspace representation is the push-down stack in a

LISP-like system . The stack contains the bindin g of glohal variables , return
addresses (a history snapshot), and the va l ues of temporaries . There is no

agenda in a simple system other than the program counter. A more complicated

exam ple is the data base in a production system . T~ contains the entire state

of the system, including an implicit agenda (the conflict set of rules that
can apply).

most ccmputer programs , the workspace can be represented in an ad hoc way

~ing ~hatever techniques are provided by the containing program-language sys-

te .. -c~~- e r , this is not always adequate in KB systems because (1) the

c aoi~~~ - p rov id e ex p lanations i s based i n par t on an ability to f i nd the
t~~ce of events (history ) that produced the solution , and (2) a major part of

~~ ic ient plausible reasoning behavior is the procedure for selecting the next

:~~ n~ to do--hence , the necessity for an explicit agenda and visibility of

enou gh state (globa l variables ) to make informed decisions . Further , if a KBS
r a s  man y ~now le dge sources , the works pace representa ti on may be used for
inpedance matching ” and to provide a communication channel among them.

:r.~ cenainder of this section will briefly describe a few techniques used to
represent workspaces . No attempt is made to compare these techniques , because
there is rarely a choice ; given a knowledge representation technique and a
proce dure for reasoning i n a doma i n , the choice of workspace representations
is strictly limi ted.

L. .
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4 .2.1 The CMU Blackboard

jie Carnegie -Mellon University (CMU) speech-understanding system , Hearsay II ,
enJoyed a novel and interesting workspace representation called a blackboard ——

• -~- ERMA N 75]. the same technique has been adopted for use in a KBS that
determines the structure of a protein from X—ray crystallographic data--see

~E~GLEMORE77 ].

The blackboard is a data structure that serves as an intermediary among multi-
ple knowledge sources and the system ’s CE. The blackboa rd is two dimensional;
one dimension is levels of representation , and the other dimension is time .
In Hearsay II , the levels of representation are conceptual , phrasal , lexical
(words), syllablic , surface-phonemi c, phonetic , segmental , and acoustic-
parametric. The concept of level is that an entity at one level (e.g. , a word )
is made up of a sequence (in time ) of entities at a lower level (e.g., sylla-
bles). (In the protein crystallography system , the levels form a partially
ordered hierarchy instead of a well-ordered set.)

In these systems , a KS examines entities at one level and hypothesizes or con-
firms (the exi stence of) entities at anothe r (usually adjacent) level . Fig-
ure 4.22 shows the levels and knowl edge sources in the Hearsay II system.
Arrows , labeled with KS names , show input and output levels , and some are
bi-directiona l . An entity includes several pieces of information : a level
name , time restr,ctions or boundaries , a name , confidence leve l , and support.
Support for an entity is the collection of other entities that cause this
entity to exist.

F igure 4.23 shows a fragment of a blackboard . As depicted , the support is

ambiguous . For example , the word BAD at the lexical level could be supported

by the existence of the phonemes B, AH , and C’! at the phonetic level . However ,

the opposite could be true , namely, the word BA~ could have been predicted

from higher -l€ve l considerations and then caused the phoneme predictions .

Therefore , part of the support representation must include directionalit y
information . This simple example does not expose another important issue--

competition. For instance , assume the phoneme D was ambiguously recognized
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- Levels - - Knowledge Sources -

CONCEPTUAL
— — — — — — Semantic Word Hypothesizer

PHRASAL
— —Syntactic Parser

-Syntactic Word Hypothesizer
LEXICAL ~ 00

— — — Phoneme Hypothesizer

SYLLABIC —

— — — — — Word Candidate Generator

j Phonological Ruse Applier
SURFACE-
PHONEMIC 

-

— — — Phone--Phoneme Synchronizer

PHONETIC
¶_Phone Synthesizer

— — — — J—Segment--Phone Synchronizer
SEGMENTAL ~— _~~~_ — —Parameter--Segment

I Synchronizer

— — Segmenter-Classifier
PARAMETRIC ‘ C—

Figure 4.22 . Hearsay II Levels of Representation and
Knowl edge Sources (from [ERr—IAN 75])
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Time

‘hrasa l Noun Ph rase

Lexical Bad 1

_ _   \ _ _

Phonemic B 
1 I AH 

~ 
- 
D AY

Figure 4.23. Blackboard Example
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as either a D or a T, then the word BATTY (assuming it was in the system’s
lexicon) could be in competi tion with the shown sequence BAD DAY . In fact,
the blackbcard is an ideal structure for representing this type of competition.
All that is done is to use a “third dimension ” to allow competing entities to
pile up.

To summari ze, a blackboard fills the three roles of a workspace representation
by (1) global variables--the blackboard is the globally visible data structure
in the system; (2) an agenda--when an entity is placed in the blackboard , it
is to be presented to the knowledge sources that have the entity ’ s level as
their inpu t level , and the set of all such presentations that have not yet

been performed are the agenda ; and (3) a history--the support represented

expflcitly in the blackboard is a trace of the evolution of the system ’s
state.
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4.2.2 Move Graphs

Move graphs are one of the better-known methods of representi ng a workspace.
A good introduction to the topic can be found in [NILSSON 71]. Move graphs
are usually used in problems requiring search. Problems of this kind have ,
as given , a start state and a goal state. Both states and all generated inter-
mediate states are represented in a single formalism chosen for the system .
A KS provides operators--methods of transforming one state description into
another. The transformations allowed by the operators correspond to the legal
moves in a game. The problem is then to find a sequence of operators (moves)
that transform the initial state into the goal state. (For an example of this
kind of problem formulation , see the description of the monkey and bananas
problem in Section 4.1.2.3.)

The nodes in a move graph are the representations of a state ; the edges con-
necting the nodes are directed and labeled wi th the operator that produced the
transformation . Figure 4.24 shows a move graph for the game of tic-tac-toe ,
three in a row. The initial state is the empty board and the desired final
state (not yet reached) is three X ’ s in a line. The edges are labeled wi th
the name of the operator , X or 0, who has made the move . (Only positions not
equivalent by symmetry are generated.) The graph is made by first placing the
start node on an agenda. The system then loops using the following technique:
Select and remove a node from the agenda and use the KS to generate all lega l
successors to the selected node. Link the new nodes to the original and place
them on the a )enda. If none of the new nodes is a goal node , then repeat the
loop . An obvious lace for such a system to be smart is when it picks a node
from the agenda and generates all of its successors , a process called expanding
a node .

If the system expands nodes that are on short paths to the goal node , the
performance wil l  be good . In some systems , a KS is used to provide knowledge
as to what node should be expanded next. An issue begged by the simple
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Figure 4.24. Game Tree for Tic-Tac -Toe
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algori thm above is knowing when to quit , i.e. , knowing when no solution is
forth comi ng.

Figure 4.25 shows a different kind of move graph . The example is a formatio’!’~
of a plan to get a new table (the goal node). Each node in the graph is a
subgoal of its parent node. (Since this is a graph , a node may have more than
one parent.) The goal “get a table ” can be satisfied by satisfying either the
subgoal “make a table ” or the subgoal “buy a table ” and is thus called an OR
node. The subgoal “buy a table ” is satisfied by satisfying both the subgoal
‘get money” and “select a store” (at which to buy the table), and is thus
called an AND node . AND nodes in the figure are shown by connecting emanating
edges wi th an ampersand (&). (The operator names that caused each goal to be
expanded into subgoals have been omitted in the figure but would be present
in an actual implementation.) A workspace representation such as this is
called an AND/OR graph and is used in many systems with a predicate -calculus
or production-rule knowledge sources.

It is interesting to note that the move graph shown in Figure 4.24 is built
with the start state as its root and is expanded until a goal node is pro-
duced (or the system gives up). The AND/OR graph in Figure 4.25, on the other
hand , is built with the goal state as its root. This raises the question of
how to terminate node expansion for a goal-rooted graph. The general procedure
is to continue expansion until a satisfying (to the and/or relations , in this
case) set of nodes have been generated , all of which are primitive. A primi-
t’ve node is one that poses a problem that is known to be solvable without
search by the systt n.

A quick comparison of MOVE graphs with the CMU blackboard described in the
last section uncovers the facts that (1) MOVE graphs have a more uniform
structure that can sometimes be exploited for efficiency , and (2) the CMU
blackboard has a better structure if the problem decomposes into levels of
representation and the system has many knowledge sources. Like the CMU
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Figure 4.25. Example AND/OR Graph. 
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blackboard, move graphs fill our requirements for a workspace representation:
(1) global variables--the graph represents the global data structure and
includes goals and partial results , (2) an agenda--the agenda is the set of
unexpanded nodes , and (3) a history--the labeled links in the graph give a
reason for the existence of each entity .

- 
mS L I
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4.2.3 KS Format and Special Methods

in some systems, the workspace can be represented by the same (or a similar)
formalism used to represent a KS. This has the obvious advantage of allowing
the system to assimilate derived knowl edge into the KS in a natural manner.
In general , well-formed predicate calculus formulae and production rules do not
lend themselves to this because the structures are too linear; i.e., there is
no explicit connectivity wi th other structures , so connectivity must be pro-
vided by some method external to the formalism. This is necessary to form an
agenda , provide historica l information , and collect the dynamic state into a
viewa ble whole.

Programs and FSMs also do not make an appropriate workspace representation ,
even though there is some connectivity . The problem here is that much of the
state , in a system using these KS representation techniques , is buried in the
interpreter and must be explicated in order for the system to make global
decisions and maintain a history of processing . In some of the Al programi ng
language systems, a global data base is used to contain deduced information ,
current goals , and invocation patterns for the procedures . See, for examp le
[HEWITT 72] . Semantic networks and frames provide a better representational
formalism than the above four, for representing a workspace . This is in fact
one of the key advantages of frames for a recognition task--namely, partial
information about an enti ty is kept in a form that is virtually identical to
the definitional knowledge in the system. Links and connectivity are thus
automat c~1ly provided. See the example in Section 4.1.2.1. Also , see
[BOBROW 77a]. For a discussion of the possibilities and problems wi th us i ng
semantic networks as a workspace representation and assimilating knowledge ,

see [WOODS 75].

A few interesting approaches and formalisms for representing workspaces are
described in: [BARNETT 75a], [BERNSTEIN 76], [J. MOORE 73], and [WOODS 76].

L 
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4.3 THE COGNITIVE ENGINE

in a KBS , the primary function of the cognitive engine (CE) is to perform the
task of problem solving. A secondary function of the CE is to explain the

~enavior of the system and support its derived solutions . To accomplish these

~uncti ons , the CE must (1) control and coordinate system activities and
resources; (2) plausibly reason about domain-specifi c problems by having
access to and using the contents of the KB , the contents of the workspace ,
and knowledge and procedures ambedded in the CE; and (3) link the KB with the
interface module(s). This section discusses only (1) and (2). Section 4.4
describes technologies used by the interface modules .

The CE is the most active component of a KBS . That is , it is always instan-
tiated , and it controls the activation and utilization of other system
modules. (For an elaboration of the concept of an active component , see Sec-
tion 4.1.1.4.) Another characterization of a CE is that it is the intelligence
or understanding component of a KBS. This follows from “S understands knowl-
edge K if S uses K whe’ever appropriate .”--a position espoused and defended in
[J. MOORE 73]. This characterization of CE function is appropriate even though

its activity may , to a degree, be guided by higher-level (control and/or meta )
knowledge in a KS because , at some point , the CE must still resolve any
residual conflicts at whatever level they occur. In an “ultimate ” KBS , where
all knowledge resided in the KB and the CE was just a rudimentary interpreter ,

this would nct be the case; the understanding capability would be distributed
throughout the system . However, no such ultimate system exists today , nor is

it likely to exist in the foreseeable future .

The remainder of this section introduces some of the ter’iinology used to

describe CEs and details a few general techniques used in their construction.
( Some CE technology used only wi th a particular KS representation is dis-
cussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.)

- -~~~~~~ — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~---- —  - -~ - ________________
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4.3.1 Terminology, Measurements , and Character izations c the CE

4.3.1.1 Effectiveness Terminology

A CE is called sound if it produces only correct or “I don ’t know ” solutions ,
i.e., it does not produce incorrect solutions. Soundness is of dubious value
for a KBS operating in a domain that includes many problems that can be
(approximately) solved only by inexact methods. It is often better for the
system to make a good guess or derive a small set of the must probable solu-
tions. As used here , soundness is a property of the CE , not of the KB. That
is to say , that the CE rating is independent of the veracity of the knowl edge
chunks used to generate a problem solution .

-
~ CE is called complete if it can always produce a solution to a posed problem
.~nien a sol ution exists . A CE can be , in principle , complete even though it
contains S3~ E arbitrary limi t on resource expenditure . This is necessary when
cne domain may contain undecidable problems (see Section 4.1.2.3 for a short
discussion of the undecidabi lity of the first—order predicate calculus). As
witn soundness , we are defining completeness to be a property of the CE ,
i .e., in 3rder to be complete , the CE is not required to solve problems for
which necessary knowledge has been omi tted from a KS. It is also possible to
talk about completeness of the KB and completeness of the entire KBS in a
:omain . However , it is unlikel y that there are interesting domains for KBSs

. ere these latter kinds of completeness can be achieved.

A C~ is admissible if it always finds a minimal—cost solution when a solution
exists . The cost is taken to mean the cost of using the solution , not neces-
sarily the cost of finding it. A typic el criterion in a state-space search
problem is to find the shortest sequence of operators that transform the
initial state into a goal state . A CE that can always find a solution
sequence of operators (when one exists) is complete--one that always finds a
shortest sequence (when one exists ) is admiss ible. Hence, admissibility

— —- — - .—- — —.---------- :_ _
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imp lies completeness; either implies soundness. A problem occurs at this point
Decause , while soundness may not be a desirable property of a KBS , some weaker

~~~ of admissibility is. That is , even though the CE cannot guarantee that all
sO~~ t~~~iS are correct (perhaps only plausible), it is still proper and necessary
for a system acting as an expert to derive optimal or near-optima l manifesta -
tions of the proposed solutions. We make no attempt herein to improve the
included definitions in light of the demands of KBS technology , but merely note

~~ri~~ issue. (These definitions originate from aspects of the formal theory of
predicate calculus and theorem proving.)

4.3.1.2 Efficiency Terminology

Besides the above definitions , which relate to problem—solving potential , there
is another class of characterizations that deal with efficiency . Efficiency is
not as easy to measure for KBS as it is for other kinds of computer systems,
because run time and dynamic memory consumption of a KBS are often highly non-
linear functions of some problem parameter . In many cases , the function is not
known , making theoretical comparison difficult. In other cases , the parameter
is something like the number of operators necessary to transform the initial
state into a goal state-—a parameter that is not available until after the sys-
tern has solved the probl em .

Two efficiency measures , defined for systems using move graphs as their work-
space representation or any kind of state-space search techni que , are penetrance
and branching f-actor. The penetrance , P. is defined as

L

where L is the length of the derived path from the initial state (or node) to 
I

the goal , and T is the total number of states (or nodes) generated while search-
ing for a solution. If the CE proceeds directly to a solution without generat—
ing any false paths or unused states , the penetrance achieved its maximum value ,
1 . The smaller the value of P. the less directl y the system proceeds to problem

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  —~~
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solution . Since performance is usually non-linear with L, the value of P
generally decreases with increasing L. Therefore, P is often considered as a
function of L, and the values of P(L) are estimated to characterize performance.

Computation of branching factor is made by assuming the existence of a tree
with the same total number of nodes , T, as states produced by the system in
solving a problem . The tree is further assumed to be one in which (1) every
expanded node has B descendants and (2) the tree has paths of length , L , the
number of operators in the solution path of the original probl em. Therefore,

T = ~~~~B’

This can be rewritten as

BL~ - 1
B - l

and solved ~or B , the branching factor , by iteration. By definition , B can

never be less than one. Further , small values of B indicate that the system
has made direct progress toward the solution of the problem , while l arge values
of B indicate that the system has wasted time expanding nodes not used in the
final solution or has included states that have not been further expanded . in
general , the branching factor of admissible systems will be larger than others
because (1) it clearly takes more work to find an optimal solution , and (2) the
value of L in the above formula will be smaller.

i~~re 4.26 shows a sketch of a move graph (on the left) with T=15 nodes and a
sc~~tion path (shown by the darkened line) of length L=3. Therefore, the pene-
trance P = LIT = 1/ 5 .  To the ri ght is shown a balanced tree with T=15 and L3.
As can DC observed , B=2 . (And this is the solution to the above definition , 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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T = 15
L =3
P = 1/5
B =2

Fi gure 4.26. Example Move Graph and Balanced Tree

_ _ _ _ _ _
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i.e., 15 = (2~-l)/(2-l).) A measure closely related to these is computation
time as a function of input length--e.g., the number of words in a sentence

input to a natural language understanding system.

Usually, the branching factor for a system varies less as a function of L than
does the penetrance because , except for small or trivial problems , the proce-
dures used tend to be more exponential in L than linear. Because of this fact,
research into CE performance does not look for ways to gain linear speedups by,

say , recoding a LISP program into assembly language. Rather , methods are
sought that tamp down the relative branching factor or exponential by some
technique. For example , the alpha-beta search algorithm , discussed below can ,
in cooperation with a good KS, search for a solution in a time proportional to
approximately B L/2 , where a stra ightforward technique will take a time propor-
tional to BL.

The terminology introduced in this and the last subsection is discussed in more

detail in [N I LSSON7 1] .

4 .3 .1 .3  Contro l Terminology

Another cl uss of terminology used to describe a CE details features of its con-
tro l and error-handling mechanisms. These two mechanisms are inseparable in

r~ost CE5 because the knowledge in the KB is often soft (and in fact confidence

~ated), snd the rules of interference are often only plausible. The simplest
approac”es are backup and simulated non-determinism ; see Sections 4.1.2.1 and
4 .1 .2.2 for more information.

The input to a CE is usually a set of initial conditions and a goal. The KB is
used in sc•iie manner to find a method of obtaining the goal given the constraints

imposed h- - - the initial conditions . There are four ways of doing this:

( 1 )  Forwa rd cha ining--apply the KB to the givens to infer new conditions; con-

tirue in this manner unti l the goal is satisfied . (2) Back chaining --apply the
KB to the goal tc produce new subgoals ; continue in this manner until the

_ _ _ _  - - - -- — --
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initial constraints or primitive conditions (known to be solvable) are reached .
(3) Chain both ways--forwa rd chain from the initial conditions and backward
chain from the goa l until a comon middle term is produced . (4) Middle term
cnai n 1n g- -using the KB , guess a middle term and solve separately the probl em
of getting from the initial conditions to the middle term and from the middle
term to the original goal; continue in this manner until a solution in terms
of primitives is generated . (This method is also called problem reduction .)

n parsing systems , method 1 is often called bottom-up and methods 2 and 4 are
called top-down strategies.

Figure 4.27 shows an example of the first three of these techniques . The KB
contains three rules : (1) any integer , X , can be replaced by 2X (X-÷2X); (2) any

— even integer , 2X , can be replaced by X (2X-÷x); and (3) any integer , X , can be
replaced by 3X+’ (X-+-3X#l). The problem is to transfer 4 into 20 using the
permitted operations. The top figure shows forward chaining--i.e., start with
4 and apply the operators unti l 20 is produced . The middle figure shows back
chaining --i.e., start with the goal , 20, and use the inverse of the above rules
and continue until 4 is produced . The bottom figure shows the chain-both-ways
technique. First , one step of back chaining produces the nodes labeled 10
and 40. Then one step of forward chaining produces the nodes labeled 8, 2,
and 13. Finally, one more step of back chaining is done to produce the nodes
labeled 5, 3, 13 , and 80. Since 13 is on both the forward and backward grown
“wave fronts” , the process can terminate ; otherwise , the steps of forward and
backward chaining would continue to alternate until either a solution was found
or the system cave up.

Another method of classify i ng a CE is by its directionality . This type of
classification is used only when the problem input is linearly ordered , such
as the waveform inpu t to a speech recognition system or the two-dimensional
array of picture information for a vision system. There are two major varieties :

‘~ixed directionality and variabl e directionality . Fixed directionality is

~-sua 1ly described by terminology such as left-to—right or right-to-left. The

~ea is that the system processes its input data in the predetermined direction 

~~~-- _
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until either (1) all data have been consumed and the problem successfully solved
or (2) a block is reached and no further progress can be made. In the latter
case , the system backs up to a point before the block occurred at which an
option was available. At this point, an alternative path is assumed , and proc-
essing of the input is continued in the original direction . This technique is
iterated until either the problem is solved or no more alternatives exist.

A completely variable directionality in a system is often called island driving .
The idea is to start processing the input at the point or points deemed to be
the least ambiguous or contain the most robust clues as to their identity .
These “islands of reliability ” are then grown , middle outward , until they col-
lide or a block occurs . If a bl ock occurs , another set of start points are
determ ined in the unprocessed areas. The rationale behind island driving is
that by starting in areas containing the more certain info rmation , part of the
combinatorial explosion of fixed-directionality schemes will be avoided because
backup will rarely occur across the islands , but only between them . Mixed
strategies have been tried in several systems ; e.g., proceed in a fixed direc-
tion until the system gets caught up in significant backup activity . At this
point , hop forward in the fixed direction of processing and attempt to locate
a good reg ion to work in. After completing processing of the forward region ,
fill in the hole. This often helps because the region that caused the backup
is now bounded on both sides and because the contents of the bounding reg ions
may supply additional clues about what ought to be in the hole.

A final way of differentiating CE strategies is via the terminology breadth-
first vs. depth-first. In a breadth-first system, all possible methods of
continuing are attempted in parallel . This is exemplified in Figure 4.27,
where each (horizontal) level of the graph was generated by a single cycle of
the system . In a depth-first system , some path (node , state , etc.) is selected
and a single continuation is attempted , i.e., the node is not fully expanded
all at once . This path continues growing until either the path reaches a solu-
tion or some path-length constraint is violated . In the latter case , the path
is backed up to the deepest node at which an alternative expansion exists . At
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that point , another path continuation is generated. This process continues
until either a solution is produced or the alternatives that could produce a
solution within the length constraint are exhausted . A depth-first strategy
can be more efficient than a breadth-first one if a good technique exists for
ordering production of path extensions . Figure 4.28 shows an example of a
depth-first strategy combined with back-chaining for the prior problem . A
maximum path l ength of 4 was used as a constraint , and the order of (inverse)
operator application was (1) N-~2N, (2) 2N-÷N , and (3) N-~-3N+l . Each node has a
superscript that denotes the order in which the nodes were generated .

For further information on the concepts discussed in this section see :
[P. KLAHR77], [MILLER73] , and [NILSSON71].
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Figure 4.28. Depth-First Back Chaining 
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4.3.2 Methods of Implementing the CE

Most methods and techniques used to implement a CE are intimatel y married to
the choice of a representation technique for the KB. However , there are a few
methods tha t are genera l enough to be used with a variety of KB representa-
tions. Two classes of them are discussed below : search methods and model ing/
simulation methods. The former appear in some way in nearly all KB and Al
systems ; the latter are used as an alternative to closed-form solution or
search when efficiency considerations so dictate. Pattern-matching techniques ,
though widely used , are not described herein. For a genera l introduction to the
topic , see [KA NAL68] .

4.3.2.1 Search Techniques

Search techniques form the core technology of KB and Al systems. It is a
cover name for a variety of methods used to look for problem solutions in ~n
orderly manner. The field is today in a state where , for most problems , a
simple , albeit inefficient , CE can be constructed that represents any point
in the space with dimensions of: (1) depth or breadth first; (2) chaining
methods--backward , forward , etc.; and (3) directionality--fixed or island
driven . In fact , it is usually possible to construct a CE for points in the
above space that are sound , complete , or admissible. * The set of CE algo-
rithms that makes this statement true is domain independent. In genera l ,
this means tha t each is subject to the effects of combinatorial explosion .
Thus , the real probl em with search technology is not merely to find an algo-
rithm with a specified set of characteristics , but to find one that is effi-
cient and does not suffer from combinatorics when handling problems in the
intended area of application . To accomplish this , it is necessary to incor-
porate domain -specific knowl edge .

*Without some problem-specific knowl edge, some choices are incom patible; e.g.,
depth-first is generally not compatible with completeness or admissibility. 
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In order to describe places where such knowledge can be used , it is first
necessary to examine a paradigm of the search technique. Search consists of
five major components: (1) select--pick the next activity to be performed

from the agenda of possible next activities , (2) expand--perform the selected
activity , which often means enumeration of some or all of the predecessor
activities; (3) evaluate--compute merit scores for activities created by the
expansion process; (4) prune--discard hopeless cases or those that appear to
have little promise; and (5) terminate--determine whether to continue process-
ing and whether the problem has been sufficiently solved . Given these five
components of a search method , it is obvious that a KS providing accurate
guidance (incorporating domain-specific knowl edge) for each can improve system
performance , often by orders of magnitude.

In many search methods , the selection , evaluation , and prune (if any) are
combined into a uniform numerica l technique. The function used for this pur-
pose is called an evaluation function. Its job is to estimate the likelihood ,
f(x), tha t activity x will be useful in f-i nding a solution. Figure 4.29 shows
a simplified algorithm for finding a solution to a search problem using an
evaluation function , f; a termination checker , solution ; and an expansion
function , expansion -of. (As shown , no provision is made for picking out the
so :ucion path; provision is made only for checking to see whether one exists.)
if tne evaluation function were perfect , then the only activities expanded
would be solutions or activities with at least one descendent that is used in
t~e a1t~mate solution path. Assuming that the termination checker , solutio fl,
is accurate , this algorithm is sound no matter how bad f and expansion of are.
iowever , f either is poor or the domain admits of unbounded path lengths ,
then a solution may never be found . Thus , even though the algorithm is sound ,

~n1ess expansion-of and f are spectacular , it is neither complete nor
admissib le.
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IF solution(start) THEN exit with success;
b—list({start , f(start)));

loo p: IF empty b THEN ex i t w i th fa i lure;
n—member of b with highest f value;
delete n from b;
add n to m;
5— expansion_of(n);
FOR x IN s

DO IF solution(x) THEN exit with success;
IF x in b OR x in m THEN do nothing

OTHERWISE add {x , f(x)} to b;
END FOR;

GO TO loop;

Figure 4.29. Search with Evaluation Function

Ar algorithm that improves on the above by being admissible and in some cases
optimally efficient is called A*. The evaluation function , f(x) is the cost
of a solution path constrained to go through node x; hence , its value is to
be minimized. Further , f is assumed to be additive in the cost of going from
one node in a path to another . Thus , if start = nl...nm = goal is an optima l

solu tion path , then

= 

~~~ 
K(n~ ,n.~1 ) 1 ~ i ~ m

where K(x,y) is the cost of goi ng from state x to state y in one step. For -j

any node , n , f can be expressed as

_ _ _ _ _ _  _
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f(n) = f(start,n) + f(n ,goal)

where f(x,y) is. the ~iiinima l cost of a path (of perhaps many steps) from x to y. —

The above is normall y written as

f(n) = g( n) + h (n)

where

g(n) f(start ,n) and h(n) = f(n ,goal)

The function , g, is relatively easy to calculate durin g search. However, h is

not , because it presumes knowl edge of the part of the search not yet corn-

pleted .* The approach to overcoming this difficulty is to use an approxima-

tion , called a heuristic estimator, Ii, in place of the exact function , h.

(For some applications , an estimator , ~~~, is used in place of g as well.) Thus ,

f is approximated by f as

A A
f(n) = g (n) + h (n)

The A* al-jorithm is given in Figure 4.30. To guarantee admissibility , a

necessary condition is that ‘~i(n) ~h(n) for all n. Another necessary condition

on Ii is that h(x)_h(y)~k(x,y).** Given a particular choice of h, this algo-

rithm has been proved optima l in the sense that no other admiss ible algorithm

w i l l  expand fewer nodes.

*The term i nology assumes a forward-chaining search; for backward chain ing ,
g and h reverse roles.

**This is called the consistency condition. Without this constraint , ~4 k w i ll
still be admissible but no longer optimal .
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b~— 1ist ({start, q~, 0, O});
A

loop: n.member of b with smallest f value;
IF solution(n) THEN exit with success;
delete n from b;
add n to m;
s .— expansio n_of(n);
FOR x IN s

DO g—third(x) + k(n, x);
A A
f—g+h(x);
IF x already in b

THEN IF new f <o l d  f
THEN replace old f with new f
ELSE do nothing

ELSE add {x , n, g, f}  to b;

END FOR
IF not empty b THEN GO TO loop;
exit with failure ;

Figure 4.30. A* Search Algorithm

The notation {u,v ,w,x} in the figure is a data-structure representation of a
node in the workspace--u is a state description , v is the prior node (from

which this one was derived), w is the value of g for this node, and x is the
A

value of f for thi node. As opposed to the algorithm shown in Fi gure 4.29,

this one keeps a back-trace on history of the solution path (using the v field).

The final example of a search technique given in this section is the alpha-

beta algorithm . It is normally used for searching game trees and AND/OR

graphs , respectively, for best moves or minimal-cost solutions. The descrip-

tion herein is for a two-person competitive game, e.g., tic-tac-toe. Then a

- —a r~~~ - a—~ ,s-—__=a———~ --~ — —..—— — —-- —~ - -- - ~~~~~ 
._ - ____________________ — -
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game tree (simple move graph), like tha t shown in Figure 4.24, can be generated
so that alternating vertical levels correspond to moves by each of the players.

Suppose , further , that the game is complicated enough so tha t the entire game
tree cannot be generated and analyzed (for example , it has been estimated that
there are about io 120 unique chess games). An approach to this kind of probl em
is to limit the length of the move sequences that are examined either to a
fixed maximum length or by an evaluation that can increase the length somewhat
by the intensity of the position generated after a fixed-length look-ahead.
After a length-limited path has been generated , a position is reached that
usually does not represent the termination of the actual game . Therefore,
the value of the position reached can only be approximated-—such an approx i-
mation function is called a static evaluator. Given this setup--a move tree
and a static evaluator--the alpha-beta algorithm can be used to prune away
some of the move sequences that must be examined .

Consider the move tree fragment shown in Figure 4.31 . Nodes represent possible

(board ) configurations and the arcs are labeled with move names. (Val ues of

the game are written in the nodes.) The two players are named MAX and MIN.

It is MAX’ s turn to move , and he wishes to find the move that promises the
largest value of the game (as calculated by the static evaluator). MIN , on the

- - 
other hand , i s naturally try ing to make the va l ue of the game as small as pos-
sible. Now assume that move A has been evaluated , and it has been found that
the value of the game is 4 if both MAX and MIN make their best moves from that
point on. Now consider move B by MAX . MIN is shown to have two possible
:-:~ocnses , moves C and 0. C has been evaluated and has a value of 3. There-

- VAX chooses move B , MIN can guarantee that the value of the game will
•r..~—-~ than 3 (by choosing move C). A smart MAX would not choose such a

~ e when move A is available to him. Hence , there is no need to evaluate
;v ~ 1) or. for tha t matter , any other continuations of move 8. In a nutshell ,

- s  is the essencc of the alpha-beta algorithm . Of course , this pruning activ-
‘ty (e.g., not evaluating move 0 or its consequences ) is done on the whole game

~-~e as it is generated and is done in a dual manner for subtrees where MIN ’s

.r~ves emana te from the root.

- - - - - --— - - —~~~— - -~~~~~ - -
- -
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MA X -to move ?

A B

M~Nto move 4

- 
- 

I C D

MAX~omo ~ 3 ?

Figure 4 31 Alpha -Beta Pruning Example

A~ is obvious from the example in Figure 4.31 , the order in which moves are
consi dered car have a strong effect on pruning. For instance , if move B is

analyzed before move A , then move D would have to be analyzed because the
aLc~ptable l ower bound (4) would not yet have been generated . The pruning
activ ity of a1 pha- beta does not itself use any domain-specific knowl edge. 1.

S’~cn knowledge can , of course, be used in two places: (1) in the static
evaluator and (2) by establishing the order in which moves are considered .

If the moves are o,-dered in the best possible manner (i.e., best from each
player s point of view ~ihen it is his turn to r~lay), then the stat i c eval-

- 

L/2 --4
uator will be called only a number of times approximately proportional to B ,
where L is the look-ahead depth and B is the average branching factor in an
unpruned move tree. Without alpha -beta , the number of static evaluations is 4
approximately proportional to 8L The merit of the move ordering determines ~~~

- 
-

where in this range the search algorithm will perform. 
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It is interesting to note that , for a given static evaluator and a fixed policy
on path length before us i ng it, al pha-beta is an admissib le search strategy ;

that is , it finds the best move . This algorithm has many uses other than game

pla ying. It can be applied to any situation where conflict can be identified

and strategies are sequences of steps , each of which has consequences , and
impacts the merit of the entire plan. Because of the potential pruning power ,
it often pays to formulate a problem in such a way that alpha-beta can be
directly incorporated .

For more informa t ion on search metho ds , the interes ted rea der should consult:
[FULLER73] , [GELPERIN77], [MINSKY63], [NILSSON71 and 69], [SIMON74b], and
[SLAGLE69].

4 . 3 .2 .2  Modeling and Simulation Techniques

A model is a representation or abstraction of an entity . Thus , a KB i s a
model . Section 4 .1 .2 .3  gives a forma l definition of a model (also called an
inter pretation) using the pred i cate calculus. A model has components that

corres pond to “real word” things , properties of things , and dependencies

among them . The properties and dependencies are of two kinds: (1 ) generic--
someth i ng tha t i s true for all members of a class , e.g., the behav ior of any
resistor obeys Ohm ’ s law , and (2) specific--a property or dependency that is
only true in a particular problem , e.g., the temperature of x is 10°C. The
division between generic and specific model information is a somewhat arbitrary
but useful distinction because the generic information can be used to solve a
var iety oi problems . In a sense , the gener i c i nforma ti on is a KS and the
specific information is a combination of fact file(s) and problem-specific

input parameters.

A simulation i s a p rocedure for man ip ulating a mode’ in a manner consistent
with its properties and dependencies. The generic dependencies are stated as
transformation rules in terms of the specific information. The model has a 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - -- - - -  
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given initial state , and some independent variable , usually time , is moved
towards a goal by the simulator. The transformation rules describe changes
i n the model , i.e., new states of the entities in terms of prior states of
themselves and other entities. Available data from the simulation process

are the intermediate as well as final states. Thus , modeling and simula tion

provide an idea l method of observing behavior because all reached states are
necessary and ~eflec t conditions of the entity being modeled (assuming the
model is fateful). (Contrast this to search techniques where the set of gen-

erated states may or may not be realistic.)

A simple exampl e is now given to clarify some of the above concepts and ter-
niinology . The model is of a domain that contains three kinds of components :

(1) G~J --a device that has one or more inputs. The output of ®

at t ime t+l i s the sum of its inputs at t i me 1.

(2) Q --a device with one input. Its output at time t-’-l is its

in put at time t.

(3) Wires--devices used to connect together the inputs and outputs
of the other two kinds of components.

The generic properties are those described above. The specific information
is the configuration of a circuit built from these kinds of components.

Figure 4.32 shows one such circuit. The top of the figure is a schematic.
The spec i f ic i nfor ma ti on i s that there is one component of type ® (labeled 1
in the schematic), one component of type 

~~ 
(labeled 2 in the schematic), and

four wires (A, B , C, and 0) with the connections shown . Wire A comes from
the outside ~nd cai’~ i~ s a value of 1 at time 0 and a value of 0 thereafter .
The other wires have an initial value of 0. Using generic information , the
simulation equations can be derived . For this simple example , these equations
can be solved to yield B1 

= C
~ 

= F
~ 

and D~ = F
~~1 where F~ 

is the ith
Fibonacci number. However , for more complicated syster s, the derived equations

-- _ __ _ _
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ : _._~~~~~~~~ __ ~~~~__  -~~~~~~~~~~
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A B

D

Initial Conditions

A0 = 1  A
~

=0 1<i
• B0 =C 0 =D0 =0

Specific Information

0 2

Wire A~ ,i} B~~1,2 I C ji ,i } D j2,1}

Simulation Equations

B, = C
~ 

= A,.1 + C
~.i 

+ D,.1
D, = B

~.i

Time 0 1  2 3 4 - 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
At 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bt =C t 0 1  1 2 3 5 8 1 3 21 34 55

0 0 1  1 2 3 5 8 1 3 21 34

Figure 4.32. Modeling and Simulation Example
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may not be solvable in closed form, so some form of iteration or simulation
technique would need to be used . The bottom of the figure sho~is the output
of a simulation run. The value on each wire is given as a function of the
i ndependent variable , time . Even for such a simple example of this , where a
closed-form solution is availabl e, a simulation technique can be valuable--for
instance , to examine system behavior in errorful conditions such as glitches
on one of the wires. It may in fact be faster and cheaper to perform the
simulation than to solve the set of difference equations , particularly if the
errors are introduced via a statistical technique.

In one sense , all of Al and KBS technology is a modeling and simulation tech-
nology . The intent of systems built under these banners is , with some excep-
tions , either to duplicate an expert’ s performance (perhaps with some
improvements) in a particular problem domain , or to simulate some aspect
of huma n mental activity and behavior. * In spite of this affinity , only a
few KB and Al systems directly borrow technology from the modeling and simu-
lation field. There are many reasons for this , the most important of which
are tha t no well-formed theory ex-ists for the entities and kinds of situations
that are modeled , and that size and connectivity are too large for the use of
off-the-shelf techniques. It can further he said that many KB and Al systems
themselves are models , and i t i s not necessary to use simulation methods to
make this true.

It i s interesting to note the pervasive use of the word model in discussing
KBS. For example , the term word model is used to describe a computer ’s
internalized representation of a situation or state in the external environ-
ment. The terms semantic model and memory model are used to describe the
underlying assumptions in a workspace and/or knowledge-representation scheme .
Also , the terms performance model and model of problem-solving behavior

*The systems of the latter type belong to a subfield of Al called psyc hological
modeling. 

~~~- --- -~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ - --~~~~~-- - -— ~~~~~~~~-- - -~~- ---- --~~~~~~~ •--- 
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(or simply behavior model ) are used to describe assumptions built into the
processing components and organization of a system . The list of such terms
is virtually endless. In fact, it is our guess that if all the articles
written about KB and Al systems were researched , more than half of them would
use the terms modeling and/or simulation. We would even go on to guess that
about half of these articles coin a new term, to describe their “unique ”
approach , that includes the word model .

As stated above , modeling and simulation techniques have an advantage over
search techniques by making behavior more visible. Another advantage is
efficiency . Sadly, however, many, if not most, KBS probl ems do not l end
themselves to simulation , because these techniques demand a set of transforma-
tion rules that can move the system model from one state to the next in an
orderly and fateful manner . In a way , simulation is a middle point on a
scale , with closed-form solution and search as the end points . In this light ,
an interest inq trend is developing--special-purpose languages developed for
Al and for simulation are beginning to look more like each other , with SIMULA

its derivities being used in both fields. To the marriage , Al is bringing
c - ~-~ f l ex ib le control structures (so that inexact transformation rules can be

~ol~~~~~i -
. -~ better data representations , while simulation is contributing

~ 3ve’~ effic ient and workable technology .

The interested reader should consult a text such as [REITMANN71] for a general
introduction to simulation methodology . For a description of what we believe
to oe the most interesting of the special purpose simulation languages , see

~ AHL73]. Other articles of more direct relevance to KBS are: [BOBROW75b],

~~3WN75b], [GRIGNETTI75] , [MARK76], and [MORAN73a].
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4.3.3 CE Issues

There are many open problems associated with method s of implementing a CE for
a knowledge-based system. However , most of these problems and issues are a
dual of a problem or issue in representing a KS. For example , a CE problem ,

focus of attention , concerns itsel f with the i ssue of how to guide search so
that the system expands its resources on important things and ignores others.
The corresponding KS problem is methods of representing higher-level mete and
co -trol knowl edge.

In some sense , the KB can be viewed as the encapsulation of knowledge in a
KBS using orderly and consistent theories , and the CE is what is l eft over .
Thus , the CE is the representation of all the knowledge that could not be
captured appropriately in the KB but must still be approximated somewhere in
the system in order to solve problems. It is no surprise , then , that the open
problems are duals. Therefore, it is clear that the major problems and issues

in KBS technology are those concerning the KS and their techniques of
representation.

A CE problem that is very mundane yet important is knowing when to give up.
For a domain without a decidable probl em-solving procedure (such as theorem
proving), the issue is theoretical. But even in a domain where all problems
could be solved given enough resources , it may not be worth the effort because
of cost. A generalization of this is how to terminate fruitless paths during
search , e.g., knowing when to give up a subproblem . This is slightly differ-
ent from the focu -of-attention issue , which asks for methods that refrain
from ever starting down bad paths .

Anot her CE problem is knowing how to approximate or reason plausibly. An

examination of the preceding sections leaves one with the impression that a
KBS reasons plausibly, because the contents of the KS are an approximation.
The actual reasonsing techniques in the CE are fairly brittle and formal.

- • — - - -- —— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Thus , the issue is how to reason plausibly as a CE option whether or not the
KB is exact. Interrelated with this is development of procedures and the
mathematical theory for generating and using confidence factors as merit

estimators.

A final issue , raised by Moore and Newell [MOOREJ73], is that there exists no
space of problem-solving methods. Only a handful of genera l techniques are
now available. Further , no good taxonomy exists so that untried methods can
quickly be identified as points in the space (spanned by the taxonomy). It
may be the case that this is the way it must be; methods of applying and using
knowl edge are actually ad hoc , and no underlying general set of descriptors
can have the necessary organizational power. If this is a valid statement,
then KBS technology will continue to evolve slowly rather than taking a few

quont~im jumps to the “ultimate ” systems . 
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4.4 THE INTERFACE

The interface component of a KBS provides the necessary connections and

commun icaticns with the environment and user set. It is not always engineered

as a separate module in the system ; usually it i s i ntegra ted into the CE and
accesses the KB. This section , for reasons of clarity , discusses the inter-
face as if it were distinct. A good introduction to the topics covered in
this section may be found in [DAVIS76].

The interface has three logica l parts: the user interface , the expert inter-
face, and the externa l data interface . The user interface accepts problem
statements from the user, his responses to system generated queries , and his
requests for explanations. Further , it displays results , prompts the user ,
and provides him wi th the requested explanations. The expert interface is
the system ’ s port for knowle dge acqu isition and is , therefore , used to au gment

or mod i fy the KB. It is also sometimes used by an implementor for system
debugging. The externa l data interface is used to input problem parameters ,
comunicate with external files , and send results or directions to other
automa ted systems . Since the functions of the external interface do not gen-
erally make use of singular or interesting technology , they are not further
discussed below. However , this interface will grow in importance as KB sys-
tems start wcrking in expanded problem domains. For example , a complete
medical KBS for hospital use would be connected with pharmacy records , patient
history files , patient monitoring devices , duty rosters , etc .

Usuall y, the user and expert interfaces coninunicate through a cormion physical

dev ice such as a t me-sharing console. Al so, the ent i re interface borrows
many capabilities and ser-;ices provided by the host operating system , such as
access methods and editors. The interesting technology associated with the
interface is not those; rather , it is the methods used to transform between
the human-engineered external formats and the more intricate internal physical
and logical formats needed for the CE , KS, and workspace representations. 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~ 
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4.4.1 The User Interface

The user interface is the most important component of a KBS in determining its
acceptability to the practitioners of the intended domain. In general , they are

neither computer scientists nor programmers , and may view the computer , espe-
cially a KBS , as a feared and unworthy competitor. The quickest way to prove
the point is by demonstrating simple linguistic stupidity at the interface .
Besides guarding against (perhaps justi fied) paranoia , a properly functioning
user interface will smooth out and minimize the problems associated with learn-
ing any new system , and in the long run improve system productivity by making
it possible for the users to be more cooperat t in problem -solving activities.

In order to qualify as a KBS, the user interface must , at a minimum , be inter-
active and use domain-specific jargon. The reason for requiring the system to
be interactive is simply that the state of the art does not provide techniques
for going from problem statement to “best” answer without additional informa-
tion that must be solicited from the user. The problem wi th providing ini-
tially, along wi th the problem statement , all information that might conceiv-
ably be needed , is that most of it is unnecessary . Such a procedure would be
a waste of time and irksome to the user. Another reasoning for wanting a KBS
to be interacti ve is so that explanations of system behavior and results can be

sc~~cited . Even though we have not made availability of explanations a pre-
requisite for calling a system a KBS , we strongly feel that without such a
capabil i ty , no system wil l  gain field acceptance . Such a system can be of

‘itmense interest and value to a computer scientist but still not fulfill the

~urpose of a KBS--name ly, to be used in a problem-solving domain by practitioners
in that domain.

Besides using domain-specific jargon , many KB systems accept and output infor-
mation using an English—like natura l language . Since han dling natural language

and all of its complexities is equivalent to solving the entire problem of
machine understanding and natura l intelligence simulation , it should not be 

~~~~
--  — -____ - - - -
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expected in a KBS . Fortunately, some inherent constraints and simple methods
make the implementation of a suffucient subset tractable. An example is that

the system usually takes the initiative in asking questions . When questions to

the user are of the form “What is the value of x?” rather than “What’ s new?” ,
understanding the i nput is relatively strai ghtforward . 

- Also , much of the
ambiguity of natura l language disappears when the dialog is restricted to a

particular domain and it is known that the user is engaged in goal-oriented
problem -solving activity .

Another desirable characteristic of the user interface is soft failure . That
is , a KBS should not blow up because the user makes a mistake , nor should it
conceal i ts problems . For example , when an input is not fully unders tood by

the system, the user should not only be told , but should also be given guidance
as to what are accep’Cable responses . A usefu l technique to smooth over some
problems of this sort is a spelling corrector. (See [TEITLEMAN72].)

Besides the above—mentioned capabilities of the user ir.te~’face, it is desirable
that it be able to provide some self-knowled ge to the user. By this it is meant
that the system be able to explain how it is used and that the user be able to
ask questions such as “Can you handle problems about x?” or “What do you know
about YV’ A system with self-knowledge available has the potential to accommo-
da te new users in a reasonable manner .

4.4.1.1 User Input

Several technique have been used to implement the input side of the user
interface . The simplest one , mentioned above , is for the system to maintain the
initiative so that the form of the user ’ s input can be anticipated with a great
deal of certainty . Another , ad hoc but reasonably powerful , technique is that
introduced in ELIZA [We izenbaum 66]. ELIZA is a system that (humorously)
simulated a ~ogerian psychiatrist. Inputs are matched to patterns like

$~ x~ 
{ IStARE } NOT
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where $~ matches any string of words and x
~ 

matches any single word . Responses
are built up by giving correspondin g output patterns such as

WHAT IF x 1 WERE $2?

Gi ven the input “Joe ’s wi fe , Mary , is not at home” , the system could produce

the response , “What if Mary were at home?” This is accomplished by matching

to “Joe ’ s wi fe,” x1 to “Mary ,” and to “at home .” ELIZA and other systems

using this kind of matching technique can do a better job of “understanding ”

than one might imagine as lon g as the domain and style of dialog is sufficiently

constrai ned so that the pattern writer can properly antici pate what kin d of
language will be used . -

More powerful techniques usin g better language models are also available. In

fact, the purpose of many Al systems is just to deal wi th natural language input.
See , for example [NORMAN7 5], [SCHANK75a], and [W000S71 ]. Perhaps the bes t
known and most widely used techni que for parsing natural language is the Aug-

mented Transit ion Network , ATN (See [W00D573 and 70]). A simple transition net-

work is depicted in Figure 4 .33 . The top of the figure shows the grammar def i-

nition for a simplified version of a noun phrase (NP) as a finite-state machine.

The initial and final states are labeled , respectivel y, S and E. State tran- —

sitions are allowed when the next word in the input is of the part of speech
shown on the labeled arrows . (A jump means that a transition is made with-
out using an input word.) A sequence of words that causes transition from the

initial to the final state is accepted. A parse of the input is generated in a
straightforward manner. For example , the input

“the big brown cow”

would cause the output parsing

[NP [DEl the] [ADJ bi g] [AOJ brown ] [NOUN cow]]

_ _
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Adj

~
-ii-ii--i-ii-iii-iiiiiiiii:

~
Q

~ 
Noun ____

~~P’~~~~~~ un Phrase (NP)

Prep NP

~® Preposit ionai Phrase (PP)

Det A Determiner
Adj An Adjective
Prep A Preposition

Figure 4.33 Transition Network Example

State transitions can be made for reasons other than word c lass.  The transition
network for an NP allows an optional determine (DET) followed by zero or more

adjecti ves (ADJ), followed by a NOUN , followed by zero or more prepositi onal
phrases (PP). A PP is itself defined as the network shown by the bottom figure .

Thus , a state transition can be caused by finding a phrase , accepted by another
named network , as wel l as satisfaction of a word class . Using the full defini-

tion , the i nput

“the brown cow in the red barn ” 

- . 
•~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______
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can be parsed as

[NP [DEl the] [ADJ brown] [NOUN cow]

[PP [PREP in]

[NP [DEl the] [ADJ red] [NOUN barn]]]]

As describe d so far , transition networks cannot handle many of the frequent
complexi ties that occur in natural language . To behave in a satisfactory
manner , the network must operate in a nondeterministic manner , so that ambigui-
ties can be resolved . Al so, the transition network is normally augmented (then
it is celled an ATN ) wi th a set of registers associated with each usage of
one of the graphs (like the two shown in the figure). As states are entered ,
the va lues of the registers can be set, and tests of these register values can

be added to the state-transition conditions. This makes it possible to enforce
such constraints as number agreement; e.g. , accept “he goes ” but not “he go ” .
Also , the register test and sets can use information from a definitional knowl-
edge source (usually a semantic network) help to disambiguate phrases such as
“typed blood” .

Recently, a class of methods for understanding natural language has been

developed tha t use no explicit syntax, but instead rely on a semantic abstrac-
tion of the p ro b lem doma i n. For exampl e, see [BURGER77 and 75]. A system is

described that uses an abstract of a data base description including the inter-
rela ti ons hips of important words (e.g., item-names). This abstraction , along

wi th knowledge of English key words (e.g., of) forms a parser. This kind of
technology has the advantage of being efficient and easy to use in a variety of

domains . It works well as long as the domain is reasonably bounded (like a
front end to a KBS or data management system) but would not appear to be exten-
sihle to more unrestricted areas. 

~~~~ --
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Another technique for very efficiently handling natural language input in a
restricted domain is descri bed in [BROWN75]. The approach is to represent
the gramma r as a set of ccntext-free rewri te rules. However , the termi nals
in the grammar are concept classes rather than word classes . (Such a gramma r

is calle d a pragmatic ,jramar.) For example , a conce pt such as “something that

can have a voltage measurement ” is used instead of NOUN . The parser has been

im plemented as a set of procedures coded by hand from the gramar. (One possi-

bility is to use standard meta-compiler methods to make an automatic parser

generator.) A clear advantage to this methodology has been the ability to

implement a suf ficient natural language input ca pability w i thout getti ng lost
in the general details of language .

4.4.1.2 Output to the User

The other half of the user interface is responsible for output generation. This

is needed to query and p rompt the user , report results , give explanations , and
answer questions about the system. Except for providing explanations , these
tasks are easy relative to handling natural language input. In the first place ,

many output messages are merely formatted data i tems and tables and thus - - 

-

involve no particularly novel techniques . Further , many output messa ges can be
concocted by simple fill-the-hole techniques with canned templates . (See ~he
ELIZA example in the previous section.)

P~-~vidin g explanation to the user of the system ’s behavior is difficult whether

or ~ot the output is in natura l language (though it usually is). The reason

‘c’ ~ie difficulty is that the explanation must be in terms of the knowledge

pro blem parameters , and inference rules used to derive the results .

ne exp1~ na tion mechanism must be able to find these things. Next , the
-~~~‘d re resentations must be translated to a format suited for human con-

- . is made harder by the fact that not all of the things are of

• ‘ . ~nd a good explanation mechanism ought to identify and out-

.w er e most relevant or crucial for solving the problem at
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hand (unless asked for additiona l detail , in which case the system should
respond appropriately). An aid to providing good explanations to the user is
appropriatenes s of chunk .size . That is , the ability to provide acceptable
explanations is based upon communication being at the right “clip ” level . If
the knowledge chunks used are too small , the explanation is laborious and not
convincing. On the other hand , if the chunks are too large , they may not appear
to apply directly to the solution be~~g described .

The most direct method of capturing eler~er Its tthat are useful for explanations
is to use the workspace representation to store a history of the problem-solving
act iv i ty. The mechanism can then start from the element(s) of the workspace
representing the problem solution and pick out the sequence of events that moved
the system from probl em definition to solution. Ideally, each element would
include as part of its history the rule of inference and w~at the rule was
applied on (other workspace elements , knowledge chunks , confiden~’e factors ,

etc.) to produce this element. Such an approach has the advantage of making
all useful information available to the explanation mechanism , inc ludir l~g infor-

mation about why other solutions were rejected. Further , the history collec-
tion can be done uniformly by the CE. The disadvantage is the cost of storing 7

information that may never be used.

Another approach is to let the KS determine what may be most relevant for

an expl~’nation . Wi th this method , a knowledge chunk can optionally have an

explanation scheme . If it is used to produce a result that is in questi on , the
scheme is instantiated in its local environment to produce an explanation. The

advantages of this are : (1) high-qualit y explanations can be produced becaise
it is possible to take idiosyncratic situations into account , and (2) the

explanation mechanism can be used for other purposes , e.g., as part of the
complain t depart for a frame. The major disadvantage is that the expert who
im parts knowledge to the system must consider the method and necessity of

explaining each knowledge chunk--an arduous task.

— - • - — _ —  - - - —  — —  •p - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~.- •-•- -------- — 
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A third method of providing explanations is to initially solve the problem
without keeping a history in the workspace. Then , if the user asks for an
explanation , re-solve the problem in careful mode . That is , the mechanism
looks over the CE’s shoulder durin y the re-solving activity and picks out the
events that are of likely interest. In a sense , the explanation mechanism

ena bles a set of demons that are triggered when special situations occur. At

these poin ts , the ex p lanation mechanism can interrupt normal processing to per-
form the necessary data collection . The disadvantage of this i s the ineff i-
ciency introduced into the CE so that demon-like execution can occur. The

advantage is a possib le gain in efficiency if explanations are only seldom
needed. Not enough is yet known to evaluate the tradeoffs .

The fi nal prob lem confronting the explanat i on mechan i sm i n the user interface

is translating explanations into a natural form for the user. Fortunately,
the complexity of this task is substantially reduced by uniformities of

format in the KB and in the workspace. For exampl e, in a production system ,
it is straightforward to turn an IF-THEN rule out in reasonable English (see

Section 3 , for an example). The usual approach is to have a separate scheme

for each kind of knowledge chunk in the KB and element in the workspace; most
such schemes look like sophisticated fill—in —the—blank formulae.

The ma in problem in p u v ding explanations is identifying the information to

be included--the output formatting is only a secondary issue . When designing

a KBS , one must decide early whether an explanation mechanism is to be i ncor-
porated. If so, te•.hniques need to be built into the CE for information capS

ture and for assurirg that step-by-step behavior is explainable. Were this
not part of the original desi gn and specification , it is unlikely to be easily
added later , because important parts of the system ’s behavior would probably
be obscured by optimization and condensat i on. Good explanation mechanisms can

~~~~~ly exist in a system whose internal step size is an explainable unit to the
iser.
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Some artic les about exp lanat ion mechani sms and natura l language generat ion

that are of interest are : {DAV IS76], [SHORTLIFFE76], [SWARTOUT77] , and

[wINOGRAD73J.

- -—- ~~~— - -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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4.4.2 The Expert Interface and Knowledge Acquisition

The expert interface is the mechanism through which knowledge is added to the

~.-B or the KB is modi fied . Its intended users are experts in the problem domain

~-id the system implementors who are respons i bl e for building the initial KB.
;r -is interface is often called the knowledge acquisition interface. Unlike

~ie user interface , it can be assumed that the user of the expert interface
i~~~~ some knowledge and awareness of the structure and functioning of the KBS .

~~~~ioes not imply that he is a programmer; rather it means that he knows that
s ucn ~rings as knowledge are represented by IF-THEN production rules , or that
confidence factors are integers in the range -100 to +100.

The rema i nder of this section describes the knowledge-acquisition process and
the expert interface . The material is summarized in Figure 4.34.

- 

- 
The kn’~wl edge that goes into a KBS must originate from some external source.
Tre most usual is an expert in the problem domain. He can provide specific
- acts , rules of thumb , and the rules of reasoning he employe , along with his
rat~ng of confi dence . By our definition of a KBS , such an expert must be at
!e-E~st one of the originating sources. Members of the implementation staff for
ma ny KB systems are experts in the problem domain in which the systems operate
en- i therefore provide much of the initial contents of the KB. In some systems

~eq ., MYC IN [SHORTLIFFE76]), the user can also enter knowledge , as an expert ,
:o tailor the system to his own particul ar needs . 

. 

-

Other originating siurces of knowledge commonly used are journal articles ,

texts , and engineer ing handbooks. The information from these sources often
is hard data and tabular. Therefore , it usually comprises fact files in the
KB. In a domain where the k i nds of knowledge found in these sources is
sufficient for problem solving , a KBS is unlikely to be useful because a
closed-form me thod is known and more appropriately implemented by conventional

methods . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _
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ORIGINATING SOURCE

Domain Expert (or User)
Journals
Texts
Protocol Studies
Derived Results

ENTERED BY

Domain Expert
Implementor
User
CE

COMPILED BY

Knowl edge Acquisition Interface
Implementor

ISSUES

Interface Language
Consi stency
Accommodation
Confi dence Factors

MAJOR OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

Knowledge Acquisition
Learning
Extensibility

Figure 4 .34. Knowledge Acquisition
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A tec hnique used to collect expert knowled ge is the protocol study . An expe rt
is given prob lems to solve , and an experimenter either observes and records
the expert’ s behavior or asks for exp lanations of various steps . The experi-

~1enter then analyzes the col lected information and tries to determine general
:-atterns , knowledge used , and princ iples of reasoning. Some interesting work
nas been done in this area . See for example , [COLLINS76], [DEUTSCH74],
{DILLER73] , and [MALHOTRA 76 ,75a and 75b].

—r ~-ae- -r originat i ng source for knowl eage is from results derived by automatic
means. One ~nethod is to remember problems that have already been solved by the
KBS and to use them to answe r further questions . Though this is done by some
Al systems [SUSSMAN75] and [LENAT76], it is not done by any systems that

fit our definition of a KBS . Such a technique is called computer learning. A
problem with blind learning (saving all generated results ) is that the system

eitner runs quickl y out of space , or runs into a combinatorial explos ion of
possibilities as the KB grows . What is needed is to save only those things that

are interesting or important--this is an open research problem. Another
aooroach to automated knowledge generation is exemplified by META-DENDRAL

EuCHANAN76]. The program is presented with a large set of sol ved problems .
r~-Dr th i s corpus , it infers production rules and confidence factors for them .
The derived ru!e set is used by DENDRAL for solving new problems .

c~ally, the know l edge acquisition interface can be used by domain experts and

users of the system other than the implementation staff. However , in many
KB systems , the cornlexities of adding to or modi fying the KB are such that

programming skills ire required . For such systems , a computer specialist may
need to act as an intermediary between the originating source and the KBS.
This is especiall y true or systems that contain large amounts of procedura l

knowledge. Domain-specific knowl edge become s intimately intertwi ned with
contro l logic and programi ng knowl edge that is part of the implementor ’ s
intuition instead of the expert ’ s. This can lead to two problems : (1) diffi-
culty in prov iding explanations of system behavior and solutions in domain-

specific terms , and (2) loss of modulari ty and extensibility .

,

~
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Wh en a KBS does not mak e adequate provi s ion for a doma in expert to use the
knowl edge—acquisition mechanism , one should immediately find out why . If the
reason is only to avoid the bother of making another human-engineered interface ,
then the only problems that will result are those of needing a go-betwee n to
modify or extend the system. On the other hand , if the reason is that the con-
ception of knowledge chunks , and representations thereof, by domain experts and
the KBS are radica l ly di fferent , then a major trouble area has lik ely been

spotted. Namely , it is very possible that the system will not be extensible
in ways that were not clearly unders tood initially by the implementors . (What
you see is all you can expect.) On the other hand , if the KBS and experts
agree on the knowledge model (representation) used , extensibility is clearly
possible wi thin that framework in ways tha t are known and obvious to the expert
3ut not necessarily to the implementer.

The knowledge-acquisition interface has three major tasks: (1) accepting
knowledge in external format and translating it into internal format, (2) vali-
dating consistency of new and old knowledge , and (3) storing the knowledge into
the KB. This three-step process is called compilation . Often the translation
component is built using a part of the input mechanism from the user interface
and can handle restricted natural language.

i~e real difficulty begins wi th validation of consistency and checking for

~-edundancy--a nontrivial task--particularly when confidence factors are
included. If knowledge is represented as well-formed predicate calc ulus
formulas , the methods for checking are straightforward . To check for redundancy ,

simply try to prove the new knowledge from the existing KB. To check for incon-
sistency , add the new to the old and try to prove something that is patently
false , say AA—A ; if there is an inconsistency , the proof will succeed . For
other kinds of knowledge representations , the c hecking is not so easy . Whe ’ ,ier
or not the new knowledge is inconsistent or redundant (believe it or not, it can
be both when added to a KB that presently has neither problem) depends upon how

_  - 
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it is going to be used as well as what the knowl edge is. For a more detailed
account of the problems of maintaining consistency (see [McDERMOTT74J.)

Toe third task performed by the knowledge acquisition interface is storing the
new know ledge into the KB , a process called accomodation . See [JMOORE74]. A
problem can occur if the system has severa l knowledge sources and fact files in
the KB--where should it be stored? Even if the question of where is solved ,
-the problem of how should not be underestimated. Storing can be a violent

~ctivity--it is not often that the representation of new knowledge is just

:3-Died into permanent memory and left for later use. Rather , the internal
(physical) representation is usually a structure with links between chunks ,
a~a the acquisition mechanism must insert the new chunk into this plexus. For

example , in MYC IN , each production rule that concludes something about feature
F is lin ked to every rule that tests F in its antecedent. In most instances ,

the linkages computed by the knowledge-acquisition mechanism will determine

how and when the know l edge is used during normal operation of the KBS . Thus ,
the insertion (as wel l as del etion and modification ) of knowl edge chunks can be
a complex operation that depends upon many things such as confidence factors,
confl ict-resolution strategies , existing KB content , etc .

Sjror~s i ngly , today ’s principa l outstand ing problem with knowledge acquisition

-is not computer related. it is tha t most discipl i nes (other than mathematics
and computer science) do not understand thei r own fundamentals in a formal
wa y . Therefore , in order to build a KBS for that discipline , it is necessary
to fi nd a pool of expertise whose members are willing to rethink their methods

and procedures. Or~2 catalytic method for starting this process is the
protocol study mentioned above . The other outstand ing probl ems are more

technical in nature , the pri ncipal ones being (1) methods for systems learning
to perform better by having solved similar problems , and (2) techniques to

allow systems to be gracefull y extended . The latter point is particularly

important, even in the short term. If a system can easily be extended , then

-

~ 
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it can start performing useful tasks before all the knowledge necessary to it

has been collected. This set of featu res (or lack th ereof )--for mal ization ,

learning, and extensibilit y--t ogether create a problem called the knowl edge-
acqu isition bottleneck. The solutio n of this problem is key to bringing
K BS technology to widespread dissemination. 
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5. APPLICATION CONS IDERATIONS

Though KBS technology represents a maturing technology , it has not advanced to
the state where it is a paucity of writing related to application selection
And , thoug h there is a fair body of literature on a variety of topics related
to KBS technology, there is paucity of writing related to application selection
and the desi gn decision process. With minor exceptions (e.g., [BUCHANAN7S]),
there is no documentation of failures , thus denying the community one of the
most potent educationa l opportunities--learni ng from the mistakes of others.
Therefore , what follows wil l  not, nor can it be, more than a set of general
guidelines . Put another way , we do not believe that it is possible , given the
present state of knowledge , to design and build a KBS that would support KBS
developers in selecting and designing applications over the spectrum of poten-
tial applications.

The following is an amalgamation of material contained in [BUCHANAN75], discus-

sions with KBS implementers , and our own observations resulting from experience
with s imilar and related software developments.

Though there exists a relatively diverse collecti on of existing and developing
KBS app licaticns , the selection process for each new application requires con-
sideration of a variety of issues . We have divided these i nto three major
groups . First , there is a set of -i nitial considerations that address the issues
of the problem domain itself and the people associated with it, the experts and
the practitioners . Next, are the technology considerations that focus on the
availability of usable technology for implementing a KBS that has successfully
met the first criterion. Last , there are the equally important considerations
that are directed at determining whether or not the development environment and
the user environment are properly supporti ve. Each of these groups is elabo-
rated belew in the form of a set of questions and the underlying rationale or
concern that each addresses .

-—--
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~~.l INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Does the probl em have a closed-form solution? If a closed—form solution exists
and can be implemented us i ng conventiona l computer technology , then there i s
no reason to ,çonsider the problem as suitable for KBS technology . On the

other hand , the closed-form solution may be so inefficient computationally,
because of the number of steps involved or because of uncontrollable combina-
torial explosions , that an algorithmi c imp lementation is unthinkable. In this
case , and when no known closed-form solution exists , the problem remains a
candidate.

Is there an expert who knows how to solve problems in the domain? If there is
no expert or group of experts to whom the typical practitioner would turn for

adv i ce or no one who i s recognized as an outstanding performer for the type of
problems i nvolved , the likelihood of constructing a successful KBS is quite
small and not worth considering . The existence of such an expert or experts is
mandatory .

Is an expert available and can he be motivated to work on the development of
a KBS? The existence of an expert is necessary but not sufficient. He must be
an integral partici pating member of the development team. Without the full
cooperation of such an expert , the effort is not likely to succeed . On the
other hand , he must not be expected to become an expert in computer science

and KBS technology . The computer scientists and technologists must be equally
cooperative in meeting the expert at least half way. Each must be willing to
learn the essentials of the others ’ discipline so that effective communication
can be established . The lack of such cooperation may be diffi cult to determine
before the actual imp l ementation beg i ns , but every effort should be made to
assure it early.

There are severa l ways to impart the domain-specific knowledge to the KBS. One
way is for the system implementer and the expert to work as a team , with the
expert providing the knowledge and the implementer encoding and inserting it in
the system ; thi& can be a very lengthy and time consuming process, but is prob-

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ably the best and possibly the only way to get a new application off the
ground . Another way is for the imp lementer to provide an i nteractive subsystem
(via the knowledge-acquisition interface) that allows the expert to impa rt
knowledge to the system without intervention by anyone else; this would be diffi-
cult to do without having partially used the first alternative to determi ne the
specific design specifications for the interface.

Thirdly, a separate system could be built to abstract the knowledge from observa-
tions and experimental results. This would be a theory-formation program that
could i nfer the rul es about the domain from the data , as Meta-DENDRAL does. It
is doubtful that such a system could be created without considerabh~ experience ,
for it requires modeling the theory-formation abilities of the experts. Such
knowledge can be considered to reside on a higher conceptua l plane than the
problem -solving knowledge required for a KBS. One of the more difficult aspects

of constructing such a system , even if it were deem ’d feasibl e , would be pro-
viding the necessary constraints that would limit it to generating only knowl-
edge that is plausible within the t~ieory , rather than all possible knowledge
derivable from the data . The generated knowl edge must not only be coherent
within the theory , it must be consistent within itself.

Does the expert know--or have a model in his mind of——how he solves problems?
Given that all of the above conditions ca~i be met, one now faces the problem
of determining whether or not the expert’s problem-solving knowl edge can be
transferre d to the proposed KBS. If the expert cannot bring forth the steps ,
processes , rationale, heuristics , etc., tha t he uses in a reasonably orderly
manner , the chances of producing a KBS that emulates his ability are nil.

Is the domain well bounded? In other words , is the task domain limited in
scope and independent of other knowledge about the world? Though an opera-
tional KBS may require larg e amounts of domain-specific knowledge , the existing
techniques are insufficient to cope with doma ins that require significant

— — — _~_.- -—
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amoun ts of genera l or world know l edge. Thus , in our hypothet i cal examp le in
Sect i on 2, the amount and kinds of Knowledge required to adequately diagnose

the cause of failures in an automobile given a set of observed conditions or

symptoms may be quit e lar ge . The sys tem need not have knowle dg e about automo-
bile manufacturing, driving habits , or the sales philosophy of the agency to
perform its function.

Are the intended users professional s? First , it is not l ikely that people in
non- professional occupations confront problems of the kind for which KP-S tech-

nology is appropriate. Therefore , in the appropriate areas for which ~here i s
an expert and for which the iLher considerations hold , the professional practi-
tioners must have a thorough ground i ng in the field , understand what theory
does exist , be able to converse with the expert in the jargon of the field , and
confront significant problems wi thin the domain in their daily activities. To
attempt to provide a KBS that would permi t a casual user or non-profess i onal to
perform at the leve l of the professional practitioners is not feasible today .

~—e in tended users agree on an underlying ‘ theory” and its application? It

- o t  sufficient tha t there exist a coherent theory ; it must be widely

~~ted and agreed upon by the intended users and the chosen experts. It is of

e consequence that there are competing and even conflicting theories , so
the competition and conflict are external to the intended users and

- : :~~~ed wi th a specif ic implementation. It is highl y unlikely tha t
ore could ~ucL~~ -

gully design and imp l ement a KBS that could i ncorporate a

diversity of theoret-c al views . A slightly simpler form of this issue is

whether or not the intended users agree on who is and is not an exper t , ~nd

whether there is general agreement on what is a correct result or answer.

Is a plausible or reasonable solution acceptable to the i ntended users? Since
the power of a KBS stems from its abilit y to reason plausibly using incomplete
or inex ort information , there is no gua rantee that it will always produce the 

-- — - — - -
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“correct” result; but , under the conditions , it can be expected to produce the
most reasonable or plausible result. If the i ntended users are unwilling to
accept such results , even when the system is able to produce credible explana-
tions , the system will not be successful. One possible way (though at some
risk of wasted effort) of convinc i ng such recalcitrant users is to bring up a
limi ted version of the system that performs very well on what is generally
agreed to be a very difficult problem set.

Will the system be required to provide unanticipated support over its lifetime?
Is the domain a dynamic one such that the problems that the users must solve ,

though within the domain , are constantly shifting in unpredictabl e ways? It is
expected that there will be orderly growth in the knowledge base of a KBS, but
drastic shifts in emphasis may be quite difficult to acconinodate. A KBS is not
a genera l problem-solver. Even within a well-bounded domain , it may be neces-
sary to restrict the KBS to a subset of the problems . Though it may be possible
to provide the necessary flexibil ity , there will be added risk in doing so.

Do problem-solving protocols exist or can they be formulated? The transfer of

knowledge from the expert to the KBS can be accomplished in various ways. One
way of obtaining a working model of the expert ’s problem-solving method is by
taking protocols while he is actuall y solving a problem or collection of

problems . Thoug h this is not an exact science , it has been found workable in a
good ma ny cases. This is one aspect of KBS technology that s the least
developed , thoug h KBS implementers and computer scientists in other , related ,
areas are attempting to bring more formality and structure to the process.

Do the protocols show a reasonable consistency of reasoning--do principles
surface? Does the expert approach each problem in an ad hoc manner , or does he
apply a set of heuristics and reduction processes that rapidly focus his atten-

~ion on the key subproblems? Unless one can extract the essence of an orderly

~-easoning process from the expert , the likelihood of producing a viable KBS is

~~ite small or non-existent. Even if all of the other considerations are met ,
tr~ s remai”s one of the most critical .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Are the economics right? Would the users be willing to pay a human consultant
what the computer solution cost is likely to be? This embraces a number of
issues . The problems that are solved must be useful in that people expend a
fair amount of effort trying to solve them , and the solutions are worth the
effort. It should be expected that the use of the KBS will raise the level of
the average practitioner significantl y, either by making him more productive
(less time or effort spent on each problem) or by improving the quality of his
output. Another aspect of the economics is related to data gathering and
recommended actions . A KBS that incorporates the proper knowledge can reduce
the cost of the i nformation—gatherin g process by possibly providing adequate
solutions with less (or lower-quality ) input , but there are limi ts beyond which
no system or person can properly perform . A KBS can also recommend the lowest-

cost , l owest-risk action to be taken , but in all cases , such recommendations
should be tempered with human judgment. The role of the human practitioner is
not to be subsumed by the KBS. The KBS is a tool for his use , and the final
disposition of its results is his responsibil ity . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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5.2 TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS

In what follows we address issues that relate to the design and implementation
from a technological viewpoint. Some of the issues are directly related to
those above , but have a different intent in that it is assumed that, if one
has reached the point in the decision process for a KBS application where
all of the initial considerations have been satisfied , then the concerns
must turn to those of determining whether the available tect’nology will support
a design and implementation without undue risk.

Can a first-order model be constructed from protocols and/or with the help of
expert(s)? The design of the KBS must be predicated on the model , extracted
from the expert , of his knowl edge and of his reasoning process. Unless it  is
ccvious that there are no unforeseeable probl ems, it is wise to construct a
first-oroe’ model that is either a hand simulation or (preferably) a rapidly
constructed program to determine whether the proposed method will work. If not,
it may indicate a re—examination of the design or a ~~. rai sal of the selec-
tion. Though the model may perform well , it does ~rantee that the final
KBS will do as well across the spectrum of problems it was designed for, but
will indicate tha t the approach is reasonable.

a knowledge representation that matches the “chunk size” of the expert ’s
<~.~~ledge? The design of the data structures and procedures should reflect as

~..curately as possible the expert’ s conceptualization of the problem domain in
:r~er to minimize or el iminate translation requirements and problems in dis-
covering and removing errors and improving the system. This is not to imply that

~~ KBS must necessari ly accurately model the expert ’s reasoning process from
a psychological viewpoint , but the expert will be a party to these processes.
A mismatc h will make the knowledge transfer more di fficult and error prone.
Having to invent a new knowledge representation technique increases the risk
of failure .

~ 
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What are the necessary knowledge source(s) and their representation(s)? The
most successful KBSs to date are also the simplest ones . These represent
the most stable existing technology. Therefore, one must not only choose an
application area that has the genera l potential for success based upon domain
and expert knowledge criteria , but one for which the existing technology is
applicable at minimum risk. Inventing new representational techniques because
the new application poses unique requirements increases the risk of failure
unless the new technique is an obvious extension of one that is well known .
The need for a flexible and extensible system must not introduce inconsistencies
n the knowl edge and conflicts in the problem-solving process, therefore, there

a variety of techniques for dealin g with less than perfect knowledge or
t~ information that is known to contain potential errors. Measures of

.t~~~sibility and credibilit y , and of the associated Certainty Functions , must
ce - 

~osen wi th the utmost care, for they carry a great deal of inherent
- .. ~ce about the domain.

Wha t reasoning or inference methods are needed? There are severa l problem-

so ”~~ methods (each associated with the appropriate knowledge representation )

tna~ ~ire candidates for implementing CEs. Among the better known are heuristic
search (which implies that there exists a constrainable search-space node gen-

e ’-atc -~), deductive inference from rules , pattern matching, means-ends analysis ,
and modeling and simulation (see Section 4). In highly complex systems with
multi ple levels of a straction and multiple representations of kr!~,wledge ,

ii f4erent methods may be required to cope wi th the problem at each level . In

~s case, one can view the CE as primarily an agenda mechanism and the local-
evel problem solvers as know l edge sources. In genera l the initial design for 

- -

:~e CE should be the simplest one possible; the necessary improvements wi l l

~—come obvious as the system grows . 
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Are the knowl edge representation, chunk size, and reasoning method compatible
with one another? There are critical design issues related to the technique
selected for representing the knowledge in the KSs and the interaction wi th the
CE (see Section 4). It must be clearly understood that the representation
technique or techniques selected for knowledge in the KB can strongly prejudice
the methodology and thus the probl em-solving ability of the CE. For instance ,
if one chooses to represent the KB’ s knowl edge as production rules , the CE is
limited to relatively simple inference-making processes. Overdesign of the
CE should be avoided ; it has no payoff. Where multiple heterogeneous repre-
sentations of knowledge are required or chosen , the CE will be relatively
complex and most likely require an evaluation and an agenda mechanism . On~ of
the much—discussed issues in KBS technology today is that of t~e “chunk” size
of the knowl edge in the system (see Section 4). It is a function , first , of
how the expert conceptualizes the theory of the domain and the problem set, and
second , of the selected representation technique.

In one way or another , every CE must be imbued with the ability to plan how best
to attack the problem (or subproblem) at hand within the constraints of the
applicable method that is compatible with the knowl edge representation. Order-
ing the sequence of events , evaluating the results , and determining what needs
to be done next may require only a nominal process or, in complex systems, a
sophisticated agenda mechanism .

Will meta-knowl edge be required? If the design of the system for the chosen
domain is such that the knowledge about reasoning and control must be modular ,
and such know l edge must be obtained from the expert, the KBS will be quite
:omplex , and thus the risk of failure will be increased . If , on the other hand ,

~ reasor’ing process and control can be incorporated in the CE , then the sys—
z~ - - - c,~ relatively simple and easier to implement.
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Need procedural knowledge be i ncorporated? Care must be taken not to embed
knowledge in code (procedures) that is better left as KSs in the long run ,
even at the sacrifi ce of short-run efficiency. Errors of this sort in the
desi gn will either reduce the genera l flexibility of the system or force
major modifications as the system grows. As a partial guide , all knowl edge
should initially be designed to be in the KB except for the absolute minimum
that must be incorporated in the control structure of the CE.

Will the user be required to add knowledge to the system to solve his problem?
If the problems to be solved require that the user add knowl edge (albeit
temporary) as contrasted to data, the knowledge-acquisition interface and asso-
ciated facilities for val idating the consistency of added knowl edge will be
more complex (as will the control mechanism in the CE) and difficult to design
and implement , for they will have to serve a large population of users rather
than a small set of experts. Thus , the human engineering and language inter-
face will be more difficult to do.

Wil l the system support growth? A KBS must be viewed as a dynamic system
in the sense that it should be designed to “grow” in various ways from its
initial conception and implementation. The primary areas for improvement
should be: (1) increasing its inferential capabilities both as the theory of
the domain evolves and as the user ’s understanding increases ; (2) increasing
the Knowledge Base both independently of (1) as well as in conjunction with it ,
e.g., adding new KSs that broaden the probl em set that can be accommodated ;
(3) improving the fl~xibility and human engineering aspects based on user
experience and needs and the implementers ’ understanding of the users; (4)
increasing the overall reli ability of the system by refining the inferential
capability and the knowledge stemmi ng from an understanding of the failures

or errors observed in use. This means that the design and implementation of
the problem-solving procedures must be flexible enough to permi t frequent
modification , particularly in the early stages. It is most unwise to embed
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the problem -solving knowledge deep in the code. Thus , an appropriate selection
of KSs for the KB and a proper representation are critical to success and growth.

One must forego the short-term benefits of an ad hoc initial implementation
in order to avoid the downstream costs of redesign and major modification.
This may extract -an early price in performance and immediately demonstrable
results , but we believe the penalty to be worthwhile. The system design must
also be flexible enough to accommodate expected changes in knowl edge about
specific problems as wel l as the problem-solving strategy that is likely to
evolve over time with accumulated experience. One implication of all of this
is that the implementer ’s job is not finished after the first success at solv-
ing a user ’s problem. Most KBSs to date have continued to evolve and improve
through several generations before entering a stable maintenance mode. In fact,
it is not clear that any present-day KBS has reached this state.

~

- - - — - —

~

- -- - —---—--  ----—--—---- -~~--- -- - - _ _  
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~.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The environmental considerations are often everlooked or given minima l
attention . We believe that they should be as strongly considered as any of
the above , because they contribute in their own way to the overall success or
failure of a KBS development effort. Though all of the initial and technologi-
cal considerations bode wel l for success , the operational and developmental
environments , if not of the proper kind , will hinder both developers and users.

Is there an interactive system for the KBS users? Recall that as we have
defined a KBS above , it must be useful to workers in the domain of application.
To be most useful , a KBS should be interactive. It is conceivable that a KBS
could be developed to run in a batch-processing environment , but the circum-
stances that would dictate such a decision are inconceivable. To quote
Buchanan , “A batch system just cannot provide hel pful , rapid feedback and
immediate error recovery , e.g., from a simple typing error.” [BUCFIAUAN75].
Since KBS, as presently defined , are intended as expert agents to support
people , other potential applications , such as process control systems, or
°inte lligent” robots for remote exploration are not considered here. Thus ,
we believe that the basic design philosophy for a KBS should be that of a
user oriented interactiv e system.

Is there an interactive development system? We believe that it makes sense
to require that the development environment for the KBS be ~n interactive one,
i ndependent of whether the development environment and the user ’s computer
environment are one nd the same. An interactive development environment
will speed the impleme ntation process. One of the reasons appears to be unique
to KBS. It is that the inte action with the domain expert in acquiring and
validating the knowledge provided the KBS can be done much more efficiently.
It is also generally true that , g iven the proper set of development support
tools , interactive developme~t is more effective and efficient than development
in a batch environment , particularly when confronted with developing an
interactive application.
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Do the necessary tools exist , in particular a properly expressive programming
system? The development system must support the required software tools
peculiar to KBS development . In addition to the standard tools , e.g., an
editor , file management , etc., an adequate programming system is necessary ,
one that provides the necessary expressive power in the language and commensu-
rate debugging support. For example , the programing system should be interac-
tive and support terminal I/O, permit incremental compilation or be interpre-
tive , provide an evaluate function similar to the EVAL of LISP. For debugging
it should support symbolic interaction , break in and tracing; for data struc-
tures it should provide lists or pointers (list structures), aggregates , such

as tuples and nodes in addition to arrays, symbolic data and identifiers with
associat -~r ~r properties as provided in LISP; for control structures suffi-
cient - ity to easily process through complex structures such as recur-
ring - tree, and a backup mechanism. There is a tradeoff that must be
conf u at the outset concerning efficiency. A programing system similar
to the one just described will permit efficient and fl exible development , but
not necessarily p ovide an efficient end product. A programming system that
will provide an efficient end product is likel y to lack many of the features
that we believe are highly desirable to permit flexible and efficient devel-
opment , thus increasing the time and cost of the implementation.

Will the resultant system perform efficiently ? There are two aspects to
efficiency . There is efficiency in terms of the software ’s use of the hard-
ware. This is a function of the programming system used , the operating
environment of the computer system , and the ability of the programers imple -
menting the system . Certain inefficiencies can be tolerated , but the system
must provide respectable response time for its users ; otherwise , it will not
be used . There is no automatic way to assure efficiency unless it is designed
in from the beginning. The aspect of whether or not the system will be an
efficient problem-solver has been indirectl y addressed above.

—-- —.-— -— - -  - —---- — ---- -- _ _ _~_i -- -~~~~.-~_—
--- - -
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5.4 SUMMARY

We cannct stress too strongly that the KBS must be properly organized beginning

~ n tne design. Not only must it be organized and structured so that the
CE and the KB are separately identifiable entities , every element must be struc-
tured so that it is easily maintained and imp,-oved at minimum cost. Multiple
<Ss should be considered when designing the KB for reasons of performance an-:I

~~se of adding new knowl edge. The user interface must satisfy the user ’ s per-
ception of his needs and be based on good human engineering principles (includ-
ing the choice of the proper terminal in some cases) so that it is attractive
rather than repulsive. The interface must accommodate the user ’s views of
how the interactions should proceed , e.g., the initial setting of default
parameters , even though that may not be best or easiest from the implementer ’s
view . Errors should be overlooked when possible , but at a minimum the response
should be supportive and indicative of what is to be done to correct the error.
Explanations of the system ’ s behavior must be in the most acceptable and useful
form for the user providing sufficient flexibility to accommodate the user ’s
change in perception with experience. Though not intended as a primary source
of debugging information , the explanations are useful both to the implementers
and the experts and should be designed to incorporate their needs. Too often ,
conventional software implementations have gone astray because the developers
lost sight of the fact that the system is to be developed for the use of ard to
the benefit of its users who are not likely to be computer sophisticates. The
dange ’ is lessened in developing a KBS because of the need for domain experts ,
but the principle should not be overlooked .

In conclus’on , the deL ision to use KBS technology to solve a user ’s problem is
not a simple one , nor is it -

~ ithout a certain amount of risk. For though
much of the technology underlying KB5 is well founded and understood , there
remains a great dea l of craft involved in completing a system , and the skill ,
knowledge , and even prejudice of the craftsman have an impact on the final
outcome .

& ~~~—-  ~~~~~~~~ —- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - -  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The technology of knowledge-based systems has emerged from the laboratory , but
it has not achieved the status of being commonly known or commonly understood
as a way of implementing computer-based application systems. Systems have
been developed in an intriguing spectrum of application areas , from medicine
and chemistry to geology and businesses , and some general techniques have been
developed that are i ndependent of specific applications --for example , systems
that model comon-sense reasoning, deductive inference , and image understanding .
The general l evel of accomplishment appears to be high enough to make it worth-
while to begin exploring other areas for immediate potential application.

There remain ~ number of unresolved issues that increase the difficulty and
potenti al risk of using KBS technology in new applications. Though it is
reasonably clear where KBS technology can and cannot be used , to the extent that
the high -risk applications can be identified--and , if necessary , eliminated --
there is no way of guaranteeing that a selected application is entirely without
risk . How to select techniques for representing knowledge in a system and for
constructing the control mechanisms are open issues that impact not onl y
specific design choices , but the performance of the system as a whole. Even
with a group of domain experts who are cooperative and well motivated , the
methodology for transferring their knowl edge to the system is , at best , ad hoc ;
and that transfer process is probably the most crucial process of all. This
is tne area in which more research is needed to discover (or invent) what
amounts to a completely new technology : the acquisition , comunication , and

~epresentation of expertise , by which we mean the ability to use a body of
knowledge effectivel y in solving a particular problem.

~e -~.‘ould not be forthright if we attempted to play down the risks that must
oe faced in deciding to apply .~BS technology to any application that involves
supplying assistance to persons involved in sensitive problem -solving activi-
ties . On the otner hand , the risks can be minimized if our criteria for
selecting potential applications are carefully observed . The development of a 
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KBS application is like any other software-development activity: it carries
risks. Therefore , although we do not explicitly say so in Section 5, it is
necessary tha t the best possible practices pertaining to software-development
efforts in general be followed in developing a KBS application . Of particular
importance is ge~ting the users to participate in the requirements -specification
and design processes as early as possible , and keeping those users involved
until the system is turned over to them. Al so, while the knowl edge and skills
required of technicians (or technologists) who are developing knowledge-
based systems are different from the knowledge and skills required of systems
analysts ” or “programmers ” developing conventional computer-based sys~~ms , the
fact that they may be involved in exotic applications of computer technology
should not exempt them from normal management scrutiny and control . Common
sense , good judgement , and good management can do much to transform what at
the outset appears to be a risky endeavor into a highly successful and
satisfying one. 
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7. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The i deas in this annotated bibliography are, we believe , a cross section of
the recent literature on knowledge-based systems and related research. They
are intended to give the reader who is unfamiliar with the literature of the
field a feeling for the kind of papers that he will encounter in exploring
things on his own. Each summary or abstract is headed by the reference
pointer into the general bibliogr aphy (Section 8) and the article ’s title as
it appears in that entry .

ANDERSON76b - Rand intelligent termina l agent (RITA): design philosophy .
RITA is a production rule based system for constructing small but competent
agents or other rule based processes such as TECA (see Appendi x B). Users
input rules in an English-like form wi th a restricted syntax. Rules may be
executed by one (and only one) of three monitors : LHS scan with ordered rule
set, LHS scan with unordered rule set, and RHS scan (goal directed , backward
chaining) wi th implicitly unordered rule set. Several agents have been imple-
mented to perform various user functions . This document discusses the design
philosophy and some of the implementation details.

84LLARD76 - 4 ladder-structured tree for recognizing tumors in chest
radiographs.
This paper describes a computer procedure for the detection of nodular tumors
in chest radiogr aphs. The recognition process uses a hierarchic structure in
the fn rt~ of a ladder-like decision tree. After locating potential nodules , the
procedure classifies them into non-nodules , nodules that are not tumors , and
nodules that are tumors. It accurately located tumors in five of six radio-
graphs but missed some obscure ones in the sixth. The system contains a great
deal of knowledge about tumors as they appear in radiographs , but it is not

‘ed together in a central knowl edge base and is difficult to add to or

~c~~’ :~~ng represented as procedures.

-—--
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BOBROWD77a - GUS, a frame-driven dialog system .
GUS (Genial Understander System) is intended to engage a cooperative human -in

an English language dialog directed toward a specific goa l in a re~stricted
domain of discourse. The authors implemented GUS in order to determine whether
a modular approach for a dialog system was at all feasible and to test their
notions of reasonable lines of decomposition . GUS provided a context in which
to explore tools and techniques for building and integrating independent
modules. The major knowledge-oriented processes and structures in GUS—-the
morphological analyzer , the syntax analyzer , the frame reasoner , and the lan-
guage generator--were built as independent processes with well defined language
or data structures to communicate across the interfaces . They were debugged
separately and tied together by an asynchronous control mechanism. The frame
reasoner was the focus of most of the research and development. The frame
structures (which differ from Minsky ’ s [MINSKY75] used in GUS were a first step
toward a more comprehensive Knowledge Representation Language (KRL ) [BOBROWD77bJ.

BOBROWD77b - An overview of KRL , a knowledge representation language .
This paper describes KRL , a Knowl edge Representation Language designed for use

in understander systems . It outl i nes both the general concepts which underlie
the research and the details of KRL-O , an experimental implementation of some
of these concepts . KRL is an attempt to integrate procedural knowl edge wi th a
broad base of declarative forms. These forms provide a variety of ways to
express the procedures (for memory and reasoning) with specific pieces of knowl-
edge , and to control the relative accessibility of different facts and descrip-
tions. The formalism for declarative knowledge is based on structured concep-
tual objects with as -ociated descriptions. These objects form a network of
memory units with several different sorts of linkages , each having well-

~ ecified implications for the retrieval process. Procedures can be associated
directly wi th the internal structure of a conceptual object. This procedu ral

~ttachment allows the steps for a particular operation to be determined by

~n’~racter istics of the specific entities involved .

_
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The control structure of KRL is based on the bel i ef that the next generation of
inte lligent programs will integrate data-directed and goal-directed processing
by using multi-processing . It provides for a priori ty-ordered multi-process
agenda with explicit (user-provided) strategies for scheduling and resource
allocation. It provides procedure directories which operate along wi th process
frameworks to allow procedural parameterization of the fundamental system pro-
cesses for building , comparing, and retrieving memory structures . Future
devel opment of KRL will include integrating procedure definition wi th the
descriptive formalism.

BOBROWD75b - Dimensions of representation.
In this paper the author proposes a framework for viewing the problems of
representation . Each of the desi gn issues (influenced by Moore and Newel l
{MOORE73]) in the framework defines a dimension of representation--a relatively
independent way of looking at representation. The dimensions referred to are :
(1) domain and range , (2) operational correspondence , (3) process of mapping,
(4) inference , (5) access , (6) matching, and (7) self-awareness.

BOBROWD75c - Some pri nciples of memory schemata .

The form of knowledge structures (schemata) is an amalgam of the princi ples of
semantic networks , actors , and frames . The word schema is drawn from the
psychological literature and is most commonly associated wi th the work on
memory by Bartlett [BARTLETT32] and by Piaget. The central thesis is that one
schema refers to another only through the use of a description which is depen-
dent on the context of the ori ginal reference . These schemata are active pro-
cessing elements which can be activated from higher level purposes and expecta-
t~ons (top-down ) or from input data (bottom-up) that must be accounted for.
The desire is to specify a memory structure that allows one schema retrieved

- -  •nemory to suggest others that should also be retrieved to yield human -like

- aT ~nd metaphorical retrieval as a fundamental mode of operation .

_ _ _ _ _  A
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BOBROWR75 - Systematic understanding: synthesis , analysis , and contingent
knowledge in specialized understandi ng systems.
The best representation for a body of knowledge depends on how that knowledge
is to be used by the program , and thus better characterization of the uses of
knowledge is likely to lead to better ways of designing knowl edge representa-
tions . This paper describes the SCA model , a framework for describing the
structure of “conceptually efficient” understanding programs , based on a char-
acterization of three fundamentally different ways in which knowl edge is used
in such programs . The SCA model can be of use both to those designing under-
standing systems and to those who wish to study existing systems to develop
insights into different approaches to representing knowl edge .

BROWN75a - Uses of artificial intelligence and advanced computer technology in
education.
Advances in hardware technology will make it economi cally feasible for each
student to have access to computational resources currently availabl e to only
a few elite users. The challenge facing educational technologists is to har-
ness these capabilities to provide equal advances in the quality and effective-
ness of CAt systems . What is needed are new instructional paradigms , not based
on the belief that computation is a scare resource .

CAl systems understand their subject domain and can use their knowledge base to
help a student experiment with , debug, and arti culate his own ideas and reason-
ing strategies. These learning environments support a kind of “learning -by-

doing ” in which a student has freedom to solve problems in his own way, with the

instructional systei following and criticizing the student’ s line of reasoning .
Examples of such systems are Goldberg ’s logic teaching system (1973), SOPHIE

(1975), Kimball’ s system for teaching symbolic integration (1973), Goldstein ’s
MYCROFT system for enriching the LOGO environment (1974), and Ruth ’s system
for criticizing sorting programs (1974). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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BROWN75b - Mult ip le representations of knowl edge for tutorial reasoni ng.
Thi s paper provid es an overview of SOPHIE , an intelligent instructional system
for electronic circuit debugging . Unlike previous Al-CAl systems which attempt
to mimi c the roles of a huma n teacher, SOPHIE tri es to create a “reactive”
e~vironment in which the student learns by trying out ideas rather than by

inst’~uction .

SOPHIE’ s expertise is deri ved from an efficient and powerful i nferencing scheme
that uses multiple representations of knowledge including (1) simulation models
of its microcosm, (2) procedural specialists which contain logical skills and
heuristic strategies for using these models, and (3) semantic nets for encoding
time-invariant factual knowledge. In this respect SOPHIE represents a depar-
ture from i nferenci ng paradigms (of either a procedural or declarative nature)
which use a uniform representation of information .

BUCHANAN76a - Computer assisted chemi cal reasoning .
Application programs have the immediate goal of serving the scientist.
Research and educati onal programs have longer range goals of chang i ng the way
sci entists formulate problems and how they solve them. The DENDR.AL programs
cut across all of these goal s. Behi nd them are the i ssues invol ved i n turni ng
a computer system into a valued problem—solvi ng assistant.

BUCHANAN76b - Automati c rule formation in mass spectrometry by means of the
Meta-DENDRA L program .
The DENDRAL computer program uses establ i shed rules of molecular fragmentation
to help chemists solve complex structural problems from mass spectral data .
This paper describes a computer program, calle d Meta-DENDRAL , that can aid in

the discovery of such rules from empiri cal data on known compounds . The pro-
gram uses heuristic methods to search for co’~non structural envi ronments around
those bonds tha t are found to fragment, and abstracts plausi ble fragmentation
rules. 

- -~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~-- - - - -~~~~~~~~- - - -—-—~~~~ - - - --
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COLLINS76 - Processes in acquiring knowledge.
The objective of this paper is to develop a theory of Socratic tutoring in the

form of pattern-action (or production ) rules for a computer program . These
pattern-action rules are being programed on a computer system for tutoring
causal knowledge and reasoning.

The production rules were derived from analysis of a variety of tutorial
dialogs . The analysis accounts for the specific teaching strategies used by

the tutors in the dialogs within a content—independent formalism.

The paper includes twenty-three production rules deri ved from the data analyzed ,

together wi th segments of the data showing the actual application of the rules
in different tutorial dialogs. The strategies themselves teach students :

(1) information about different cases, (2) the causal dependencies that under-

l ie these cases, and (3) a variety of reasoning skills. These include such

abilities as forming hypotheses, testing hypotheses , distinguishing between

necessary and sufficient conditions , maki ng uncertai n predi cti ons , determi ning
the reliability or limitation of these predictions , and asking the right

questions when there is not enough information to make a prediction.

DAVIS77 - Production rules as a representation for a knowl edge-based consulta-

tion program.
The MYCIN system is at the forefront of two important trends in Al research :
applications of Al to “real—worl d” problems of importance , and the incorpora-

tion in programs of large amounts of domain-specific knowl edge.

This paper examines how the implementation of a knowledge—based consultation

program is facilitated or inhibited by the use of production rules as a knowl-
edge representation. The limits of applica bility of this methodology are also

investigated . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~ - - .~~~~~~~~~
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DUDA77 - Semantic network representations in rule-based i nference systems.
PROSPECTOR is a geological consultant system being developed at SRI. This
system is intended to help geologists in evaluating the mi neral potential of
exploration sites. Authors have been influenced by MYCIN , INTERNIST (nee
DIA LOG), Trigoboff ’s work on propagating measure s of uncertainty through a
semantic network , and by Hendrix ’s partitioned semantic networks.

This paper describes a way to use semantic network representations in rule-
based inference systems. This combination allows a designer to retain the
desirable modularity of a rule—based approach , while permitting an explicit ,
structured description of the seriantics of the problem domain. Since semantic
nets are among the leading inter t-al representations used in computationa l lin-
guistics, their use should also simplify the development of a natural language
interface between the system and its users .

ENGLEMORE77 - A knowledge-based system for the interpretation of protein x-ray
crystallographic data .
The broad goal of this project is to develop intelligent computational systems
to infer the three-dimensional structures of proteins from x-ray crystallo-
graphic data . The computational systems under development use both formal and
judgmental knowledge from experts to select appropriate procedures and to con-
strain the space of plausible protein structures . The hypothesis generating

and testing procedures operate upon a variety of representations of the data ,
ar- i work wi th several different descriptions of the structure being i nferred .
The system consists of a number of i ndependent but cooperating knowl edge
sources which propose , augment and verify a solution to the problem as it is
incrementa lly generated .

GOLDSTEIN76 - Artificial intelligence , language and the study of knowl edge.
This pape ’ studies the relationship of Artificial Intelligence to the study of
language and the representation of the underlying knowl edge which supports the —

comp re~ien ”n orocess. It develops the view that intelligence is based on the 
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ability to use large amounts of diverse kinds of knowledge in procedural ways ,
rather than on the possession of a few general and uniform principles. The
paper also provides a unifying thread to a variety of recent approaches to
natura l language comprehension. It concl udes with a brief discussion of how
Artificial Intelligence may have a radica l impact on education if the principles
which it utilizes to explore the representation and use of knowledge are made
available to the student to use in his own learning experience .

GORRY74 - Research on expert systems. —
Society faces a shortage in expert systems (increased demand , knowl edge explo-

sion). Human experts are in short supply; they are not properly distri buted
with respect to the needs of society , and the mechanisms that society has
developed for maintainin g supply are now inadequate .

Computer-based expert systems could improve the supply and distribution of

expert serv i ces to society . They can be mass produced , either in fact or in

principle through time-sharing systems . This will alleviate the problems of

non-un iform access and improper distribution. Secondly, computer-based expert
systems will alleviate the problem of intellectual obsolescence due to the

long time to nurture a human expert. The expert computer program is relativel y

insensitive to the time at which knowledge is added to it. It is possible to
add knowledge to the program and instantly disseminate it. In order to build

a computer-based expert system , we will have to know what constitutes expertise;

therefore, the system itself in large part will represent a theory of expertise,

one that can be poked and prodded with various experimental techniques . This
investigation is easier wi th a separate store of knowl edge. By contrast , the

forma l education of human experts is by example; it does not use a corpus of

knowledge.

GORRY believes the day of computer-based experts “is a long way off” , citing
intrinsic and technological problems for the distributio ,i of expertise by

computer-based expert systems.

_ _ _ _  

j
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GR I GNETT I75 - An “intelligent” on-line assistant and tutor--NLS—SCHOLAR.
NLS-SCHOLAR is a system that teaches computer-naive people how to use NLS , a
powerful and complex text editor. It has been designed with the belief that
procedural knowl edge is best learned by doing. NLS-SCHOLAR can be used as an
on-line help system outside the tutorial environment. Thus the system can take

the lead at first , and fade smoothly into the background as users become pro-

ficient. This capability of integrating on-line assistance and training is an
extension to the traditional notion of CAl.

KAHN75 - Mechanization of temporal knowledge.
Despite the importance of understanding time in many problem-solvin g situations ,
Al research has largely ignored the tempora l characteristics of problems . The
application areas have been chosen to illuminate only particular aspects of a

current theory of intelligence , sidestepping the “messiness” of time-related
problems . This paper considers one way in which knowl edge about time can be
incorporated into problem-solving programs . Time knowl edge can be embodied in
a set of problem-solving routines which are referred to as the time specialist.
The time specialist can then be placed in the service of a larger problem -

solving program to deal with the temporal questions that arise in the latter ’s

domain of expertise. The problem—solving program can ask the time specialist
to make inferences and to answer questions concerning temporal specifications;

these queries and requests are phrased in a language that is determined by the

time specialist.

KLAHRD74 - Understanding understand ing systems.

Makes genera l comments related to two papers , “How can MERLIN understand?”
EMOOREJ73] and “Knowledge and its representation in a speech understanding

system” [REDDY74] that describe general features of understanding systems ,

and deal wi th the relation between knowledge and cognition .

KUIP.~RS74 - A frame for frames: representing knowl edge for recognition.
How can we represent in a computer program the kind of knowledge people

--- - - -  -
~~
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manipulate easily and effectively? One of the significant discoveries of Al
has been how computationally difficult are the simple tasks of vision , language ,
and common sense reasoning . New frame mechanisms have been proposed by which
the organization of previously accumulated knowl edge can assist active percep-
tion and understanding (and recognition). The i dea is that if there is too
little computation time when a problem comes up, do some of the work in advance
and keep the computed results availabl e. This focuses our attention on the
relationship between i mmediate perception , understanding , and long-term
knowl edge.

This pape; provides an intuiti ve discussion of frames which can serve as a
foundation for more precise statements .

KULIKOWSKI76 - Clinical consultation and the representation of disease
processes: some artificial intelligence approaches .
With an ever- i ncreasing rate of growth in medical knowledge , the need for
expert consultant services grow apace . Building a flexible and sophisticated

computer-based expert consultation system is a formi dable task because of the
complexity and heterogeneity of medical knowl edge and our very limi ted under-
standing of clinical reasoning processes.

Looking back over the past five years we can detect the evolut ion of a new
phase of computer consultation systems , marked by the building of models of
patients and diseases that combine knowledge from a variety of sources wi th a
diversity of structura l representations , and the experimentation with a varied
array of inferential problem -solving strategies . These systems all use Al
methods in attempting to simulate the activ ities of an expert consultant ,
although they differ substantiall y in scope and choice of task and methodologi-
cal approaches. The CASNET program has been developed to incorporate the knowl-
edge of a network of clinica l researchers in glaucoma . It invo l ves a causal-
associational representation for evolving disease processes and can be used by
a variety of reasoning strategies to provide diagnostic , prognostic , and 

---~~ - - --~~~~~~~- - --~~~~. - -~~~~- — - - - - - - - -- -—-- - ----- - - -
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therapeutic recommendations, together with explanations and references to

diverse expert opinions. This representational scheme (being implemented )
generalizes the semantic description of disease processes and extends the
scope of the control strategies.

MALHOTRA75b - Design criteria for a knowledge-based English language system for
management: an experimenta l analysis.
The main result of this thesis is to show the utility and feasibility of a
knowl edge-based conversational English language support system for managers .
Though an actual system was not implemented , Malhotra supports this feasibility

contention through a detailed experimenta l analysis of the problem—solving
behavior of 23 subjects with a “hand-simulat€d” perfect English language system.
These experimental protocols figure prominently in the discussion of the design
of a prototype management support system, one which is technologicall y feasible.
The utility of such a support system to managers was confi rmed by the test sub-
jects in their responses to a questionnaire . The prototype management support
system was designed around a simplifying assumption of an array-structured data
base and a hypothetical lead battery manufacturing company faced with the
problem of l ower profits despite increased sales. It is a big step from a simu-
lated prototype system operating wi th simple problem conditions to an implemen-

tation of a management support system over a real world problem . Nevertheless ,
this thesis serves as a valuable introduction to a worthwhile applicati on area
for knowledge-based support systems .

MELDMAN75 - A preliminary study in computer-aided legal analysis.
This paper describes a prototype computer system that can perform a simple kind
of legal analysis , the logical derivation of a l egal conclusion from a particu -
lar factual situation in the light of some body of legal doctrine . In an
analysis session , the lawyer user sits at a computer terminal and enters a
description of a hypothetical factual situation. A cursory reading of this
dissertation does not expla in the motivation of the system: education (hypo-
thetical situation) or consultation (real situation). The system explores its 
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internal representations of various legal doctrines , and determines the extent
to which the hypothetical facts fall wi th (syllogism), or next to (analogy)
these doctrines. Often the system asks the user to supply additional facts
that it needs in order to make these determinations . The system then inform s
the user of its conclusions and explains to the user the logic behind its
reasoning . Whenever possible , it supports its conclusions with references to
judicial decisions and to other authoritative assertions of law .

This kind of KBS requires explicit machine representations for specific factual
situations that are to be analyzed . It is also necessary that the system have
similar representations for more generalized situations in terms of which legal
doctrines can be expressed. Finally, the l egal analysis KBS must have proce-
dures for matching the specific facts being analyzed to the more general facts
contained in the doctrine .

MOOREJ73 - How can MERLIN understand?
This paper addresses the question of “How is it possible to understand?” as a
series of design issues that must be m et by any understanding program (the
au thors ’ claim). It illustrates the issues by means of current work in arti-
ficial intelligence and data from psychology . It then discusses MERLIN and the
design decisions that characterize it and attempts to answer how the authors
expect Merlin to understand .

The paper introduces Bloom ’s Taxonomy of Knowl edge [BLOOII56] but dismisses it
as not useful for their task. The design issues that are put forth to charac-
terize understandinc’ are : Representation , Action , Assimilation , Accommodation ,
Directionality , Efficiency , Error , and Depth of Understanding.

MORAN73a - The symbolic imagery hypothesis: a production system model .
This dissertation puts forth the genera l hypothesis that human visual imagery
is symbolic in nature . Assumi ng that imagery operates in the context of a
cognitive system that is basicall y a symbolic information processor , this is
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the most parsimonious (and radical) symbolic imagery hypothesis from the
standpoint of system architecture . This claim is limi ted to the particular
kind of constructive visual imagery called synthetic imagery (visualization)--
novel images produced by the interpretation of verbal descriptions of an un~a-
miliar spatial situation. Interest is in the information structure and content
of visual images , for this makes a useful cognitive skill.

NILSSON74 - Artificial intelligence .
This paper is a survey of Artificial Intelligence (Al). It divides the field
into four core topics (embodying the base for a science of intelli gence) and

eight application topics (in which research has been contributing to core

ideas). The paper discusses the history , the major landmarks , and some of the
controversies in each of these twel ve topics. Each topic is represented by a

chart citing the major references. These references are contained in an exten-
sive bibliography . The paper concludes with a discussion of some of the
criticisms of Al and wi th some predictions about the course of future res9arch.

Nilsson ’s guess is that we still have ~ gooa dea l of work to do on the problem
of how to obtain , represent , coordinate , and use the extensive knowledge we now
know is required. But these ideas will not come to those who merely think

about the problem . They will come to those who both think and experiment wi th
much larger systems than we have built so far. To build really larger ,

“knowledgeable ” systems , we will have to “educate ” existing programs rather

than attempt the almost impossible feat of giving birth to already competent

ones. It is expected that the combined man-mac hine strategy which has given
high performance results will be expanded to allow the human expert to trans-
fer skills and knowledge to the machine.

RUBIN7 Sb - Hypothesis formation and evaluation in medical diagnos is.
The structure of medical knowledge necessary for diagnosis i s  a cause-effect
net. The effects (findings) have a structure which consists of a main-concept
and a set of one or more property values . When a piece of data is asserted to
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the system , an attempt is made to fit it into various slots or finding
specifications , several relationships between an actual finding and a finding-
specification are possible: sufficient , insufficient , further , and contradic-
tory specification. The fitting process is complicated by time considerations .

Need relationships like CAUSE , COMPL ICATION , and DEVELOPS INTO between the
causes (elementary hypotheses) also play an important role in the global stage
of processing . Elementary hypotheses may be related to more and less specific
etiologies by CHOICE SET and ISA links , respectively. Elementa ry hypotheses
may have properties associated with them , such as EPISODIC DISEASE and a TIME-
INDEX , both of which help to interpret RECURRENT-SYMPTOMS .

The processing for diagnosis proceeds as follows : first try to dispose of the
new finding by attributing it to an already-established etiology . Triggering
is the next step, creating active instantiations of previous inactive hypotheses .
Local evaluation determines which of the active hypotheses are to be accepted ,

which rejected , and which deferred . Global assembling tries to combine many of
the local hypotheses into a more complex one which is both coherent (the ways
hypotheses can be combined are limi ted), and adequate (to explain all the data).
Heuristics at the various processing stages of diagnosis serve to reduce the
number of concurrently active hypotheses.

There is no implementation of the theory .

RYCHENER75 - The Sttidnt production system , a study of encoding knowledge in
production systems .
This paper is concerned with Studnt , a production system implementation of the
STUDENT program of Bobrow (1964). The approach is to make explicit and analyze
the knowledge embodied in STUDENT , and to measure the degree to which that
knowledge is understood by STUDENT ; then determine what parts of the knowledge
represent methods , wha t parts contribute intelligence, and so on. 
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An important motivation behind the analysis of STUDENT is to explore the
properties of production systems (PSs) as an Al language . A PS program speci-
fies its behavior in terms of condition-action rules . The conditions all refer
to a common working memory which is the complete dynamic knowl edge state of the
program , and actions are simply changes to that knowl edge state. In practi ce,
the numbers of conditions and actions wi thin a production are both in the range
of half a dozen to a dozen. There are no control primitives as such , but
rather control is achieved through explicit elements of the working memory .
Features of this abstract formulation : (1) uniformity and explicitnes s of
representation of knowledge ; (2) flexibility and intelligence in the sense of
doing a significant amount of condition-testing for each small sequence of
actions; (3) flexibility also in the sense of being able to respond to unex-
pected i tems in the knowledge state; (4) modularity of knowledge organization ,
following from the way knowledge is encoded in small , i ndependent units. In
addition to these attractive properties , there is evidence that a PS-like
organization is prominent in human cognition [NEWELL72a].

Studnt is designed to do only the translation from Eng lish-subset expressions
nt~ algebraic equations , which is the most interesting segment of STUDENT from

the view of problem solving and natural language processing. Given an algebra

word problem , Studnt outputs : a set of equations; the set of variables in
those equations as represented by the input text; and a set of variables to be
soived for. Studnt is implemented in Psnlst (PS analyst), a PS language speci-

fically designed for Al applications.

SHORTLIFFE75b - Computer-based consultations in clinical therapeutics:
explanation and rule acquisition capabilities of the FIYCIN system .
This report describes progress in the development of an interactive computer
program , P-IYCIN , that uses the clinical decision criteria of experts to advise
physicians who request advice regarding selection of appropriate antimicrobial
therapy for hospital patients with bacterial infections . Since patients with
infectious diseases often require therapy before complete i nformation about the

— - ---- - - - -- - -
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organism becomes available , infectious disease experts have identified clinical
and historical cri teria that aid in the early selection of antimicrobial therapy .
MYC IN gives advice in this area by means of three subsystems: (1) A Consulta-

— tion System that uses i nformation provided by the physician , together wi th its
own knowledge base , to choose an appropriate drug or combination of drugs;
(2) An Explanation System that understands simple English questions and answers
them in order to justify its decisions or instruct the user; and (3) A Rule
Acquisition System that acquires decision cri teria during interactions with an
expert and codes them for use durin g future consultation sessions. A variety
of human engineering capabilities have been included to heighten the program ’s
acceptability to the physicians who will use it. Early experien ce indicates
that a sample knowledge base of 200 decision criteria can he used by MYCIN to
give appropriate advice for many patients with bacteremia. The system will be
made available for evaluation in the clin~cal setting after its reliability
ha een shown to approach that of infectious disease experts .

SF ARAN73 - A heuristic program to discover syntheses for complex organic

V 

ul es.
The challenge of this work arises from the complexi ty of the task of organic
chemical syntnesis , the large base of scientific knowledge and vocabulary
required , and the abstruse rules of reasoning employed by experts .

Synthesis involves (1) the choice of a molecule to be synthesized ; (2) the
formulation and specification of a plan for synthesis , involving a valid reac-
tion pathway leading from readily available compounds to the target compound ;
(3) the selection of specific steps of reaction and their tempora l ordering
for execution; (4) the experimental execution of the synthesis; and (5) the
redesign of syntheses , if necessary , depending upon the results. Step (2)

above , formal synthesis , is the only concern of this paper .

The program takes as input a canonical representation (Wiswesser linear name)
of the target compound together wi th a list of conditions that must govern the
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solution of the problem. The program has at its disposal a list of compounds,

the “shelf library ”, that can be assumed available wi th some indication of cost
and availability . The program uses a reaction library containing generalized
procedures for the synthesis of functional groups of compounds. The output is
a set of proposed synthesis procedures; each proposed synthesis is to be a
valid reaction pathway from the available compounds, where each step is anno-
tated wi th estimated yields , by-product predictions , and target mulecule sepa-
ration procedures.

The more chal l enging aspect of the problem is constructing a rational basis
for the reasoning process involved in designing organic chemical syntheses.
Syntheses are not brought forth in a flash of understanding but are developed
one step at a time. The development of these steps can be learned . Authors
have watched and interacted wi th a chemist (W. Fowler , one of the authors)
developing syntheses in an effort to isolate useful components of expert ’s
problem -solving activity . Some of these techniques are incorporated as heuris—
tics wi thin the synthesis search algorithm .

STANSFIELD76 - Wumpus advisor 1. A first implementation of a program that
tutors logical and probabilistic reasoning skills. -

The Wumpus advisor program offers advice to a player invo l ved in choosi ig the
best move in a game for which competence in dealing wi th i ncomplete and u:~cer-
tam knowledge is required . The design and implementation of the advisor
exp l ores a new paradigm in Computer Assisted Instruction, in which the perfor-
mance of computer-based tutors is greatly Improved through the application of
artificial i ntelligence techniques. This report describes the design of the
Adv isor and outl i nes directions for further work. Experience with the tutor
is informal and psychological experimentation remains to be done.

WATERMAN74 - Adaptive production systems.
This paper presents recent results in the design and use of adaptive or self-
modifying production systems (PSs). The PSs are written in PAS-Il and each is 
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represented as a set of ordered producti on rules . The control cycle consists

of selecting one rule from the set and executing its actions. The first rule
(from top to bottom) whose conditions match the working memory is the one
selected. After the actions associated wi th the selected rule are executed

the cycle starts again , from the top. This process continues until no condi-
tions match , or until an explicit stop is executed.

An adaptive PS is defined to be one which , through its actions, can modify its

own production rules . There are three princip al ways such modi fications can
take place: (1) by addi ng new rules , (2) by deleting old rules , and (3) by
changing existing rules. The adaptive PSs (APSs) of this paper use just one

of these three modifi cation techniques: addition of new rules . In suninary ,
the APS not only contains actions which can modify the contents of working

memory but also dctions which can add new rul es to the system.

WEISS6O - Knowledge: a growth process.
Our knowledge grows the way a living body does. Author ’s metaphor; Scientific

knowledge grows l i ke an organic tree, not as a compilation of collector ’s items.
Facts, observations , discoveries , as items of i nformation , are but the nutrients
on which the tree of knowledge feeds, and not unti l they have been thoroughly
absorbed and assimilated , have they truly enlarged the body of knowledge.

The main cteps of the growth process are diagramed in the paper. The model is
abri dged and oversimplified . However, it i l l ustrates the essence of the growth
process, which is that in its growth an organism never adopts foreign matter
outright but reorganizes and assimilates it to fit its own peculiar pattern.
Organic growth is by assimi l ation , not accretion . It is appropriate to think
of the etymology of “assimilate ” in connection with frames.

. 

~~~~~--- - - ,  -—- ----
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~d i L K S 7~~ 
- Natural language understanding systems wi thin the artificial

i ite ligence paradigm , a survey and some comparisons.
Th-~s paper gives a survey of some important natural language understanding
sy~..ems (SHRDLU and second generation systems: Charniak ’s children stories ,

~~~~~~~~~ Simmons ’ semantic network , Schank ’s conceptual dependencies , Wilks ’
:enp.ates) focusing on the problems of word sense and pronoun reference
ambiguities. Also mentions , in passing , some general backgro~nd issues--
failure of generative paradigm of transformational grammarians and their suc-
cessors the generative semanticists . This generative paradigm of understand-
ing natural language has been superseded by the Al paradigm .

There is no agreement over the content of the Al paradigm . Two viewpoints of
“understanding ” as applied to the computer : empirical (ability to sustain some
dialog long enough and sensibly enough to pass Turing ’s test) and epistemological
(“methods and representations of knowledge by which the performance is achieved

must be of the right formal sort”). What is the most appropriate form of an
inference system : deductive inference or some other sort of inference closer
to commo n sense reasoning?

WIN O GRAD7 5 - Frame representations and the declarative/procedural controversy .
The fi rst half of this paper examines the essential features of the opposing
viewpoints of knowledge representation and provides some criteria for evaluating
i deas for representation. The second half contains a rough sketch of a particu-
lar version of a frame representation (suited for understanding natural lan-
guage), and suggests the ways in which it can deal with the issues raised.

The proceduralists assert that our knowledge is primarily “knowing how ” . The
declarat ivists see intelligence as resting on two bases: a general set of
procedures for manipulating facts of all sorts , and a set of specific facts
describing particular knowledge domains. From a strictly forma l view there
is no distinction between the positions. We can think of the interpreter or

-
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t’~ ~ardware as the only program in a computer system, and everything else as
- -~:a; or we can view everything as a program--a fact is a simple program which

~pts input questions such as “Are you true?” and answers “true” or “false ” .
-
~~~ must go beyond these labels to see what can be gained by looking at a piece
of knowledg€ from one viewpoint or the other.

_ _ _ _  .1 ~ 
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APPENDIX A: A TAXONOMY OF KNOWLEDGE AND COGNITIVE SKILLS

INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents , for those readers interested in the topic , a taxonomy

of knowledge and cognitive skills taken from LBLOOM56]. It i s a funct i onal
taxonomy of both knowledge and the related intellectual abilities and skills.

The taxonomy was developed in the mid-1950 ’s by a Commi ttee of Colle ge an d
University Exam iners as a taxonomy of educational objectives. There is some

disagreement as to whether or not the taxonomy met its objectives , but we be-

l ieve that it is appropriately illuminating for our purposes here , despite the

fact that  Moore and N ewell  found it insuff i c i en t for t heirs : “the very strength

of such functional decompositions (to cover without being precise) also consti-

tutes their main disadvantage from our current view (namely, to understand what

it is to understand). For there is nothing in the taxonomy that helps discern

the attributes of an understanding system.” {MOORE75] As Klahr observed ,

“Perhaps one reason that the Bloom taxonomy has hung around for almost 20 years

was that it coul d be summarized into a one-page hierarchy of important aspects

of intellectual funct ioning. People could respresent a vast and complex area

in six pr i nci pal chunks .” [KLAHRD75]. That one-page summa ry is presented

here (Figure Al) both as a guide to the taxonomy itself and to clarify what

immed iately follows it.

As the reader may have already discovered on his own , and as will be seen from the

taxonomy itself , the conce pt of knowl edge ne i t her i s s i mp le , in the sense that
it can be rigorously defined or bounded , nor can it be divorced from the means

of acquiring or using it. The latter is equally true whether we are speaking

of humans or computerized knowledge-based systems techn3locly .

Why an d how is an un ders tand i n g of knowle dge i n general re levant  to un ders tan d-
ing KBS technology? First and foremost , the cent ral i ssues are the Knowle dge
Sources (KSs) of a KBS and how those KSs are used in accomplishing the KBS’ s
funct ion . Ima gi ne, for a momen t, a KBS tha t i s to ac t as a travel a gent for
aiding a user in planning business trips. To begin with , such a sys tem mus t 

-rn- ~~~~- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- _ _  -
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1 .00 KNOWLEDGE
1 .10 Knowl edge of specifics

1 .11 Knowledge of terminology
1.12 Knowl edge of specific facts

1 .20 Knowl edge of ways and means of dealing with specifics
1.21 Knowledge of conventions
1.22 Knowledge of trends and sequences
1 .23 Knowledge of classifications and categories
1 .24 Knowledge of criteria
1 .25 Knowledge of methodology

1.30 Knowledge of universals and abstractions in a field
1.31 Knowledge of principles and generalizations
1 .32 Knowledge of theories and structures

2 .00 COMPREHENSION
2 .10 Translat ion
2.20 Interpretation
2.30 Extrapolation

3.00 APPLICATION

4.00 ANALYSIS
4.10 Analysis of elements
4.20 Analysis of relationships
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles

5.00 SYNTHESIS
5.10 Production of unique communication
5.20 Production of a plan , or proposed set of operations
5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations

6.00 EVALUATION
6.10 Judgments in terms of internal evidence
6.20 Judgments in terms of exernal criteria

Figure Al. Outline of the Taxonomy of Knowledge and Cognitive Skills

—
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have a fair amount of specific knowled ge (category 1.10) about schedules for

airline s , tra i ns , ships , and other modes of transportation , a~d knowle dge of
the terms used when referencing them . It must have knowl edge of how to manipu-

late these data on schedules (category 1.20) in order to deteri~iine by what

means the traveller can get from the present or proposed location to a desired

destination. The system must have knowledge about abstract concepts (category

1 .30), such as the fastes t way, the least expensive way , or the mos t conven ient
way (the latter implies that it can determine the user ’s prejudice about such

thin gs).

But such a system mu st , a bove a l l , have the facility for using the KSs in a

goal-d i rected manner in order to satisfy the demands of its users . Thus , in

some sense it must “comprehend” (category 2.00) the knowledge that is available

and t he domain w i t h in which  the knowle dge is app l ica b le . To accom p l i sh it s pur-
poses it must translate the user ’s request into a sequence of internal processes

and must interpret the user ’s des i res in the light of the s pec i f ic and general
knowled ge it has available , and ul timately apply (category 3.00) its knowledge

to produce the desired result. Since the domain in which such a system would

function needs to incorporate any of the higher-level categories of abilities

an d sk i l l s , it goes without saying that it must deal with its users in their

terms and produce alternatives upon request with little or no additional data

from them .

This is only an example; as yet , such a system does not exist (though one is

being attempted [BOBROWD77a]. It is illti strative of how one may functionally

descr ibe a particular KBS in terms of “e taxonomy , but it does -~~t resolve
the problem of how to characterize knowledge-based systems , in general.

liuch of the latter portions of the taxonomy are not of direct relevance to the

issues we are addressing, though they are relevant to the broader field of

artificial intelligence (AT) from whence comes the under lying knowledge and

technology for knowledge-based systems . Though it is highly desirable to be

able to produce knowledge-based systems that incorporate many of the higher-

level cognitive skills embodied in the categories of Anal ysis , Synthesis , and
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even Evaluation , the current state of the art in producing computer-based sys-

tems that can perform these funct ions i s a t best p r im i t ive .

The Bloom taxonomy follows , but no t i n i ts  ent i re t y ; we have dele ted those
portions of the explanatory material that did not appear relevant or necessary ,

but ha ve i n c l u ded considera b ly more than the con dense d vers i on the aut hors pro-
vi ded in their appendix. Further , we have changed some wording and added re-

marks of our own (identified as such by inclusion in braces ~ } ) to clar i fy or
make the particular topic more specific to knowledge-based systems . The reader

shoul d keep ‘n mind that this is a taxonomy of educational objectives , not a
purely abstract taxonomy of knowledge and the associated intellectual skil l s. *

Taxonom y of the Educa ti onal Objec ti ves for the Cogn iti ve Doma i n

KNOWLEDGE

1 .0 K~1OWLEDGE

Knowle dge as defined here involves the recall of specifics and universals , the

recall of metho ds and processes , or the recall of a pattern , structure , or
setting. For evaluation purposes , recall i n g involves  l i t t l e  more than lo ca ti n g
the appropriate material. Although some alteration of the material may be re-

quired , th i s i s a re la t ive l y m i nor part of the task . The knowle dge objec ti ves -
~~~~~

emphas i ze most the process of recall . The process of rela tin g is a lso  i n v o l v e d

in tha t a knowle dge test s i tua t ion requires the or gan i za t ion an d reor gan i za ti on
of a problem such that i t w i l l  f u rn i sh  the a pp ro pria te s igna l s  an d cues for the
knowle dge the system possesses~ For exam ple , if one thinks of a knowledge

*Some readers in 1977 may find the exclusive use of the masculine pronoun in —

this material unsuitable or offensive (as in the constant reference to the
‘-knower ” as “he ”). We h3ve not attempted to neutraliz e references to moderate -:
th em i n accordance wi th con tempor ary sensi bi l i ties , simply because our editor
has no t ha d the time to hel p us to do so . We trust that  our rea ders w i l l
acquiesce in this tolerance of the sensibilities of what amounts , in this re-
spect , to an ear l ier  age . We must go on recor d as no t su b scr ibi ng to a v i ew
of knowled ge as a mascul ine t ra i t . 

----- —- - - - - -~~-- - - -  —-- -- ——---, -— --— - ----—- -- -- -
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f i le , the problem in a knowled ge test situation is that of finding in the

p roblem or task the ap p ro p riate s igna l s , cues , an d c lu es wh i ch w i l l  most
effectively bring out whatever knowl edge is stored .

In the classif ication of knowledge , the arran gement is froit~ thc relatively

concrete to the more complex and abstract. Thus the knowledge of specifics

refers to types of information or knowledge which can be isolated and retrieved

separatel y, while the knowled ge of universals and abstractions emphasizes the

interrelations and patterns in which information can be organized and structured .

While it is recognized that knowledge is involved in the more complex major

categories of the taxonomy (2.00 to 6.00), the knowledge categorj differs from

others in that retrieving is the major process involved here , while in the

other categories retriev i n g is onl y one par t of a muc h more com p lex p rocess of
relating, judging, and reorganizing.

1 .10 KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFICS 
-

Knowled ge of specif ics i s t he recall  of specif i c an d i so l a b le b i ts  of i nfo rma-
tion . The emphasis is on symbols that have concrete referents and are , for

the most part , at a relativel y low level of abstraction. There is a tremendous

wealth of these specifics and there must always be some selection. For classi-

fication purposes , the s pecif ics may be d i stin gui she d from the more comp le x

classes of knowledge by virtue of their very specificity , that is , they can be

isolated as elements or bits which have some meaning or value by themselves .

Th is “~terial may be thought of as the elements from which more complex and

abstract forms of knowledge are built. Un information processing we often ,

thou gh not alwa ys , refer to this kind of information as data .}

1. 11 Knowledge of Termi~~~~~

Knowledge of terminology is the knowledge of the referents for specific symbol s

(verbal and non-verbal). This may include knowledge of the most generall y

accepted symbol referent , knowl edge of the variety of symbols which n~y be

used for a sin gle referen t , or knowledge of the referent most appropriate to

a gi ve n use of a symbol .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - -  ~ - - - -  - --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Probably the most r~acic type of knowledge in a particular field is its termi-

nology . In any atLempt by workers to communicate with others about pheromena

wi thin  the f ie l d , they find it necessary to make use of some of the special

symbols and terms they have devised. In many cases it is impossible for them

to discuss problems in their field without making use of some of the essential

terms of that field. Quite literally, they are unable to even think about

many of the phenomena in the field unless they make use of these terms and

symbols. Some illustrative examples are:

• To define technical terms by giving their attributes , properties , or
re la t ions .

• To be familiar with a large number of words in their common range of

meanin gs.

• To acquire an understanding of the vocabulary used in quantitative

thinking.

1.12 Knowledge of Specific Facts

Knowle dge of specific facts is the knowledge of dates , events , persons , p laces ,

sourc es of in forma ti on , etc. This may include very precise and specific infor-

mation , such as the exact date of an event or the exact magnitude of a phenom-

enon . I t may also i nclu de a pp rox imate i nformation , such as a time period in

which an event occurred or the general order of magnitude of a phenomenon.

Knowl edge of specific facts refers to those facts which can be isolated as

separate , d is cre te elements i n contras t to those which can onl y be known i n a
larger context.

In every fi el d the re are a lar ge number of dates , even ts , persons , places ,
etc., known by the specia list , which represent findings or knowledge about

the field. These can be distinguished from the terminology in that the termi-

nolo gy generally represents the Lonventions or agreements within a field , while

the facts are more likely to represent the findings which can be tested by

other means than determining the unanimi ty of workers in the field or the

agreements they have made for purposes of communication . Such specific facts
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also represent basic elements which the specialist must use in presenting com-

munications about the field and in thinking about specific problems or topics

in the field. It should also be recognized that this classification irc ludes

knowle dge about par ti cular books , writings , an d sour ces of informa ti on on
specific topics and problems . Thus , knowl edge of a spec i f i c fac t as wel l  as
know le dge of the sour ce which  dea ls w it h the fact ar e both c l a ss i f i a b le un der
this heading.

Some i l l u s t r a tive exam p les are :

• The recall of major facts about particular systems .

• Recall and recognition of what is characteristic of particular

periods .

• Knowle dge of physical and chemical properties of common elements

and their compounds .

• Knowledge of reliable sources of information .

1.20 KNOWLEDGE OF WAYS AND MEANS OF DEALING WITH SPECIFICS

K~owledç~ in this category is of the ways of organizing , studying, juuging, and

c ri ticizing ideas and phenomena. This includes the methods of inq~iry ,

ch ronolo gi cal se quences , and the standards of judgment within a fielc as well

as tne patterns of organization through which the areas of the fields toem—

selves are determined and internally organized.

At a somewhat more abstract level than the specifics are the methods of organiz-

ing and dealing with them. Each subject field has a body of techn iques , criteria ,

classifications , an d fo rms wh ich are use d to d iscover spec ifi cs as wel l  as to
deal with them once they are discovered . These differ from the specifics in

that they form the connecting links between specifics , the operations necessary

to esta bli s h or deal wit h s pec i f i cs , and the criteria by which specifics are

judged and evaluated. It must be made clear that this class of behaviors is

onl y a very limi ted one as used here . It does not involve use of the ways and

means so m uch as it does a knowledge of their existence and possible use. The 
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actual skills an d abilities which involve their use are described in the 2.OC

to 6.00 classes of the taxonomy .

Al though it will frequently be found difficult to distinguish - )wledge of ways

and means from knowledge of specifics for purposes of classific ition , severa l
charac teris ti cs w i l l  be use ful i n mak i ng these di s t inc t ions . Ways an d neans
will refer to processes rather than products. They will indicate operations

rather than the results of operations. They will include knowledge which is

lar gely the resul t  of a g reemen t an d convenience ra ther than the knowle dg e w hi ch
is more di rectl y a matter of observa ti on , ex perimenta ti on , and discovery . They

w i l l  more commonly be refl ections of how workers i n the f i e ld  th i n k an d attac k

problems rather than the results of such thought or problem solving.

Many of the ways and means may represent relatively arbitrary and even artificial

forms whi ch are meanin gful  onl y to the special ist who reco gn izes their  va lue  as
tools an d tec hni q ues in h i s wor k.

1.21 Knowledge of Conventions

Kno w le dge of conven ti ons i s of the character i stic ways of trea t in g an d p resen t-
i n g id eas an d phenomena . These are the usa ges , sty les , and p ractices wh i c h are
emp l oyed in a field because the workers find they suit their purposes or because

they appear to suit the phenomena with which they deal . This may include such

var ied phenomena as conventional symbols used in map making and dictionaries ,

ru les  of soc i al behav i or , and rules , styles , or pract ices commonl y emp loyed i n
scholarly fields.

Ther e a re man y conv en ti ons and rules wh i ch the workers i n a f i eld find ex tremely
useful in dealing with the phenomena of a field. Although many such conventions

may be re ta i ned because o-~ ha bit and traditi on rather than usefulness , at some
point in time they were found to be especially significant in giving some struc-

ture to the phenomena. Generall y these conventions will have an arbitrary

ex is tence s i nce they were develo ped or retained because of general agreement
or concurrence of workers in the field. They are usually true only as a matter

of definition and practice rather thar as a result of discovery or observation .

~ 

- -
~ 
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In some fields these conventions make up the largest proportion of the knowl-

edge of the field. ~Part of the huma n engineering that makes a knowledge-based

system acce ptable to its users is the incor porat i on of these k i n ds of
conventions. }

Some exam p les of knowle dg e of conventions are :

• Knowledge of acceptable forms of language .

• Knowledge of the ways in which symbols are used to indicate the
correct pronuncia ti on of wor ds .

• Knowledge of the standard representational devices and symbols in
ma ps and char ts .

• A knowledge of the rules of punctuation.

1.2 2 Knowle dge of Tren ds an d Sequences

Knowl edge of trends and sequences i ncludes the p rocesses , directions , and

movements of phenomena with respect to time . It includes trends as attempts

to point up the interrelationship among a number of specific events which are

separated by time . It also includes representations of processes which may

i nv olve  time as well  as causal  i n terrela ti ons of a ser ie s of specifi c events .

~1a~;y of the trends and sequences are difficult to communicate because they

involve highly dynamic actions , processes , and movements which are not fully

represented by static verbal , graphic , or symbolic forms . {Few knowledge -

based systems incorporate this kind of knowledge , and then only in the simplest

form. I-

Knowledge of trends and sequences would include , for example:

• The basic knowledge of the evolutionary development of man .

• Knowledge of how Greek philosophy has affected the contempora ry world.

• Knowledge of trends in computer architecture during the last fifteen

years.

________  ~~~~~~~~~--- - - 
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1.23 Knowle dge of Class i f icat i ons and Categories

Knowle dge of the classes , sets , divisions , and arrangements which are regarded

as fundamental or useful for a given subject field , pur pose , argument, or prob-
lem are included here . As a subject field , prob lem , or topic becomes well de-

velo ped , individuals working on it find it useful to develop classifications

and categories which help to structure and systemize the phenomena. Under the

present heading is included only knowl edge of the classifications and catego-

r ies , while the application of these to new problems is dealt with in other

parts of the taxonomy . {Most knowledge-based systems incorporate knowledge of

this kind. } Some examples are:

• Knowle dge of the classifications for organic chemicals and compounds.

• Knowle dge of the characteristics of organisms that can cause infectious

diseases .

1.24 Knowle dge of Cr it eria

Knowl edge of the criteria by which facts , principles , opinions , an d con duc t
are tested or judged. Here again is systemization which is found useful by

workers attacking the problems of a field. The utilization of the cri teria in

actual problem situations will be found in 6.00 - Evaluation . The criteria

will vary markedly from field to field. They are likely to appear complex and

ab stract an d to ac quire mean i ng only as t hey are relate d to concrete s it uat i ons
and problems . {This kind of knowledge is centra l to plausible reasoning. }

T hi s cl ass i f i cat i on of knowle dge includes :

• Knowledge of the criteria for judgment appropriate to work in a

particular field.

• Knowledge of the Lriteria by which valid sources of information

in computer sciences can be recognized .

1.25 Knowledge of Methodology

Here is included knowledge of the methods of inquiry , techniques , and proce-

dures employed in a particula r subject field , as well as those employed in 
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inves tigating particular problems and phenomena. Here , aga in , the emphasis is

on knowledge of the methods rather than on ability to use the methods in the

ways defined by categories 3.00 to 6.00. However , one is frequently required
to know a bou t me thods an d techni ques an d to know the ways in whic h t hey h av e
been used. Such knowledge is most nearly of an historical or encyclopedic

type . This knowledge , although simp ler  an d perha ps less func t iona l  than the
ability to actually employ the methods and techniques , is an im portant prelude

to such use . {I t i s no t cl ear whet her or no t th i s k i n d of knowle dge is in cur-
rent systems . A somewhat simpler form than implied here is represented .~’
This category includes:

• Know ing the methods of attack relevant to kinds of problems of concern

to the soc i al sc i ences.

• Knowle dge of the scientific methods for evaluating a new medical

treatment .

1.30 KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNIVERSALS AND ABSTRACT IOF-IS IN A FIELD

Knowl edge of the major ideas , schemes , and patterns by which phen o :era and ~dea s

are or ,ani zed are covered in this category . These are the large structures ,

t neories , an d generali Lations which dominate a subject field or which are quite

qenera lly used in stud- , ing phenomena or solving problems . These are at the

ni9 hest levels of abstractions and complexity .

These concepts bring together a large number of speci f ic facts and events , de-
sc ribe the processes and interrelations among these specifics, and thus enable

the worker to organize the whole in a parsimonious form.

~he-~e tend to ~e very broad i deas and plans which are rather difficult to corn-

prehend. fT h e~ ~~~ also the most difficult to incorporate in a com iputer-based

syste m . The problem of proper representation that wil l permit ef fect ive and
e f f i c ien t  problem solv ing is most important. }

1.31 Know iedye of Princi pjes and General izat ions

Knowledge of pr inciples and generalizations is of the part icular abstr act io ns
which sumi- m a r i ze observat ions of phenomena . These are the abstract ions which

— --.~~~— - ---~~~~~~--~~~~~-----—— —-- -- ~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ----
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are of greatest value in explain ing, descr ibing, predicting, or determining
the most appropriate and re levant action or direction to be taken. The actual
application of these abstractions in problem situations is included in 3.00 -

Application . ~Thi s ki n d of knowledge is man datory in any system t ha t i s i n-
ten ded to solve usefu l p ro b lems , even though restric ted to a narrow domainj

With in this category , the following are representative :

• Knowledge of propositions , of fun damen tal log ical p r inci p les , of
proposit ional functions and quant i f iers , and of sets .

• Knowledge of biological laws of reproduction and heredity .

• Understanding of some of the principa l elements in the her i tage
of Wes tern c i v i l i za t i on .

• Understanding of such basic biologi cal principles as cell theory ,
osmos i s , an d pho tosynthes i s .

• Knowle dge of the principles of federalism.

1 .32 Knowledge of Theories and Structures

Knowledge of theories and structures is the body of princ iples and generaliza-
tions , together with their interrelations , which present a clear , rounded , and
systematic view of a complex phenomenon , problem , or f i e ld . The y can be use d
to show the interrelation and organization of a great range of specifics. This

category differs from 1.31 in that here the emphasis is on a body of principles
an d gene ral i za ti ons w hi ch are interrelated to form a theory of structure , while

tne principles and generalizations in 1.31 are treated as particulars which

need not be rela ted to eac h other . {It i s this  categor y of knowledge tha t d is-
tinguishes systems that understand” from those that “merely ” solve problems .

Most knowledge-based systems fall in the latter category.}

Exaiii ples of knowledge in this category are :

• Knowledge of the philosophic bases for particular judgments .

• Understanding of the interrelations of chemical principles and theories. 

-—-—------- ~~~~-~~~~--
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• To unders tand the structure and organization of Congress.

• Knowl edge of a relatively complete formulation of the theory of
evolution.

INTELLECTUAL ABILITIES AND SKILLS

Abilities and skills refer to organized modes of operation and generalized

techniques for dealing with materials and problems . The materials and prob-

lems may be of such a nature that l i t t l e  or no spec i a l ized  an d technical  infor-
mation is required. {This is not a likely cot-idi ion with respect to knowledge-

based systems of the near future.} Such informat,on as is required can be

assumed to be part of the general fund of knowledge {of which knowledge-based

systems have little or none.} Other problems may require specialized and tech-

nical information at a rather high level such that specific knowledge and skill

in dealing with the problem and materials are required . The abil ities and

skil l5 categories emphasize the processes of organizing and reorganizing mate-

rial to achieve a particular purpose.

2.00 COMPREHENSION

Ti is represents the lowest level of understanding. It refers to a type of

u .:merst anding or apprehension such that the individual knows what is being

to nunicated and can make use of the material or idea being communica tea with-

out necessarily relating it to other material or seeing its fullest i mc plica-

tions. ~T hi s descri bes wha t one should general l y ex pect a s t he max i~-un level

of acnievement from present-day KBS technology . Though , according to tris

taxono iy, Application (see category 3.00) ranks higher on the scale of abstrac-

tion , we do not mean to imply that KB systems are not capable of being applied ,

r)ut rather that such systems are not likely to exhibit the higher forms of

abilities and skills put forth here in the near future.)

Three types of comprehension are considered here . The f irst is trans at ion ,
which means that a communication can be put into other languages , into other

terms , or into another form of communication . It w ill usually involve the 
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giving of meaning to the various parts of a communication , taken in i sola ti on ,
al though such meanings may in part be determined by the context in which the

ideas appear. The second type of behavior is interpretation , whi ch involves
deal i n g w ith a comm un i ca ti on as a conf ig urat ion of ideas whose com p rehens i or

may require a reordering of the ideas into a new configuration . This also in-

clu des th ink i ng about the rela ti ve importance of the ideas , the i r interrela-
tionships , and their relevance to generalizations implied or described in the

or ig ina l  commun i ca ti on. The th i rd type of behav i or to be cons id ered un der
comprehension is extrapolation . It includes the making of estimates or pre-

dictions based on an understanding of the trends , tendenc i es , or conditions

described in the con imunication. It may also involve the making of inferences
with respect to implications , conse quences , corol laries , and effects wh~ch are

in accordance with the conditions described in the communication . Extrapola-

tion may inc lude judgments wi th  respect to a universe where the communication
c harac terizes a sam p le , or conversely with respect to a sample where the com-

munication describes a universe. For the purpose of classifi cation , interpo lt-

tion may be regarded as a type of extrapolation in that judgments with respect
to intervals within a sequence of data presented in a communication are similar

to judgments going beyond the data in the usua l sense of extrapolation.

2.10 TRANSLATION

Translation behavior occupies a trans itional position between the behaviors

classified under the category of knowledge and types of behavior described

under the headings of interpretation , extra pola tion , anal ys i s , synthesis ,

application , an d eva lua ti on . It  w i l l  u s u a l l y  be foun d tha t com petenc e i n
translation is dependent on the possession of the requisite or relevant knowl-

edge. Translation is com rr- hension , as is evidenced by the care and accuracy

with which the communicat ion iS paraphrased or rendered from one language or

form of communication into anothe r . Translation is judged on the basis of

fai thfulness or accuracy , that is , on the extent to which the ma ter i al i n the
ori ginal communication is preserved although the form of the communication ha~

~een altered . [MYC IN’ s knowledge-acquisition subsystem demonstrates this 
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faci l i ty in the way i t  t ransla tes an d re phrases an ex pert ’ s in pu t of a rule  i n
order to verify that the intent has been properly preserved. }

Examples:

Transla tion from one level of abstraction to another

• The ability to translate a problem given in technical or abstract

phraseology into concrete or less abstract phraseology-- ”state the

problem in your own words. ”

• The ability to translate a lengthy part of a communication into

bri efer or more abstrac t terms .

• The ability to translate an abstraction , such as some general
principle , by giving an i l lustration or sample.

Transla tion from symbolic form to another form, or vice versa

• The ability to translate relationships expressed in symbolic form , 
- -

including i l lustrations , ma ps , tables , d ia grams , graphs , and mathe-
ma tical and other formulas to verbal form and vice versa.

• Given geometric concepts in verbal terms , the ability to translate

into visual or spatial terms .

• The ability to prepare graphical representations of physical

ph enomena or of observe d or recor ded da ta .

Transla ti on from one ver bal form to anothe r

• The ability to translate non -litera l statements (metaphor , symbolism ,

i rony , exaggeration) to ordinary English.

2.20 INTERPRETATION

In or der to i nter p ret a communicat i on , one must f i rst be ab le to transla te
each of the major parts of it—-this includes not only the words and phrases ,

but also the various representational devices used. He must then be able to

go beyond this part-for-part rendering of the communication to comprehend the

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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relationships between its various parts , to reorder , or to rearrange it so as
to secure some total view of what the communication contains and to relate it

to his own fund of experiences and ideas. Interpretation also includes compe-

tence i n reco gn i z i n g the essen ti als  an d di f feren tia ting them from the less
essen tial portions or from the relatively irrelevant aspects of the communica-

tion . This requires some facility in abstract ing generalizations from a set

of particulars as well as in weighing and assessing the relative emphasis to

be given the different elements in the communication . In these respects , inter-

pretation becomes synonymous with analysis and has characteristics in common

wit h evalua tion .

Exam p les:

• The ability to grasp the th9ught of a work as a whole at any desired

level of general ity .

• The ability to distinguish among warranted , unwarranted, or contradicted

conclus ions drawn from a body of data . {Knowledge-based systems do this

to a limited extent.~

• Ab ility in making proper qualifications when interpreting data .

2.30 EXTRAPOLATION

Ex tra pola ti on i s t he extens i on of tren ds or ten dencies beyon d the g iv en data to
determine implications, conse quences , corollar ies , eff ects , etc ., which are in
accordance with the conditions described in the original communication. Accu-

rate ex tra pola ti on requi res that one be ab le to translate as well as interpret
a communication , and , in addition , he mus t be ab le to exten d the trend s or
tendencies beyond the given data and findings of the document to determine

implications , consequences , corollar i es , ef fects , etc., whi ch are i n accor dance
with the conditions as literally described in the orig inal communication . Ex-

trapolation requires that the reader be well aware of the limits within which

the communication is posed as well as the possible limi ts within which it can

be extended . In practically all cases , one mus t recognize that an extrapolation

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
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can only be an inference which has some degree of probability--certainty with
respect to extrapolations is rare .

Ex tra pola tion as here define d is to be d i st i n guishe d from app l i ca t ion  i n t hat
the thinking is characterized by the extension of that which is given to inter-

med iate , past, future , or other conditions or situations. The thinking is

usuall y less abstract than in the case of application where use is made of

generalizations , rules of procedure , and the like . Ut is in this category

that much of the work in knowledge-based systems is concentrated in order to

improve performance and make the results more generally acceptable.)

Exam p les:

• The ability to deal with the conclusions of a work in terms of the

immediate inferences made from the explicit statements .

• The ability to draw conclusions and state them effectively (recogniz-

in g the limitations of the data , formulating accura te inferences and

tenable hypotheses).

• Skills in predicting continuation of trends .

• Skill in interpolation where there are gaps in data .

• The ability to estimate or predict consequences of courses of action

descr ib ed i n a commun i cation .

• The ability to be sensitive to factors which may render predictions

inaccurate .

• Tie ability to distinguish consequences which are only relatively

probable from those for which there is a high degree of probability .

• The ability to differentiate value judgments from predictions of

conse quences .

3.00 APPLICATION

A pplication is the use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations.

The abstractions may be in the form of genera l ideas , rules of procedure , or
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generalized methods. The abstractions may also be technical pri nciples , ideas ,
and theories which must be sele-:ted and applied.

The whole cognitive domain of the taxonomy is arranged in a hierarchy , that is ,

each classification within it demands Lne skills and abili ties which are l ower

in the classification order. The application category follows this rule in

that to apply something requires “Compre hension ” of the metho d , theory , princ i-

ple , or abstraction applied.

One way to clarify the distinction between “Comp rehens ion ” and “Application ” is
this. A problem in the comprehension category requires one to know an abstrac-

tion well enough that he can correctly demonstrate its use when specifically

asked to do so. “Appli cation ,” however , re quires a step beyon d th i s . G i ven a
problem , an individual will apply the appropriate abstraction without having

to be shown how to use it in that situation. A demonstration of “Comprenension ”

shows that ore can use the abstraction when its use is specified . A demonstra-

tion of “Application ” shows that he will use it correctly given an appropriate

situation in which no mode of solution is specified. ~Th ere does not ex i st , as
yet , a knowledge-based system general enough to require the ability described

here. Though one might cor,clude that a system that incorporates meta—knowle dge

fits the description , we believe that the intent here is considerably broader

than that. y

Examples:

• Application to the phenomena discussed on one paper of the scientific

terms or concepts used in other papers .

• The ability to predict the probable effect of a change in a factor on

a biological situ - tion previously at equilibrium .

,A~ ~~S r S

- - 
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• breakdown of a communication into its constituent elements or

~ne re lat ive hierarchy of ideas is made clear and/or the rela-
• - - - ~ ne ideas expressed are made explicit. Such analyses are
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intended to clarify the communication , to indicate how the communication is

or ganize d, and the way in which it manages to convey its effects , as well  as
i ts bas i s and arran gement .

At a somewha t more advanced level than the skills of comprehension and appli-

cation are those involved in analysis. In comprehension the emphasis is on

the grasp of the meaning and intent of the material . In application it is on

remem ber in g an d b r ing in g to bear upon g i ven material  the a pp ropriate general i-
zations or princip les . Analysis emphasizes the breakdown of the material into

it s cons ti tuen t parts and detection of the re la t ionsh i ps of the parts an d of
the way they are organized . It may also be directed at the techni ques and
dev i ces used to convey the meaning or to esta b l i s h  the conclus i on of a
communication.

~lltno ugh analysis may be conducted merely as an exercise in detecting the

organ ization and structure of a communication and may therefore become its
own end , it is probably more de fens ib le to consi der anal ysis as an a id to
fuller comprehension or as a prelude to an evaluat ion of the material.

No en t i r e ly  c lear  l i n e s  can be drawn be tween ana lys i s  and com p rehension at
one end or between analysis and evaluation at the other . Comp rehens ion deals
with the content of material , analysis wi th both content and form . One may

sp2a k of “analyzing ” the meaning of a commun icat i on , but th i s  u s u a l l y  refers
to a more complex level of abil ity than “ understanding ” or “comprehending ”
the meaning--and that is the intention in the use of “anal ys i s ” here . It is
true also that analysis shades into evaluation , es pec i a l l y when we th i nk of
“cr i t ical analysis. ” As one analyzes the relationships of elements of an argu—
nient , he may be judging how well the argument hangs together. In analyzing

the form of a communica tion , or t he techniques used , one may express opinions
a bou t how wel l  the communica ti on serves it s pur pose .

Anal ysis nay be divided into three types or levels. At one level one is ex-

pec ted to b reak down the ma ter i al in to i ts cons t i tuent  parts , to i dentify or

class ify the elements of the communication . At a second level he is required
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to make explicit the relationships among the elements , to determ i ne the i r con-
nections and interactions. A third level involves recognition of the organi-

za tion pr i nci p les , the arrangemen t and structure , whic h hold together the com-

mun ication as a whole. {The first two levels are obvious requirements for a

langua ge-understanding system. The third is one of the prima ry goals of much

artificial intelligence research.}

4.10 ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTS

A commun ication may be conceived of as composed of a large number of elements .

Some of these elements are explicitly stated or contained in the communication

and can be recognized and classified relatively easily. However , there are
many other elements in a communication which are not so clearly label led or
identified by the writer. Many of these elements may be of paramount impor-

tance in determining the nature of the communication , and unt il the reader can

detect them he may have difficulty in fully comprehending or eva l uating the

communica tion.

Exam ples:

• Ability to recognize unstated assumptions.

• Skills in distinguishing facts from hypotheses.

• Ability to distinguish factual from normative statements.

• Ability to distinguish a conclusion from statements which support it.

4.20 ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS

Hav ing identified the different elements within a communication , one st i l l  has
the task of determining some of the major relationships among the elements as

well as the relationshi ps among the various parts of the communication . At

the most obvious level he may need to determine the relationship of the hypoth-

eses to the evidence , and in turn the relationship between the conclusions and

the hypotheses as well as evidence. Analysis would also include the relation-

shi ps among the different kinds of evidence presented .
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At a more difficult l evel is likely to be the analysis of a communication into

the parts which are essential to or which form the main thesis as contrasted

with those parts or elements which may help to expand , develop, or suppor t
this thesis. Much of analysis of relationships may deal with the consistency

of part to part , or element to element; or the relevance of elements or parts
to the central idea or thesis in the communication .

Examples:

• Skill in comprehending the interrelationships among the ideas in a

passage .

• Ability to recognize what particulars are relevant to the validation

of a judgment .

• Ability to recognize which facts or assumptions are essential to a

main thesis or to the argument in support of that thesis.

• Ability to check the consistency of hypotheses with given information

and assumptions.

• Ability to distin guish cause-and-effect relationsh ips from other

sequential relationships .

• Ability to analyze the re lations of statements in an argument , to
distinguish relevant from irrelevant statements.

• Abil i ty to detect logical fa llacies in arguments.

4.30 ANALYSIS OF ORGAN IZATIONAL PRINCIPLES

This analysis incorporates the organization , systematic arrangement , and struc-
ture which holds the communication together. It includes “explicit” as well
as “implicit ” structure . It includes the bases , necessary arrangement , and
the mechanics wb ch make the communication a unit.

A t an even more complex and difficult l evel is likely to be the task of analyz-

in g the structure and organization of a communication . Rarely wil l  the producer
of a commun ication explic itly point out the organizational principles he has 

— ———-~~-~~~--- ~~-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • -- -  
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• use d , and quite frequently he may not be aware of those principles . Thus , his

• purpose , point of view , atti tude , or genera l conception of a f i e l d may be ds-
cerned in the writing, and the reader may be unable to fully comprehend or

• evalua te the communication until he has determined them.

Exam p les : -

• Abi li ty to analyze the relationship of materials and means of produc-

tion to the “elemen ts ” and to the organ ization.

• The ability to infer the author ’ s purpose , point of view , or tra it s
of thought and feeling as exhibited in his work .

• Abi l i ty to recognize the point of view or bias of a writer.

• 5.00 SYNTHESIS

Sjrthesis is here defined as the putting together of elements and parts so as

to form a whole. This is a process of working with elements , parts , etc., and
• co n n ing them i n suc h a way as to cons ti tu te  a pattern or struc ture not clearl y

- • 
toere before . Generally this would involve a recombination of parts of previous

• exDerience with new material , reconstructed into a new and more or less well-

in teq r~ite d whole. This is the category in the cognitive domain which most

clearlj provides for creative behavior.

C oc p- e rens io n , applicat ion , and anal ys is also involve the putting together of
elements and toe construction of meanings , but these tend to be more partial

ö:ic ~ less co plete than synthesis in the magnitude of the task. Also there is

less erip~iasis upor , uniqueness and originality i n these other classes than i n
the one under discussion here. Perhaps the main difference between these

categories and synthesis lies in the possibility that they involve working with

a given set of materials r eiements which constitutes a whole in itself. They

involve studying a whole in order to understand it better. In synthesis , on
cne other hand , one must draw upcr elements from many sources and put these

together into a- structure or pattern not clearly there before . His efforts

~n O u . G  yield a product--something that can be observed through one or more of

t r e -enses and which is clearl y more than the materials he began to work with . 

~~ - - - ---• ~~~~~~~~~~~~
--
~~~~
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It is to be expected that a problem which is classified as a task primarily

involving synthesis will also require all of the previous categories to some

extent.

It seems best to distinguish between different kinds of synthesis primarily on

the basis of the product. Such an approach does permi t classification into

three relatively distinct divisions which have some practical significance .

Classif ication on the basis of product is not inconsistent with the taxonomy,

since the construction of different products may well require somewhat different

processes. A similar assumption is made in the Knowledge and Analysis categories.

5.10 PRODUCTION OF A UNIQUE COMMUNICATION

Under this we include those objectives in which prima ry emphasis is upon

communica tion--upon getting ideas , feelin gs , and ex per i ence across to others .
The important controlling or limiting factors in such tasks are the following:

the kinds of effects to be achieved ; the ndture of the audience jr whom the

effects are to be achieved ; the particular medium through which one expresses 
-

nimself; and the particular ideas and experiences that the student can draw

u pon or that he wishes to communica te .

Tne p ro duct of synthesis is ren de red uni que because of the great la tit ude
allowed the individual in putting his own i deas , feel i n gs , and experience s
into it. In other words , muc h of the content of the synthesis is not rigor-

ously predetermined by the requirements of the task; it flows from the person

ano is used by him if he alone deems it worthy --of incorporating in r il s work.

Exa ti ples:

• Skill in writing, using an excellent organization of ideas and

sta tements .

• Ability to write creatively a story, essay , or verse for personal
pleasure , or for the entertainment or information of others.

• Ability to tell . personal experience effectively.

• Ability to make extemporaneous speeches.

• • - • - • ~~~~~~~~—~~~~~~~~~~~~ --- -- -~~ —~~ -- ---
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5.20 PRODUCTION OF A PLAN , OR PROPOSED SET OF OPERATIONS

Objectives that fall in this sub-category aim , in general , at the produc ti on
of a plan of operations. The production of the plan constitutes the act of

synthesis.

The product , or plan of operations , must satisfy the requirements of the tas k.
Usually the requirements are laid down in the form of specifications or data

to be taken into account. These data or specifications may be given , in whic n

case on e may assume that t hey are sound , or they may have to be worked out by

h im before he can proceed . Bu t in any case , the specifications do furnish a

rather well-defined criterion against which the product may be evaluated. In

th i s sense , the product must always meet an empirical test of its soundness.

{Though some work has been done in plan production in some artificial intel li-

gence researc h projects , particularly those concerned with robotics , they fall
short of the intent of this category.}

Exam p les :

• Ability to propose ways of testing hypotheses.

• Ability to integrate the results of an investigation into an effective

plan or solution to solve a problem .

• • Ab ility to design simple tools to perform specified operations.

• ADility to synthesize knowledge of chemistry , knowl edge of the unit

operations , and data available in the technical literature , and apply

these to the design of chemical processes.

5.30 DERIVATION OF A SET OF ABSTRACT RELATIONS

In this sub-category we ii~~l ude objectives that require one to produce , or
derive , a set of abstract relations. There seem to be two somewhat different

kinds of tasks here : (1) those in which one begins with concrete data or

phenomena and which he must somehow either classify or explain; (2) those in
which one begins with some basic propositions or other symbolic representations

• and from which he must deduce other propositions or relations.

L. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _
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The fi rst type of task may also take the form of explaining certain observed

phenomena . In th i s  case , there is l ittle emphasis upon developing a classifi-
• cation scheme . The problem is to formulate a hypothesis that will adequately

account for a wi de range of seemingly interrelated phenomena. As with a class-

ification scheme , the hy pothesis or theory must f i t  the facts an d , in add it i on ,
be internally consistent--i.e., free from logical contradictions. {Diagnosis}

The second broad type of task clearly begins with abstract symbols , propositions ,

and the l i k e , rather than w ith concrete data . The problem is to move from these

symbolic representations to deductions that can reasonably be made . In other

wor ds , one opera tes w ithi n some theoret i cal framework , and must reason i n terms
of i t. He is thus quite circumscribed in what he does , al thou gh the task can
permit him to carry his thinking quite far. But always in the background are

rigorous objective criteria which his product of synthesis must meet; subjective

standards , of the sort that predominate in the fi rst and second sub-categories ,

all but vanish here . {Meta-DENDRAL perfo rms such a process)

Exam ples:

• Ability to formulate appropriate hypotheses based upon an analysis of

fac tors involved , and to modify such hypotheses in the lig ht of new

fac tors an d consi derat ions .

• Ability to perceive various possible ways in which experience may be

or ganize d to form a conce ptual s t ructure .

• Ability to make mathematical discoveries and generalizations. {Lenat ’s

work [LENAT76 I has actually been recognized as ach ieving this level of

accom p l i shment . }

Types of Errors that can occur in Synthesis

In general , a synthesis is faulty to the extent that it lacks “goodness of fit”

to the requirements of the problem. Faulty synthesis may be due to one or more

of the following factors , many of which seem to reflect faulty comprehension and

analys i s : - 

—~~~~~~~
- - - •~~~~~-- .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(1) ~-1i s i nter pr et ing the pur pose or na ture of the problem .

(2) Misinterpreting the nature of important elements and their interre-

la tions , confus ing basic and subordinate elements.

(3) Omitting important elements .

(4) App l yi n g i rrelevant  or inaccurate elements .

(5) Over-organizing the synthesis , so that the result is too artificial

or inflexible to satisfy varying requirements , as wi th  a p lan of
inves tig at i on or an arch i tectura l des ign.

(6) Otherwise failing to satisfy the requirements of an external theory ,

framewor k, or of some other standard .

6.00 EVALUATION

Evaluat ion is defined as the making of judgments about the value , for scme
purpose , of id eas , works , solu ti ons , metho ds , mater ial , etc. I t involves  the
use of criteria as well as standards for appraising the extent to which partic-

ula rs are accura te , effec ti ve , econom i cal , or sa ti sfy ing . The jud gmen ts may
be either quantitative or qualitative , and the cr i teria may be e i ther those
aetermined by the individual or those which are given to him.

Evalu ation is pl iced at this point in the taxonomy because it is regarded as

being at a relatively late stage in a complex process which involves some con-

olna tion of all the other behaviors of Knowledge , Comprehension , Application ,

Analysis , and Synthesis. Wnat is added are criteria including values . Evalua-

ti on rep resents not only an en d process in deal i ng wi th  cogn i t ive  behav i ors ,
but also a major link with the affective behaviors where values , l iking, and

enjoying (and their absence or contraries) are the centra l processes involved.

Howev er , the emph as i s her e i s sti l l  lar gel y cogn i t ive  rather than emot i ve .

Al though Evaluation is placed last in the cognitive domain because it is re-

garded as requiring to some extent all the other categories of behavior , it is

not nessarily the last step in thinking or problem solving. It is quite

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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• possible that the evaluative process will in some cases be the prelude to the

acqu i s i t ion of new knowledge , a new attempt at comprehension or application ,

or a new anal ysis and synthesis.

For the mos t part , the evaluations customarily made by an individual are quick

decisions not preceded by very careful consideration of the various aspects of

the object , i dea , or ac t iv i ty bein g judged . These mi ght more properl y be
terme d op in ions  ra ther than judgments . Customarily , opin ions  are made at less
than a fully conscious level , and the individual may not be fully aware of the

clues or bases on wh i ch he is forming his  a pp ra i sa l s . For pur poses of classi-
fication , onl y those evaluations which are or can be made with distinct cri teria

in mind are considered. Such evaluations are hi ghly conscious and ordinarily

ar based on a relatively adequate comprehension and analysis of the phenomena

to be appraised. It is recognized that this may be far from the normal state

of affairs .

One type of evalua ti on can be ma de la r gel y on the bas i s of in ternal stan dar ds
of criticism. Such internal standards are for the most part concerned with

tests of the accuracy of the work as judged by consistency , lo gical accuracy ,

an d the absence of internal flaws . It is recognized that even when a document ,

product , or wor k i s perfec tly accura te or consis ten t on the bas i s of in ternal
standard s, i t does no t necessari ly const i tute a work which  can be value d hi ghl y
unless it also satisfies certain external standards . A second type of evalua-

tion may be based on the use of external standards or criteria d~er i ved from a
cons ideration of the ends to be served and the appropriateness of specific

means for achieving these ends. Such evaluations are primar ily based on con-

siderations of efficiency , economy , or utility of specific means for particular
ends . This type of evaluation also involves the use of particular criteria

which are regarded as appropriate for members of the class of phenomena being

judged , i.e., in terms of standards of excellence or effectiveness commonly

used in the field or in a comparison of part icular phenomena with other

phenomena in the same field. {This certainly describes one of the primary

func ti ons of the CE , though one would use less anthropomorphic terms .
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6.10 JUDGMENTS IN TERMS OF INTERNAL EVIDENCE

A commun ication may be evaluated from such internal evidence as logical accuracy ,

cons i stency , and other internal criteria. After an individual has comprehended

and perhaps analyzed a work , he may be called upon to evaluate it in terms of vari-

ous internal criteria. Such criteria are for the most part tests of the accuracy

of the work as judged by the logical relationships evident in the work itself.

Has the writer (or speaker) been consistent n his use of terms , does one id ea
real ly  fol low from ano ther , and do the conclusions follow logically from the

material presented? There are other internal standards which may be used to

determine that there are no major errors in the treatment or reporting of data

and that statements are made with some precision or exactness. It is also pos-

sible to judge a work to determine whether the manner in which the writer cites

sources or documen ts or the care with which particulars are given is likely to

yield a high probability of accuracy .

Exam p les :

• Judging by internal standards , the ability to assess general probability

of accuracy in reporting facts from the care given to exactness of

statement, documen tation , proof, etc .

• The ability to apply given criteria (based or internal standards) to

the judgmen t of the work .

• The ability to indicate logical fallacies in arguments .

6.20 JUDGMENTS IN TERMS OF EXTERNAL CRITERIA

These judgments entail the evaluation of material with reference to selected

or remembered criteria. The criteria may be: ends to be satisfied; the tech-

n iciues , rules , or standards by which such works are generally judged ; or the

comparison of the work with other works in the field. This type of evaluation

involves the classification of the phenomena in order that the appropriate

criteria for judgment may be employed. Thus , a work of history is to be judged

by criteria relevant to historical works rather than to works of fiction . A
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work of art may be judged by many different criteria , depending upon the classi-

fication of the work (e.g., representational , expressional , as communicating a

particular message or i dea). All of this involves the assumption that each

phenomenon is a member of a class and is to be judged by criteria which are

appropriate to that class. This also includes the possibility of comparing a

work wi th other members of the same class of work .

It should be poin~ed out that the classif iLatlon of a work and the evaluation

of it in terms of the criteria appropriate to the class involve arbitrary judg-

men ts . Clearl y, a work is at one and the same time a member of many di fferent
classes.  Thus , an h i stor i cal work may also be a rhetorical , phi loso ph i cal , or
even poetic work . The decision as to the class in which it is to be evaluated

does not p reclude i t  from also bein g evaluated as a member of another class .

Qu ite frequently, the external criteria are derived from a member of the class

wh ic h i s cons idered to be a “model ’ member (in some respects , not necessari ly
“ideal” or “best ” ) . Th i s may resul t in the judgment ’s focus i n g on the com par i-
son of the two members of the class rather than on the extent to which one mem-

ber sat i sfies selecte d a bstract cr i ter i a .

Th is type of evaluation may also involve the classification of a work with re-

gard to the ends to be achieved by the work , followe d by a judgment as to

whether the means used are appropriate to the ends in terms of efficiency,

economy, and utility . This involves the assumption that particular means

serve some spec i f ic  ends bet ter than others , and that par ti cular  en ds are best
served by some specifi c means. It should be recognized that the major problem

in many judgments of this kind is what ends are to be considered . The ends

may be those conceived by the originator of the work or idea , or they may be

those deemed appropriate by the critic. It should also -be recognized that a

particular work or idea may be eva l uated in terms of many different means-ends

rela tionships. This may require the answering of the following questions: Do

the means employed represent a good solution to the problem posed by the end

desired? Are the means the most appropriate ones when the alternatives are

cons idered? Do the means employed bring about ends other than those desired? 

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_  _ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•• • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~• • •• • • . ~~~~
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Examples:

• The comparison of major theories , generalizations , and facts about
particular cultures.

• Judging by external standards , the ability to compare a work with
the highest known standards in its field--especially with other
works of recognized excellence.

LIL ~~~~~ .--- ——- -- ~~~~~~~- ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --
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APPENDIX B: CURRENT WORK IN KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS AND RELATED AREA S

• The following is a list of projects that are presently developing knowledge-

based systems or performing research and development in directly related areas.

I t re presents the major act iv i ties , but we make no claim that it is complete .

The l i st i s or dered by ins ti tut ion , and by principal investigator within each

ins tituti on , giving the name of the project if one exists and a very brief

descri pt ion .

1. Bol t Beranek an d Newman , Inc ., Cambri dge MA

a. J . S. Brown--SOPHIE , a knowle dge-based instructional system.

b. A Collins--Follow-on to SCHOLAR , a system that models

common-sense reasonin g.

c. G. Rider--An intelligent terminal system based on production

rules .

d . W. A. Woods--Natural-language processing .

2. Carnegie-Mellon Univers i ty, Pittsburgh PA

a . A. Newell--PSG , PSH , OPS , production -rule “programming ” systems
that su ppor t KBS imp l ementa tion , OPS is intended to optimize

rule sets.

b. D. R. Reddy--Image-underst andThg system based on speech-

understanding research and HEARSAY II , in particular;

continuation of speech-understanding research .

3. IBM Researc h Center , Yorktown Heights NY

a. A. Malhotra--Know l edge-based system for management support .

4. Jet Propuls on Laboratory , California Institute of Technology ,

Pasa dena CA

a. V . Yakimovsky——A non-deterministic inferLnce system for

i mage ana lys i s .
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5. Massachusetts Institute of Technology , Cambridge MA

a. I. Goldstein--Developin g a production -rule system for aircraft

simulation.

b. W. Martin , L. Hawkinson--OWL , a system for representing knowledge
and constructing knowledge-based systems.

c. W. Martin--Rule-based inventory management system.

d. M. Minsky , S. Papert--Frames , a method for representing knowledge.

e. A. Rubin--Knowl edge-based system for diagnosing kidney disease.

f. J. Sussman—-System for debugging (troubleshooting) electronic
circuits .

g. P. Winston--System for keeping track of icebergs.

6. The Rand Corporation , Santa Monica CA

a. R. Anderson--RITA , a production-rule system for intelligent
termi nal user agents.

b. D. Waterman , R. Hayes-Roth--TECA a naval threat evaluation
and countermeasures agent built on RITA.

c. D. Waterman--System for creating RITA agents by observing
and querying the user.

7. Rutgers University , New Brunswick NJ

a. C. A. Kulikowski , A. Safi r, S. Amarel--CASNET and IRIS , systems
for recomending treatment of glaucoma .

b. C. Schmidt--BELIEVER , a limi ted model of human intentions
based on knowledge of motives and bel i efs.

8. Stanford Research Institute , Menlo Park CA

a. H. G. Barrow , J. M. Tenenbaum--Systems to understand photographic
images .

~~
_ _
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b. R. 0. Duda--PROSPECTOR , an exploratory geology program , based
on MYCIN plus Hendrix net for organizing the relevance of rules

c. N. J. Nilsson--Writin g a book on knowledge-based systems.

9. Stanford University , Stanford CA

a. 1. Binford--Stereo vision system similar in intent to speech-
understanding systems.

b. B. Buchanan , S. Cohen--MYCIN , a rule-based system for recom-
mending antimicrobial therapy for infectious diseases .

c. R. Davis , J. King--TIRESIUS , augments MYCIN ’s explanations ,
abstracts its rule model , critiques rules ; has a system of
meta-rules.

d. R. Davis , J. King--EMYCIN , empty MYCIN , the framework without
any rules .

e. E. A. Feigenbaum , B. Buchanan , J. Lederberg--DENDRAL , a system
for anal yzing electron emission spectograms for determining
chemi cal structures , and Meta-DENDRAL , a companion system for
modeling chemists analytical processes and creating rules
for DENDRAL.

f. E. A. Feigenbaum , D. Englemore , H. P. Nil--Protein crystal-
lography , analyzes x-ray crystallographic images to determine
stick-and-ball model of molecules .

g. E. A. Feigenbaum , J. Lederberg , N. Martin--MOLGEN , a genetic
engineering system to assist geneticists in planning laboratory
experiments concerned with manipulation of DNA with restriction
enzymes.

h. E. A. Feigenbaum--DIKE , domain-independent knowledge engineer-
ing , intended to remove some of the variability in knowledge
engineering.

_ _ _ _
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10. System Development Corporation , Santa Monica CA

a. J. Burger , I. Kameny--EUFID , a natural-language interface for
data management systems.

b. C. Kellogg, P. Klahr--DADM (deductively augmented data management),
a deductive processor to interface with existing data management
systems and data bases to enhance user functions.

11. University of California at Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz CA

a. W. T. Wipke--A system for synthes~izing chemical compounds.

12. University of Maryland , College Park MD

a. C. Reiger--Conceptual modeling for natural -language understanding.

13. University of Michigan , Ann Arbor MI

a. R. Lindsay--Sys tem to produce standard record of pathology
reports, ameliorates differences in jargon from multiple
descriptions of many pathologists .

14. University of Pittsburgh , Pittsburgh PA

a. H. Pople , J. Myers--INTERNIST (JHALOG) , medical diagnosis system
for internal medicine using abduction; has more than 1000 rules.

15. Xerox Palo Alto Research Center , Palo Alto CA

a. D. G. Bobrow , 1. Winograd--KRL , a knowledge representation
language for their version of Frames.

b. D. G. Bobrow--~GUS, a general unders tanding system whose first
application is a travel agent.

16. Yale University , New Haven CT

a. R. Schank--a system for understanding written material in context.


